JBL 1400 Array loudspeakers
Esoteric DV- 60 Universal DVD
Lyngdorf TDA 2200 digital amp
ModVVright SWL 9.0SE pre-amp

Desi ner Gameppe Zingali with Office Manageress

Foyer area leading to oil dem rooms

NEW FACTORY & ALL- NEW
RANGE CELEBRATES
20th ANNIVERSARY...

NEW TWENTY RANGE WILL LAUNCH FEBRUARY 2007

Jack Lawsoa with NEW Client Neme Speaker
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Zingali Loudspeakers have been
my passion — acrusade since
Ifirst heard them nine years
ago. Since then many of my
customers have discovered the
superior performance of acrafted
loudspeaker which will not be
found in the High Street nor the
pages of What Hi -Fi? Every montll
new owners add to aremarkable
mail bag expressing gratitude and
pleasure.

soft-feel black has been replaced by a
finish with improved lustre and depth; and
water- based to cont-ibute to ecological
conservation.

NEW FACTORY
Zingali's unique commitment to design all
components and control all manufacture is
the only way to make this Loudspeaker. It
is more expensive and agreat deal more
trouble but everything can be optimised
and designed coherently to convey the ful.
musical sigral.

In February the company celebrates its 20th
anniversary with alaunch of the TWENTY
range: using the same principle, the in-house
drivers, crossover, cabinets, horns, indeed all components have been taken forward to the
next generation.All models use an acoustic
lens which Zingali has ciscovered as the way
to fully integrate woofer with horn on the
upper frequencies.

Last summer, Zingali occupied the largest
loudspeaker plant in Europe. Demo
facilities alone will comprise afoyer, two
stereo rooms, acinema, an outdoor rock
stadium, and outdoor cove-ed amphitheatre.
Workshops include electrical, woodworkiag
and paint shops which are the most
advanced in Europe. Even the distinctive

4Park Circus • Glasgow • G3 6AX Scotland

t: 0845 4000 400
e: nfo@audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.auchosalon.co.uk

w

All components, including the paint and
varnish, are designed and quality- checked
during assembly under one roof.This
depth of control alone sunique and gives
consistency as well as reliability. Of the
50,000 drivers made ir. the present series
only two have been ,eplaced!!

Contact us today for the 2007
Newsletter, price list and special
offers.
Jack Lawson
Specialist Hi Fi Consul:ant
Audio Salon

ATTENTION DEALERS:
Zingali Loudspeake , S.r.l. is establishing four specialist Zingali centres
in the UK. For details of the franchise and the dealer trip please
obtain information pack by email to jack at The Audio Salon.

'In any country other
than Denmark, this
would be adecision
somewhere between
brave and suicidal
Keith Howard [p44:

'Anyone that suggests a
DVD player with a1080p
output is amatch for HD
DVD is talking nonsense'
Paul Miller [p32]
'Cueing up some
clean, scratch-free
vinyl, Iwas deafened
by the silence of the
run-in groove'
Ian Harris [p48]

H141 news

For people passionate about great sound

Contents
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ADVICE & TIPS

News
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Barry Fox reports on

Questions answered, plus Jargon
Buster and TOP TIPS

technological shenanigans at
Show; plus Hi Fi CONFIDENTIAL

How To... set up a
multichannel system

CES 2007 Scrapbook

Beyond stereo with Keith Howard

this year's Consumer Electronics
10

Ken Kessler's pictorial diary of
hot kit from Las Vegas

ESOTERIC DV- 60
UNVERSAL DVD PLAYER
see page 52

Our cover is graced
this month by the
iridescent hue
of Sonus faber's
glorious Memento
loudspeaker, its
'string' motif reflected
in the oesign of both
grille and partnering
stands. By way of
contrast we are also
featuring JBL's 1400
Array, ahybrid of hornloaded compression
drivers with a mowngcoil bass section.
Compare and cont -ast
from pages 38 and 20,
respectively.
Source components
are represented
by avariety of
technologies this
month. From the truly
massive Stratosphere
turntable and exotic
Orpheus m- ccartridge
to Shanling's latest
CD spectacular and
Esoteric's versatile
universal disc player.
To cap it all, we have
an exclusively in-depth
look at the first HID
DVD player to arrive
on UK shores, courtesy
of Toshiba.
Amplifiers of all
shapes, sizes and Class
are also represented.
Mod Wright's preamp is an unusual
valve/MOSFET hybrid,
while both ' analogue'
and ' digital' forms of
Class D amplification
are represented by
both Flying Mole and
Lyngdorf.
Mix t,.is kit with our
Investigation, How
too... and On Location
features and you'll be
busy reading till next
month's issue!

90

FEATURES

OPINION

06

Objects of Desire
A first peek at chic audio pieces

65

Music Reviews

16

The best new releases in jazz,
classical, rock & audiophile
71

Hi -Fi News Investigation
The prospect of lower bit- rate,
higher- quality DAB, by Jim Lesurf

Opinion

82

Insights from our columnists

On Location
We visit Vincent Audio, in Germany

138 Essential Sounds

—Barry Fox, Mike Fremer, Paul
Miller, Jon Thompson and

Mezzanine by Massive Attack

Andrew Harrison

77

Letters

ON TEST

Your views on all matters audio

20

12

Classé

JBL 1400 Array
A compression driver classic,

BRAND INDEX

reviewed by Keith Howard

24

ModWright SWL 9.05E

14

Dynaudio

96
52
58

Ensemble
Flying Mole

The icons of Shenzhen deliver

20
12

JBL

another bobby- dazzler of aCD
player. Steve Harris takes aspin

08
48

LG
Lumley

HD DVD finally arrives in Europe

44

Lyngdorf

and at aprice that cuts the legs

08111

Meridian

24

Mod Wright

12
11

Nagra
Oracle

08

Philips

28
11/38

Shanling

32

Toshiba

36
12
14

Transfiguration

Esoteric

A valve/solid-state hybrid pre- amp
with atwist. Steve Harris listens

28

Krell

32

VAS

Shanling CD500 Reference

Toshiba HD -E1

from under Blu-ray. By Paul Miller

36

Transfiguration Orpheus
A new flagship m- ccartridge
graces Andrew Harrison's grooves

38

Sonus faber

Sonus faber
Guarneri Memento
Ken Kessler savours the latest
vintage from the Italian masters of
loudspeaker design

44

Lyngdorf TDAI 2200
Atrue digital amplifier with room
correction DSP, by Keith Howard

Wilson

48

Lumley Stratosphere Mk 2
Ian Harris floats on the thin air of
this high- altitude turntable

52

Esoteric DV -60
The first universal DVD player with
multiple digital filters gets afull lab
test by Paul Miller

58

Call for subscription enquires
PAUL MILLER
Acting Editor

Q&A

+44 ( 0)845 676 7778

or see page 137

Flying Mole PA- S1
MA-S160
Cool- running pre/power combo
takes flight. Review by Ian Harris

96

Ensemble Super System
Steve Harris lives with the cream of

Swiss hi-fi, the lucky chap!
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MELODY HI-FI P101D SIGNATURE PRE- AMP
Built into apiano- black chassis, Melody's
£3295 flagship pre- amplifier provides high,
low- gain and balanced output configurations
to suit any choice of power amp. Two 101D
tubes ( above) are feature in its power supply.
www.melodyhifi.com

6 I www.hifinews.co.uk IMARCH 2007

CHORD CPA 5000
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Based loosely on the advanced
CPA 4000 pre- amplifier, this
new £ 9980 model features
Chord's latest switchmode
power supplies, balanced
inputs and outputs plus a
claimed ' average noise floor
of - 140dB'. Look out for HFN's
definitive technical review in a
forthcoming issue.
www.chordelectronics.co.uk
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Barry Fox brings you the pick of the
cutting- edge kit from CES 2007

NOT SO UNIVERSAL LG
SUPER MULTI BLUE PLAYER CANNOT PLAY CDs, AND MAY OFFER DOWNGRADED AUDIO
cannot carry signals which follow

third ( infrared) laser needed for CD
reading and writing, and can offer

aBlu-ray and HD DVD player - is

the new lossless audio systems
from Dolby (TrueHD) and and DTS

more accurately aone- and- a- half

(Master Audio).

software is installed on the host PC,

The much-vaunted Super Multi Blue
Player from LG - which doubles as

player. Although the S1200 player

the drive can only read and write

is almost fully-featured for Blu-ray,

designer and General Manager of

it looks to be less capable in the HD

the Digital Media Research Lab,

and read HD DVD discs. There is no

DVD department and may well be

Jin Yong Kim, first said `we will

refused the right to carry the

have to get back to you on this'.

facility to write to HD DVD blanks.
Why launch such alame product,

HD DVD logo.

especially when LG is akey member
of the Blu-ray group and the

the S1500 that LG's Head Office
in Korea was quoting in October,

TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio
are in the player'. This is most likely

availability of adual format player
can only prolong the format war?

the company's engineers have

to mean that the player will decode

'Consumers are confused - they

designed out various key features.
The optics use two lenses to cope

the lossless signals and deliver
down-converted audio from

are reluctant to purchase players
or discs,' says Kim. ' Sales have been

with the very different readout
depths for Blu-ray ( 0.1mm) and HD
DVD ( 0.6mm), and two lasers, red

analogue outputs. This could make
the player avery poor investment

much slower than expected, which
is of concern to everyone. Although

for audiophiles.

we are members of the Blu-ray
group we think the two formats are

for DVD play and blue for Blu-ray

Later, after consultation with his

with Blu-ray, DVD and CD blanks,

engineers, Kim assured ' Dolby

To get the price down from

and HD-DVD. But the place in the

Another compromise makes the
player an equally poor investment

optics reserved for athird laser,

for videophiles. Although the player

aproduct that solves at least part

infrared to read CDs, is empty. This

has embedded Java capability,
and can play Blu-ray titles with full

of the problem. We have created

saves cash but means the player
cannot play music CDs.
Likewise, the HDMI connections

interactivity, it has no ethernet port
for internet connection and the

content producers'.
One cynical view is that by

which carry digital audio and video
adhere to the now out-dated

enhanced interaction this offers.

selling adual player that does much
more for Blu-ray than HD DVD, LG
is effectively promoting Blu-ray
over HD DVD. Another view is that,

here to stay. So we have created

it for the benefit of consumers and

deliver the new enhanced Deep
Colour signals - which is of only
marginal signficance because very

Even worse it does not support
the iHD interactivity which is a
promoted feature of HD DVD.
'It plays HD DVD movies with
simple menus,' admits Kim.
LG's dual-format PC drive which

few screens can display the extra

will be sold, also at S1200, is also

colour information. But it is also
means that the HDMI connections

seriously compromised, but in

until the player can reasonably be
described as adual player.

different ways. Although it has the

uk.lge.com

HDMI 1.2 standard, not the new
v1.3. This means the player cannot

8

When asked about this the chief

more interactivity if the necessary

www.hifinews.co.uk
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having scored widespread publicity
and largely uninformed praise, LG
will delay the commercial launch

WIRELESS HDMI

PHILIPS FIRST WITH WIRE- FREE ' DIGITAL SCART'

FII:FI CONFIDENTIAL

Philips will launch wireless HDMI, with range of around 10

JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI-FI

metres. 'Anyone using HDMI cables can use this device to carry
HDMI version 1.3 and lossless uncompressed 1080p video and
audio. It is the only way to go', says Ken Furst, Philips' Strategic

LADIES FIRST...

Relations Manager. 'The system will be available in Q3 and use
an open standard. It's areplacement for short distance wiring.
You can solve the problem of mains supply quite easily - an

Now, Iknow I'm walking on thin ice here, but the hi-fi industry is
dominated by males, both inside the industry and as consumers. But
things are changing gradually. Women know as much about how
to operate their MP3 players as their male counterparts while some

electrician can run wires off the existing mains to install an

of us ladies are now confident enough to say the words ' Krell' or,

extra power point in an hour or so. But with HDMI cables it's a

dare Isay, even whisper ' push-pull'. But while it will be along time

question of going up the walls and over and down again. The

before all hi-fi becomes dust free and comes in pink, Lizard Wizard

cable is expensive and unsightly.' Philips has not provided any

is one company brave enough to be different. Lizard Wizard is now
to offer its amps in any colour or disguise you wish - even dressed

prices as yet but says the technology will be ' competitive with
HDMI wiring'. The only thing to remember, it says, is that the
antenna cannot be completely hidden behind the screen.
www.consumer.philips.com

as ajewellery case. Hungarian Balázs Bite', the box designer, who
apparently makes square- shaped coins for the Hungarian National
Bank, will now design Lizard Wizard casework that will appeal to
everyone.., particularly females.
TIME GENTLEMAN, PLEASE
Designer Peter Gyarfas has come up with anew amp that will
'change the audio world'. The design, named Time Converter, will be
'amazing', so he told me. Natural sound, no distortion, and no noise
at all ( Itake it that means hum). The amp's output power depends on
the voltage, and with its ( unbelievably) amazing design he claims you
will be able to drive it from amere 3V and get 60W (which should
please eco friendly customers) or drive it with 220V and get 2000W
(for the more this serious or deaf listener). ' You can even drive it with
500V. Try to imagine it: very powerful, no noise, killer sound. You
have to be careful. If you are not careful, your speaker's cone will
jump out of the box, before you hear it'. I'll let you know if they do.
CREAMY SOUNDS
Finally, in an attempt to improve the sound from your cables PWB
has come up with Black Cream. This is different from his Blue, Green,

rir," e

pwe

MERIDIAN DOCK OFFERS 1080P FROM STOCK ' POD

Morphic, Retro Green, and Quantum Creams, and not forgetting his
Morphic Liquid, in that this one is said to beneficially manipulate
anumber of important energy patterns within the environment.
Apparently, electrical wiring produces positive and negative

Meridian was showing amind blower at CES 2007 [ see Ken's
'CES Scrapbook', p11]. A small docking station for avideo iPod

these up through our sense of hearing. Applying the cream to the

upscales video from small-screen iPod quality to Full Quality

cable's insulation and also to the body of fuses ( make sure they're

HDTV. A demonstration at Meridian's booth used clips from
Toy Story, ripped from aDVD and converted to MPEG-4 with

sound. Apparently. This is no anti- static cream, like Nordost's Eco 3,

640 x480 resolution in afile of around 700-800 MB.

or anti- static furniture polish. It is said to work on anything magnetic,

The dock contains upscaling circuitry which analyses the

so you can apply it to your loudspeakers' magnets, for example. PWB
even suggests you apply some to the magnetic strips on your credit

low quality recording, adds extra picture lines and displays
a 1080p picture on a42in Sharp Full HD screen. The quality,
with HDMI connection to the TV, was amazing.

potentials which point to the future and to the past, and we pick

unplugged first!) creates apassive energy pattern that improves the

cards, though at £ 250 per 5m1 jar it is more likely to have an effect
on the balance of your bank account than anything else.

Says William Phelps of Meridian ' Itried several of the
encoder software packages and found that PQDVD ( www.
pqdvd.com) gave the best results, and the picture quality from
MPEG-4 was better than from H.264.' Meridian will not say
what upscaling system it is using, but the company has close
ties with Faroudja - and was also showing adevice which used
motion corrected temporal interpolation ( MCTi) to remove
the motion pan judder seen when movie material is /

•

displayed at 72Hz. Meridian had heated internal

tb se

discussions on whether the HD-from-iPod
dock should be shown at CES because
it will not be launched until April.
The company decided to show it
'because it is fun'. The price will
be around £ 250. All processing is
done within the dock.
www.meridian-audio.com
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KEN'S CES SCRAPBOOK

Et4SL CES
A

s CESes go,

it was an

o dd

one

.

A

t

last,

the

horrible

Alexis

Park

motel

complex was consigned to history — my arthritic limbs no longer have
to account for all those stairs.

Instead,

the high— end exhibitors

were spread around the Venetian — far more salubrious,

with better rooms,

and offering a steady flow of eye— candy in the form of the hard—core porno
stars making their way to the Sands Convention Center at the back of the
Venetian.

No complaints from me:

given the choice between looking at audio

manufacturers or saucy 22—year— olds with 22in waists and 44in upper measurements,
let's

just say I remain red—blooded.

resolution of the
virtue

but far more

important

Don't Want Another Beta/VHS
hear either mentioned

expected,

or cheaper.
Lower!

the

show was dominated by

Blu—ray vs HD DVD.

1G

of producing a combi—player that deals with both.

some areas,

As

Theme— wise,

latest format war,

the

passive,

or DVD—A/SACD battle.

And

True,
is

it was

compromised in

the message

speaking of the

show was also dominated by new displays,
of the

it

sent

latter,

out:

We

I didn't

even if

all

of them larger or thinner

1950s US automotive advertising mantra: ' longer!

Boring? You better believe

of glass,

the hoped—for

scored the most attention by

even once.

It reminded me

Wider!'

a rectangle

than its performance

well,

it.

Hard

the pictures were

to get all hot and sweaty about

beyond belief.

There's

something so

so uninvolving about an item you hang on the wall and then forget.

marks to Meridian — now nestled closely

But full

to Faroudja — for scaling up the images of a video

iPod to suitability for viewing over 40in—plus displays.

Because I was occupied with my own launch — my
— I had to scurry around the
speaker from KEF,

latest book was published at CES!

show and missed such raved— about items as

JBL's new Everest and Continuum's less— expensive turntable.

back with a oh — God — please— let—me— win— the—lottery
the ' baby'

Sonus faber Stradivari called the Elipsa,

Oh,

But I did come

list consisting of the new Nagra CD player,
the Ayre monoblocks and a lap— dancer

called Amber...Will iinish this up after I recover from the
too much good food.

Yippee!!!

the new reference

jet— lag and the indigestion from

and that amazing Rosso di Montalcino.

Two bottles,

I think.—.
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SIMPLY STUNNING
MBL 1431 CD player, MBL 4006 Pre amp, MBIL 8006 sterec power amp

Good News
Proudly distriduted by

SOUND VENTURE
High-End Audio Syoteriis
01483 - 284 555
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: salessoundventure.co.uk

You know how fantastic MBL systems sound. Now this sound
has become more affordable. All MBL systems are handcraftedl uni Berlin, Germany. Be amazed by the outstanding build
quality and, of course, by the rer owned exceptional musicality. Your ears and all your senses will appreciate this urique
equipment.
THE NEW BASIC LINE

Yours for only f7,490

KEN'S CES SCRAPBOOK
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KEY TO PRODUCTS STOCKED:
AA = Audio Analogue 0 = Opera
F= Final
K = Kemp Elecktronics

UR = Unison
T = Triangle

CENTRAL LONDON
KJ.West One (020 7486 0552) AA, 0, UK P, G, B,T
www.kjwestone.com
Audio Visual Lounge (0207 375 3691) UR. P
www.theavlounge.com
LONDON (SOUTH WEST)
O'Brien Hi Fi (020 8946 1528) AA, 0, UR, ET, K HD
Cogent! Audio & Visual (020 7751 3000) AA, O. F
www.cogenttv
THAMES VALLEY
Audio Venue (01628 633995) AA, 0, UR, K
BERKSHIRE
The Audio Consultants (0118 981 9891)
www.audioconsultants.co.uk

UR, G, P, F

MEDWAY
Progressive Audio (01634 389 004) AA. 0, UK G, D, EPK
Audio Analogue Maestro Point Stockist
SURREY
Guilctford Audio (01483 537577) UR, P,
Lyngdorf Audio (0870-9 I
00-100) F
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Noteworthy Audio (01296 422224) UR
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
AVON
V'Audio (01179 686005) AA QT
Audience (01255 333310) 0, P.AA
BEDFORDSHIRE
Technosound Ltd (01582-663297)

F. P.O

Research

HD =

G=

GRAAF

D=

Diapason

B = BCD

Engineering

P=

Pathos Acoustics

HiDiamond

SUFFOLK
Audio Images (01502 582853) T,
www.audioimages-hifiscom

MANCHESTER
Practical Hi Fi (0161 839 8869) RAA. UR
www.practicalhifi.co.uk

P, K

DEVON
Audio Destination (01884 243584) AA,F
SOMERSET
Alternative Audio (01984 624242) UR, 0, D, P
Pinewood Music Company (01460-54322) UR. P
OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford Audio Consultants (01865 790879) AA 0, uit G, B, D, R
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
LEICS/NORTHANTS
Divine Audio (01858 432999) AA, 0,T, UR, RKE
www.divineaudio.co.uk

LANCS
Practical Hi Fi Preston (01722-883958) AA UR
Practical Hi Fi Bolton (01204-395789) AA
www.practicalhifi.co.uk
Lyngdorf Audio (0I
282-867819) F
YORKSHIRE
The Hi Fi Studios (01302 781387) UR
Vickers Hi Fi (01904 629659) UR,AA. 0, P
www.vickers-hifi.co.uk
CO. DURHAM
HiFi Sound (01325 241888) AA,T, 0, UR

WEST MIDLANDS
Midland Audio Exchange (01562 73 I100) D, G,P
www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

TYNE & WEAR
Global Hi Fi (0I
9I230 3600) UR, K. P
www.globalhificentre.com

SHROPSHIRE
SMC Sound & Vision (01743 232065)
www.smcsoundandvision.co.uk

SCOTLAND
Glasgow:The Audio Salon (0141 333 9700) KT, K, P, UR
www.audiosalon.co.uk

0, EUR, P

N.WALES
Acton Gate Audio (01978 364500) AA. 0, UK F
CHESHIRE
Philip Dooley (01625 264666) AA, 0, UR, G. K
www.dooleys-hifi.co.uk
Practical Hi Fi Plus Warrington (01925 632179) AA, G, PT, UR. F
www.practicalhifi.co.uk

N. IRELAND
Kronos Hi Fi (028-8775-3606) AA. 0, UK G, D.T, P
www.kronoshi-fi.co.uk

Exciting New products from UKD...
TRIANGLE

A
Following the magnificent Grand
Concert and Concerto, Triangle
and UKD are proud to announce
the arrival of two new models in the
Magellan Series - the Quatuor (£7,500
-pictured) and the Cello (£5,500).
These have all the quality, finish and
technology of their larger brothers.
They're luxurious, emotionally
involving speakers that will satisfy the
most discerning music lovers. As Alvin
Gold ( Hi Fi Choice/Feb.2007) wrote
of the Concerto "
it looks fantastic.
..with awonderfully passionate style
of music- making..."

PATIOS

Everything that comes from the Pathos
factory at Vicenza, Italy has real
class about it. Abig hit already with
audiophiles worldwide, the Endorphin
(£4,500) is afine example of the
Pathos commitment to excellence.
Other players may have good looks or
performance, but none deliver both to
the standard of this wonderful player.
The Endorphin is amusical treasure, to
admire and enjoy. If you're looking for
aCD player that delivers the highest
performance combined with superlative
design and build, look no further.

fiai
•ound,o ,porallon

Unison's goal is simple: beautiful,
fine sounding valve amplifiers made
for alifetime of musical enjoyment.
The new Preludio keeps faith with
this tradition. This £ 1,795 integrated
sets the standard for high-quality,
affordable valve amplifiers . As What
HiFi note in the latest issue: "
There
might be cheaper valve amplifiers
but none we've heard come close to
this Italian integrated when it comes
to all-round talent." Arrange an
audition and discover this for yourself!

The latest model in the Final range of high
definition flat panels is the 300i. This elegant,
slimline floorstander * offers all the insight
and detail of the best electrostatic designs,
and at avery attractive price. Astereo
pair with matching subwoofer costs under
£1,500 - astonishing value for atop quality
electrostatic loudspeaker. The 300i is unique
-whether used for 2-channel stereo or in
ahome theatre system. Call your nearest
UKD dealer to arrange an audition.
*300i can also be wall mounted

Visit www.ukd.co.uk or contact your nearest dealer for further information and to arrange an audition.

INSIDE STORY

I--

—I Hi-fi

news

A new Digital Audio Broadcasting format proposed for the UK promises much better
sound quality at lower bit rates and improved reception to boot. Great news for
audiophiles, but will it render current DAB radios obsolete? Jim Le Surf investigates...

A

tthe end of October 2006

current DAB transmissions. Since
AAC+ can deliver higher sound

t

he WorldDMB grouping

Considering this, and the established
advertising campaign by the BBC
to ' go digital', is it likely that they

announced that it was
proposing anew format
for Digital Audio Broadcasting. This
announcement has lead to some

would be attractive to audiophiles
who are concerned by the rates

wild speculation, including claims
that existing DAB receivers are all

used at present.
•Secondly, the incorporation of

obsolete! The reality is intriguing,
but probably rather less alarming for

Reed- Solomon error detection and
correction into DAB transmissions.

-for most users in the UK - existing
DAB radios are already ' obsolete'

radio listeners in the UK. So what is
the kerfuffle all about...?

This may help reduce the number of

and may cease working any time

uncorrected errors in the received

soon seems to be something of an

quality than MP2 when used at
modest or low bit- rates this

WorldDMB used to be called
the World DAB Forum. Its members
include the BBC and DigitalOne
who operate the UK's two existing
national DAB multiplexes. The
announcement, which was made at
the end of October, was to say that
it was putting forwards aproposal to

If the BBC wanted to switch
off the current DAB system
in the near future it would be
bombarded with protests'

the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute ( ETSI) for an
improved version of DAB. For radio

signals, and thus improve reception
for people in locations with marginal

listeners and hi-fi enthusiasts,

or poor DAB coverage.

the most exciting features of this
proposal are in two areas.
•Firstly, to allow the use of the

ALL GOOD NEWS THEN?
The proposal looks like good news

AAC+ data reduction codec as an

all around. However, so far, all that
has happened is that aproposal has
been submitted to the ETSI. As yet,
the proposal has not been accepted.

alternative to MP2 as used for all

diatt

ETSI TS 102 aac v1.1.1

(
2006-12)

Weep,Sporn^
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And no broadcasters are likely
to adopt it until after this
happens. Nor will equipment
manufacturers do so unless
they are confident it will come
into use. Adoption and use

would want to switch off the current
DAB system in the near future? It
seems unlikely. If they did, they
would be bombarded with astorm
of protests. Hence the idea that

over- reaction. From the statements
various people in the industry have
made so far, it seems more likely
that progress in the UK will be along
more cautious lines.
It is almost certain that ETSI
will adopt the proposal and issue
arelevant standards document
-perhaps sometime around the
middle of 2007. Chipsets and radios
will then probably appear during
2007/8 which can cope with the
new standard as well as the existing
one. Beyond that, prediction
becomes more speculative. It
is possible that the BBC and
DigitalOne will simply stay for now
with the current system. At some
point the new system, which may
be called something like ' DAB+',
would start operating in parallel
with existing systems. But there is
adilemma for any broadcaster who
wanted to implement this within
ayear or two. At present, there

will also require new chipsets

are only two national multiplexes.

to be developed, and for new

Although further multiplexes are

radios to be bought before we

planned, they take some time to

can listen to the results.

establish across the UK. Until they

As yet there are various

are in place, any stations using the

critical questions that remain

proposed new system would have to

unanswered, and which will

steal information capacity from the

affect what happens during the
next few years. The UK now has

existing ones. Although this might

two national DAB multiplexes,
and over four million DAB
radio receivers have been sold.
Recent sales figures seem to
be well over amillion per year.

not produce the storm of protests
which simply abandoning existing
users would cause, trying to do
this would have to be handled with
care to avoid problems. In practice,
it might simply make worse the
'quart in apint pot' pressures on the

LEFT: The WorldDMB's draft
proposal for an advanced DAB
system, put forward last October
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present multiplexes.
Although audiophiles are
primarily concerned with perceived

sound quality, the new system

WORLDDMB PRESIDENT,

may primarily be used as much
to squeeze more services onto

QUENTIN HOWARD ON DAB:
'The right solution for several of

amultiplex. It you look at the

the most advanced DAB markets

News Releases, etc, it is clear that

will continue to be MP2. That is
something that the regulators and

one of the main selling points for
broadcasters of the new system is

broadcasters in those countries

that it could be used to fit more

know and understand well, and they

stations onto each multiplex. Just

will behave responsibly and in the

what the trade-off will be in practice
between ' better quality' and more

best interests of their consumers.'
'A country the UK that has alarge
legacy of MP2 receivers - they are

stations remains to be seen. But
bear in mind that the broadcasters -

not going to change to some new
codec overnight. That's absolutely

and it would seem most consumers
-are reasonably happy with the

bonkers. They may do it gradually

current levels of perceived sound

over aperiod of time, but it will be
driven by the market and it may take

quality. Recent comments by BBC
managers also show an interest in

ten or fifteen years, if the UK were to

added features for radio, which also

adopt anew codec.'
[The Radio Magazine. November '06.]

would take up data capacity. Their
approach has been that what sells
is more content, and recent sales
seem to support this view.

BETTER RECEPTION?
The effect of incorporating the

been increased by about 2dB ( ie,
about 60 percent). The ex:sting

Reed Solomon error detection and
correction system into DAB is even
less clear at present. Detailed work

effective powers of the order
of 10kW. Taking this literally, it

by Canadian broadcasters and

were boosted to around 16kW.

others seems to indicate that the

If this were all that was involved,
then it might be simpler for the

new system improves resistance to
data errors due to background noise

11

DAB transmitters for ne national
multiplexes tend to radiate with

;
0›, ,,,-,

t

;1P
oige

implies achange similar to if this
o

broadcasters to simply double the

by acouple of decibels or so.

transmitted powers, and give this

Taken at face value it implies that
reception would tend to improve

benefit to existing users.

for those in difficult locations
as if the transmitter power had

complicated than this simple

However, the issue is more
comparison. Ihope to return to
assessing this in detail in afuture
article. This would clarify the
relevant levels of performance
in practice of the existing and
proposed DAB systems, as well
as comparing them with other
established systems like FM radio.
The new system might appear
soon, deliver improved sound,
more reliable reception, and a
wider range of services. If so, it will
be welcome. But I'd recommend
regarding any claims you may
have already seen that DAB is now
'obsolete' as jumping the gun.
Although the new system may be
the first choice in other countries, in
the UK the present DAB system may
continue to operate for many years
-perhaps over adecade. c_')
Jim Le Surf was Design Engineer
for Armstrong Audio during the
19705/80s. He then set up the
millimetre-wave and Terahertz
technology group at St Andrews
University. He recently retired to
spend more time with his wife,
garden, and three hi-fi systems.
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Quality redefined,
brilliant natural sound...

Audition them at:-

"One of hi-fi's true classics redefined: this is the

Paul

best Quad electrostatic design ever, and a truly

Midland Audio Exchange

Belbroughton

Music Matters

Birmingham

Practical Hi Fi

Bolton

01204 395789

world-class speaker"
- What HiFi Sound and Vision

"I have to say that this is the finest speaker on
the planet"
- Ken Kessler, HiFi News

Green Hi Fi

Bath

01225 316197
01562 731100
0121 429 2811

Hutchinsons

Cheltenham

01242 573012

Sounds of Music

Cross- in-hand

01435 865212

Stone Audio

Dorchester

01305 257555

Cloney Audio

Dublin

Hi Fi Comer

Edinburgh

2889449
0131 556 7901

Howards

Exeter

"By the highest standards, the 2905s get everything

Hi Fi Corner

Glasgow

0141 226 5711

right to a degree that had me shaking my head in

Music Matters

Hatch End

0208 420 1925

awe"

English Audio

Hereford

01432 355081

- Noel Keywood, HiFi World

Hadwins

Kendal

01539 722557

KJ West One

London

020 7486 8262

Dooleys

Macclesfield

Robert Richie

Montrose

Unilet

New Malden

020 8942 9124

Global Hi Fi Centre Ltd

Newcastle

0191 230 3600

n

If you need assistance arranging an audition
call Quad directly on:

0845 4580011 (
option 4).

01392 258518

01625 423158
01674 673765

Martins Hi Fi

Norwich

01603 627010

Audio T

Oxford

01865 759020

Sounds Expensive

Rugby

01788 540772

Moorgate Acoustics

Sheffield

SMC

Shrewsbury

Music Matters

Sutton Colefield

RJF Audio Visual

Tucki ngmi II

01209 710777

Doug Brady

Warrington

01925 828009

Vickers Hi Fi Limited

York

01904 629659

0114 275 6048
01743 232065
0121 354 2311

QUAD
...the closest approach to the original sound

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi:co.uk

THIS MONTH: Speakers from Sonus faber and JBL, universal and HD DVD
players from Esoteric and Toshiba, plus vinyl, amps, and room correction
38 Sonus Faber Guarneri Memento

20

JBL 1400 ARRAY

24

MODVVRIGHT 9.05E

28

SHANLING CD500

32

TOSHIBA HD- E1

36

TRANSFIGURATION
ORPHEUS

38

SONUS FABER

44

LYNGDORF TDAI 2200
LUMLEY
STRATOSPHERE MK 2
ESOTERIC DV- 60
FLYING MOLE
PA- S1 / MA-5160
ENSEMBLE SYSTEM

GUARNERI MEMENTO

20 JBL 1400 Array speaker

A
THE HI-FI NEWS
TEST REGIME

Shanling CD500 CD player

OUR RATINGS
EXPLAINED
Hi Fi News scores all audio
equipment by four key

parameters:
News has the most
I.
comprehensive and trusted
SPEC/FEATURES
out of 5
48 Lumley Stratosphere Mk 2
tests of any hi-fi magazine
SOUND QUALITY
out of 5
in the world. Each month
BUILD QUALITY
out of 5
we offer aclear evaluation
out of 5
VALUE FOR MONEY
of all types of audio
equipment - two-channel
audio from turntables to
Hi Fi News
amplifiers and CD players
OVERALL RATING out of 20
through to multi- channel
DVD-A and SACD players.
Hi Fi News lab tests are
conducted using the six- channel QC Suite
testing station developed by Hi Fi News'
SPEC / FEATU
Technical Director, Paul Miller. and now the
Results are combined to
audio industry standard test equipment.
11111
give atotal HI- Fl NEWS
It gives Hi Fi News apowerful edge in its
RATING out of 20. Our
testing of all stereo and multi- channel kit so
SOUND QUALITY
OVERALL RATINGS mean
our tests are respected around the world.
the following:
1 1 1 1 1
su
e resu
10 & below = Don't listen!
BUILD QUALITY
jazz and classical t
11-12 = Below average
HiFi News Golden
13-14 = Average
11 II 1 1
15-16 = Very good
Star speaker delivers
17-18 = Excellent
authority, grip and
VALUE FOR MONEY
19-20 = Pure Audio Gold
smoothness in spades.

52 Esoteric DV-60 DVD

58 Flying Mole amps

TESTED NEXT MONTH:
DIO RESEARCH POWER AMP
ELODY PRE-AMP
YRE UNIVERSAL PLAYER
UEVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
MUSICAL FIDELITY DAC
- VINCENT AUDIO SYSTEM

INN

PSIL

PRE/POWER AMP
EXOTIC PRE-AMP

NO VVOODOO SPEAKERS
PRO-JECT X- PACK TURNTABLE
CAMBRIDGE AV RECEIVER

11111

Fli-fi news

OVERALL RATING

20/20
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LOUDSPEAliER TEST

JBL 1400 ARRAY (£ 7000)

If dynamics, immediacy and sheer
presence are big on your tick- list
then this horn- loaded behemoth
vvill press all the right buttons,
but there's aprice to pay...
20 I www.hifinews.co.uk IMMCH 2007

Tested by Keith Howard

A

!though we tend to think these days of.IBL
principally as amanufacturer of professional
loudspeaker products - and lames BLansing did

indeed make his name, before founding .IBL, in
the field of cinema sound - the fact is that for aquartercentury until the 1970s JBL's pro speakers played
second- string to its domestic products. So a

high-end audiophile loudspeaker from.IBL is not the
oddity it may seem, even though the 1400 Array reflects
the company's vibrant pro heritage of the last 30-odd
years by incorporating two horn- loaded drive units to
cover the frequency range from 750Hz up.
Mere mention of the word horn is enough to conjure
up aparticular image in most audiophiles' minds - of
ahigh sensitivity speaker that majors on dynamics and
impact at the cost of increased coloration and restricted
bandwidth. But the 1400 Array - and its smaller 1000,
800 and 880 centre channel siblings likewise - doesn't
fit that stereotype. Nor could it because its direct
radiating bass driver determines that its sensitivity be
that of aconventional, non- horn- loaded equivalent. So
the 1400 Array is not aspeaker that will deafen you for
the expenditure of mere milliwatts of amplifier power
-at aspecified 89dB, its sensitivity is no more than
average for atransducer of this bulk and bass extension.

HONK, HONK
Still, the choice of horn loading makes the Array range
idiosyncratic in amarket dominated by direct radiating
alternatives. And there is no surety, just because these
horns have modest sensitivity, that the old horn bugbear
of characteristic coloration (often termed honk, for
the obvious reason) is banished from their realm. Horn
purists and the research conducted by Keith Holland and
colleagues in the early ' 90s both suggest that midrange
horns can be blameless in this regard, but only if they

'The JBL's strength is its sense of
immediacy. Its ability to narrow the
gap to the dynamics of the original
performance is sometimes startling'
are straight, round and have aconsistent flare with
no sudden discontinuity at the mouth. The constant-

ABOVE:

directivity horns used in the Array range don't accord

terminals allow

with this description, so one of the fascinations of this
review for me was to discover whether today's state-ofthe-art in horn design really can deliver both controlled
directivity and low levels of coloration.

for bi-wiring

Toe to top, an audit of what £ 7000 buys you
with the 1400 Array reads like this. JBL describes the
bass enclosure as trapezoidal, but that is not quite
geometrically accurate. The front and rear panels are

Twin speaker

either side of the
750Hz crossover
LEFT: Integrated
horn sits alittle
forward of main
enclosure

flat and parallel with one another, and the rear panel
is somewhat the narrower of the two. The side panels
aren't straight, though, but gently curved.
Construction is from 1.5in-thick MDF, internally
braced to control structural resonances, and only one
finish is offered: lacquered black zebrawood, so called
because of its distinctive patterning. The 350mm ( 14in)
bass unit has atreated paper pulp cone with a4in
diameter edge-wound copper voice coil, large ferrite
magnet and cast aluminium chassis. Reflex bass loading
is provided by alarge rear-firing port which is flared at
both ends to reduce windage noise. Four adjustable
shallow cones on the underside of the enclosure are far
from carpet- piercing but, thanks to the 1400 Array's
52kg all- up weight, provide areasonably stable albeit
less than ideal base on rugs and carpets.
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Mounted atop and protruding alittle forward of the
bass enclosure are the integrated midrange/treble and
supertweeter horns, cast in aproprietary JBL material
called SonoGlass. The larger horn, which unusually has
the long dimension of its rectangular mouth aligned
vertically to achieve the desired dispersion behaviour,
has a75mm everted aluminium dome compression
driver with phase plug, neodymium magnet and
edge-wound aluminium voice coil. Its magnet assembly,
adorned with heatsinks, forms avisual feature at the

'Progressively toeing the speakers
out from this position ameliorates
the mid-forward balance but also
loses some of the crispness'
rear. The supertweeter horn, which is located along
the top edge of the larger horn's mouth, has asimilar
compression driver but scaled down to suit its 25mm
titanium dome. Crossovers are all 4th- order ( 24dB per
octave) acoustic slopes, centred on 750Hz and 8kHz,
and are split to provide for bi-wiring or bi-amping to
either side of the 750Hz crossover.

The question Iposed earlier - whether the Array's
midrange horn could defy expectations to deliver both

TONE CONTROL

well- maintained directivity and low coloration - were
answered pretty swiftly when Ibegan listening to

Iwas told when the 1400 Arrays were delivered that I
wouldn't need to toe them in fully towards the listening
BELOW: Rear
port is flared
to combat
'chuffing': the
supertweeter
is at top edge
of horn's
mouth while
the magnet
assembly of
main horn sports
heatsinks

position but only alittle inward from the straight ahead.

familiar records, beginning with Sinatra at the Sands on
DVD-A. This live recording is rough and ready in some

tone control. Pointed straight at the listening seat the
1400 Arrays deliver maximum snap and leading edge

ways but captures the performance with acompelling
intimacy no studio recording could ever emulate.
There's abuzz to the proceedings which the rough
edges do nothing to lessen.

definition but are tonally forward enough to be wearing
on extended listening. Progressively toeing the speakers
out from this position ameliorates the mid-forward

right up the 1400 Array's boulevard but in the event I
was mildly disappointed. The sound didn't quite gel into

In fact you can use this adjustment as an effective

balance but also loses some of the crispness. So the
first job when setting up the 1400 Arrays is to settle on
the best compromise, which in my case was with the
speaker axes crossing acouple of metres behind the
listening position.

I'd anticipated that this type of material would be

aconvincing soundstage and 1here was apersistent
background coarseness to the presentation in general,
and to Sinatra's voice and the audience applause
-always cruelly revealing of midrange coloration - in
particular. On anumber of other occasions Ihad this

CONSTANT DIRECTIVITY HORNS
Until the mid- 1970s the majority of

with amodified conical outer section.

horn loudspeakers were constructed

The initial, exponential part acted as a
waveguide to convert the horn's cross-

with exponential flare profiles and,
at their purest, had acircular crosssection. One of the principal problems
with such horns was their directivity:
frequencies near the lower end of the
passband were radiated over awider
angle than higher frequencies which
tended to be beamed down the centre

section from circular ( at the drive unit)
to arectangular slot at the beginning
of the modified conical outer section,
an arrangement that resulted in much
better- maintained directivity but afall- off in
output with rising frequency that had to be

of the horn. Particularly in cinema and

compensated by electrical equalisation.
Other manufacturers quickly followed

public address applications this was a

suit, increasingly relying on computer-

significant problem, which was initially
addressed by the use of rectangularsection radial and multi- cellular horns.

aided design techniques to optimise the
performance of these hybrid horn designs

through successive generations.
These provided awider spread of sound
The key to achieving good subjective
over their working range but incurred
results with constant-directivity horns is
other directivity problems in the form
of off-axis lobing effects.
In 1974 ElectroVoice introduced its
HR range of constant-directivity horns,
which combined an exponential throat

22 j www.hifinews.co.uk IMARCH 2007

designing the initial waveguide and flare
transition in such away that internal
reflections and resonances within the horn
-which give rise to the characteristic ' horn
honk' - are minimised.

àle

ibt

p3L 1400 ARRAY
(£ 7000)
FEATURES

Ihoped and expected the 1400 Array
to bring abreath of fresh air to my
listening room, and in away it did.
On the right recording its distinctive

1111
SOUND QUAIJTY

IlilLi

imaging and dynamic pizzazz can be
very persuasive indeed. But what the

BUILD QUALITY

horn- loaded upper midrange/treble
drivers give with one hand they
take away with the other, lending
apersistent character to the sound
that coarsens instrumental and vocal
timbres. It's atrade-off that only a

1111
VALUE FOR MONEY
111

minority of listeners will consider to
be acceptable.

same reaction to the imaging:

Iwas also left with be abiding
impression that, for all its good work

that it is impressively precise at
the left and right extremes of the
sound stage but not so exceptional

at low frequencies - this is not a
speaker ever likely to disappoint in

centrally. That is acharacteristic of
two-channel stereo, but the 1400
Array seemed to exacerbate it.

extension - the bass driver couldn't
quite match the gel up and go of

respect of bass output capability or

further listening to awide variety

the larger horn. Just as with many
dynamic/electrostatic hybrids, there
was alow-level but consistent sense

of source material, is convey a
sense of immediacy that so

of discontinuity in the musical
presentation between the

What this unusual design does
well, as Idiscovered through

frequency ranges covered
by each driver. Iwould

many loudspeakers miss
out on. Its ability to
narrow the gap
to the dynamics
of the original
performance
is sometimes
startling.

FOR:
Compelling
immediacy
of sound

HOW ABOUT
CLASSICAL?

Too much
horn coloration

more weight and
warmth from the
bass driver in the
lower midrange,
and not only on

Hi Fi News lab report
A sensitivity of 88dB and aminimum impedance of just under 5ohm
indicates that the 1400 Array is arelatively easy speaker to drive.
although it does have unusually large LF phase angles. Frequency
response error 200Hz-20kHz was on the high side, principally
because of adeep dip at around 7kHz caused by significant time
alignment error between the two horns. As Keith Holland showed in
the early 1990s. the best way to identify reflections within horns is
using cepstral analysis, which reveals the regular ripples in frequency
response that result.
I'm not equipped to perform cepstral analysis currently but the
larger horn's frequency response did show clear ripples, so it appears
the 1400 Array is not free of this source of coloration. KH

would cream Black

95
dB
SPL
90

Sabbath's Black Sabbath
(an impressive recording for

in other aspects of fidelity.
Ifound the 1400 Array incapable of
conveying asweet, soaring string

heavy rock of the early ' 70s) but that
lack of weight spoilt the show.

tone - from violin or cello - and this
alone will disbar it for many classical

message from Greg Timbers - JEIL's

music listeners. It also, as the Sinatra
and other vocal recordings showed,

chief systems engineer, who Imet
in 2004 at Northridge when he

adds acoarseness to male and

demonstrated an Array prototype

female voice.
On occasions, particularly where

to me - begins witn the sentence,

its ability to separate strands in
the music and present them stably

driver systems.'

in space comes to the fore - a
characteristic which I'm sure relates

whether you will like the 1400 Array.
Dare Isay it, if you were weaned on

to its controlled directivity across
the presence band, where many
direct radiating speakers have a

amusical diet of PA systems then
this speaker will press all the right

step change because of acrossover
-the 1400 Array casts this problem

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Harman Consumer TEL 01707 278100
WEB: www.jbl.com

Cassical material.
Ianticipated that
the 1400 Arrays

AGAINST:

But you do pay a
significant price for this

also have welcomed

Review system breakdown
SOURCE: 1ownshend TA565 universal player
AMPLIFIERS: DACT stepped attenuator passive pre- amp, 4 x
Exposure XVIII Mono power amplifiers: Lyngdorf Audio TDAI 2200

In the Project Array brochure, a

'I've long been afan of compressionThat, in afew words, is the key to

buttons. Whereas if you crave a
more neutral and nuanced sound,
the 1400 Array is unlikely to elbow

80

75
10k

200

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Sensitivity

88.0dB

(,,PI at 1, tw 2.8 3V 1171,111put)

Impedance modulus min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)

4.9 ohm
@ 92Hz

Impedance phase minimax
(20Hz An,f-iz)

-75.l
@ 50Hz

21°
@ 36Hz

Frequency response error
(2001lz 20kHz, each speaker)

±5.4dB

±7.4dB

aside in abravura display of sheer

its way on to your wish list. Me, I've

Pair matching (
200Hz-20kHz)

rightness, as it did with Tony Joe

always been prepared to tolerate
some coloration for more believable

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

White's One Hot July. Yet you are
never quite certain what to expect
as each disc starts to play.

dynamics, but this JBL asks too much

40k
frequency ( Hz)

HF extension (- 6dB ref 10kHz thirdoctave smoothed)

40.3 ohm
@ 42Hz

±5.2dB
24Hz
>40kHz

of that forbearance.
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Do the
Wright thing
MODWRIGHT SWL 9.0SE

(£2200)

A simple, two- channel
valve pre- amplifier with a
solid-state twist

"71
eS7Î-,7
), (7
'(")

41
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Tested by Steve Harris

D

an Wright's punning company name might
have afamiliar ring if you're old enough to
remember the glory days of American
high-end. The ModSquad was what noted

designer Steve McCormack did before he launched
McCormack Audio.
But ModWright's history begins in the State of
Washington, and the present century, not the California
of 25 years ago. Dan Wright, amechanical engineer by
profession, explains that ModWright was born out of his
interest in audio electronics as ahobby. He first worked
on digital electronics, including Pioneer DVD players
and the MSB Link DAC, with modifications that included
parts upgrades and power supply improvements. This
led to modifications of the Perpetual Technologies P- 3A
DAC. At this point, audio was still only ahobby, but
eventually Dan's work on the P- 3A was publicly endorsed
by Perpetual's president Mark Schiffer.
With this encouragement, Wright went ahead and
establshed ModWright as acompany in January 2000.
ModWright then offered atube- output- stage upgrade
for the Sony CD- 777E5 SACD player, which it called The
Absolute Truth. This was followed by similar upgrades
for the Sony 999ES and Sony 9000ES, and the ' Universal
Truth' mods for Pioneer universal players, which were
well received. After doing so much work with tube
output stages and power supplies, Dan Wright was
ready to come up with his own complete product. This
was, of course, the SWL 9.0 line pre- amp, now available
only in the higher- spec ' SE' form reviewed here.

OUTSIDE AND IN
Externally, the SWL 9.0SE is neat and understated, with
legends and company logo lightly cut in relief on the
chunky aluminium front panel. Even the four source
selector positions are only marked with dots - although
the corresponding rear panel sockets are labelled CD,
Tuner, DVD and HT/BP, and there is afifth pair of inputs
MODWRIGHT AND THE 'MU STAGE'

'Once Tormé got started, you could
really appreciate the skill that kept the
audience enthralled, and in fact... you
just became part of that audience'
ABOVE: Ahome
theatre bypass

labelled Monitor. In contrast to this sober presentation,
one little detail seems to be trying to tell us that the

loop ( HT/BP)

product has arockin' heart - the volume max position

enables the
ModWright to

is marked ' 11'1The volume control itself is an Alps
motorised pot, which enables remote control of volume,
via aperfectly effective but rather too cheesy ' one for

form the heart of
ahome cinema
set-up, too

all' plastic handset.
Otherwise, the whole build and mien of this product

Dan Wright's work with tube analogue output stages

is quietly substantial, with heavy-gauge metalwork and

for CD players culminated in the design of the SWL
9.0 pre- amplifier, which became ModWright's first

agood standard of finish. Above the good-quality toggle
switches are LEDs which come on with asoft azure glow

product of its own design and manufacturing. ' It was
also at this time,' says Wright, 'that Alan Kimmel was

rather than subjecting you to the usual eye-wrenching
bright blue stare, and this makes apleasant change.
The light above the leftmost ( Mute) toggle stays

consulted. Aform of Kimmel's " Mu Stage" is used in
the ModWright pre-amp.'
As Kimmel explained in aGlass Audio article, ' Mu

lit for around 45 seconds after switch-on, as the unit

Stage Philosophy', the idea centres on the use of a
pentode cathode follower ( CF) or MOSFET source

reach their operating temperature. Next comes the
Tape Monitor selector, and finally, there is aHT/BP

follower ( SF) as the upper device of aseries amplifier
gain stage. The ' Mu Stage' circuit maximises the
gain from any tube and is designed to offer the tube
as close as possible to an ideal plate ( anode) load.
The circuit provides both gain and buffering. In the
ModWright design, aFET is used in conjunction with
the tube for this application. This means that the
tube is used to amplify voltage, where it is most
effective, while the FET is used to amplify current.

is muted while the tubes are allowed to stabilise and

(Home Theater Bypass) switch, to allow input from a
BELOW: Quality

home cinema processor to pass direct to the outputs.

toggle switches
and sturdy
casework plus an

DOUBLE TRIODE TUBES

Alps motorised
volume pot with
amax position
marked at 11 !

Through the louvred top panel you can glimpse the pair
of 5687 double-triode tubes which provide the gain in
this hybrid design. Used as aline-stage or driver tube
by many other valve amplifier manufacturers ( including
Audio Note and Border Patrol in the UK), the 5687 is
aspecial-quality triode that also has the advantage of
being freely available from New Old Stock sources.
ModWright says the tubes should have alife of 3000
hours or more. Although tubes like the 12AX7 ( ECC83)
and others of that family look similar, they can't be
substituted for the 5687. High-quality parts used inside
include 1% Dale-Vishay and Caddock precision metal
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MODWRIGHT
SWL9.0SE (£ 2200)
FEATURES
There is little doubt that Mod Wright
made agood start in its move from
aftermarket enhancement into full

MIMI
SOUND QUALITY

manufacturing, and seems to have
achieved its performance goals with
this product. It offers an engaging,

BUILD QUALITY

unrestrained and musical sound
which should more than stand up to

MOM

the competition. The amp is also well

VALUE FOR MONEY

behaved and notably quiet, being
subjectively noise-free.

liii

Review system breakdown
ABOVE: Choke input current regulation used in the power supply, with
Schottky rectifying diodes. Also seen are film capacitors and Vishay resistors
film resistors. Sonicap polypropylene
and Teflon film capacitors are used
in the signal path.

SOUND QUALITY

and realistically placed in the
distinctive acoustic of Chesky's NY
church venue. Bass was full and
convincing, and percussion details
had snap and realism.
On Ladysmith Black Mambazo's

For astart, although you might think
this ar oddball choice, Ifound that

Long Walk To Freedom [
Heads

Mel Tormé's astonishing virtuosity
was well served by the Mod Wright

UP HUSA 9109] the rich wealth
of detail could become almost

pre-amp. Even the band intro at
the start of Live At The Maisonette

overwhelming and it was

[Atlantic 8122-73321-2] highlighted
its strengths, with the stunningly
hot-and-slick Al Porcino orchestra
portrayed in avibrant,
lifelike manner. The
brass seemed just
shinier, coming over
powerfully and
bright, without
hardness. Once
Tormé got
started, you could
really appreciate
the depth and
texture of his
voice, the fantastic
vocal technique, the

became part of that audience.
It was pretty much the same
story with other recordings tried.
The lovely voice of Marta Gomez
on Entre Cada Palabra [ Chesky

Hi-fi News lab report
ModWnght Instruments SVVI.9.0SE: Distation vs Frequency, 1V{47kohun
1.000

0.100

clot s

ModWright might actually be abit
larger than life. But be that as it
may, the tact is that : line
after time, it made
familiar recordings
even more

AGAINST: Can we have
anicer remote handset
please?

enthralled, and in fact... you just

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Angelsound Audio TEL 01923 352479
WEB: www.modwright.com

specifically on this recording
that Ifelt that the sound of the

FOR:
Excellent,
full-blooded
and involving
sound

skill that kept the audience

SOURCE: Arcam CD36, Ensemble Dirondo, Rega Apollo, Shanling 500
AMPUF1ER: Musical Fidelity kW750 power amp
LOUDSPEAKERS: Dali Ikon 6, Ensemble Figura
CABLES: Cambridge Audio, Ensemble Dynaflux, Chord Odyssey

enjoyable than
I'd expected.
Idon't think
any audiophiles
purchasing this
peamp will
have any regrets,

unless they wish
they'd bought the
newly- announced

version with phono stage
built in — and even this shouldn't
be aproblem as we're told that
owners of the line-level version will
be able to add the phono stage as
an upgrade. The phono section will
have to wait for another review.

a
0.001

20

lk

104,

An overall gain of just + 15dB might seem lirn'ted, but in today's world
of high output digital players, anything over + 6dB should be sufficient
to drive apower amplifier. In this instance, just 180mV will raise 1V
from the SWL 9.05E, although the 5687 triodes don't provide an
especially low source impedance at -- 600ohm. F-equency response
has agentle HF roll-off amounting to - 1.9dB at 20kHz and - 12dB at
100kHz, suppressing high treble distortion harmonics.
As aresult, while the ( mainly 2nd harmonic) distortion is already
low at 0.02% through the midrange ( 1V out), this falls to 0.01%
at 20kHz and 0.006% at 40kHz. This is ahighly unusual and not
unwelcome technical 'feature'. Incidentally, the SWL9.0SE achieves its
lowest 0.006% midrange distortion at amodest 100-200mV output
level, afigure that increases nearly tenfold to 0.05% at a2V output.
The 0.15dB channel balance is good and the

- 87dBA-wtd

Readers can download aQC Suite Test Report for the Mod Wright
SWL 9.0SE pre-amp from www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech PM

But meanwhile, the SWL 9.05E line

Hi-fi News lab specifications

backing musicians were tangibly

pre-amp is warmly recommended. (5

Overall gain

000

0000e

000

Mod Wright instruments. Inc.
Model SVil lM/Sr rese imebtage

e 1.11

•

1.11(11, %Va.1111,1.11.111,07

bldn,
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SIN ratio

very good indeed, but channel separation less so with an acceptable
60dB at lkHz falling to 34dB at 20kHz. This is the only blot on an
otherwise very creditable performance.

1D301] seduced the ear while the

00000

20k

Frequency »

15dB

Sensitivity (for 11.1 output)

178mV

Distortion 20Hz-20kHz

0.025%-0.01%

Freq response 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0 to -1.8dB

Freq response 20Hz-100IcHz

+0.0 to -12dB

Channel separation 20Hz-20104

89dB to 34dB

Channel balance at V»

0.1dB

A-wtd S/N ratio

87.3dB

HITS ALL THE RIGHT NOTES
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THIS IS THE TUCANA
AUDIOPHILE STEREO
AMPLIFIER.
You CAN HEAR EVERY
DAMPED NOTE AND OPEN
CHORD CUTTING THROUGH
WITH THE UTMOST CLARITY,
YOU MIGHT EVEN HEAR THE
PIANIST'S FEET ON THE
PEDALS, IT DOESN'T GET ANY
BETTER THAN THIS...

AAA

You FEEL LIKE HE IS IN THE
ROOM WITH YOU
...PLAYING JUST FOR YOU.

ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL
YOU TRULY BELIEVE.
To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON
01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO
VVVVW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

Tucana

AUDIOPHILE
STEREO
AMPLIFIER

LEEMA ACOUSTICS

BEAUTIFULLY

ENGINEERED

SOUND

[WIPLAYER TEST

Listen vvith
Mother
SHANLING CD500 (£3600)

If the CD- f300 was aflying saucer,
the CD500 is the mother ship, a
massive, aluminium shelled top
loader with aseductively silky sound

e
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Tested by Steve Harris

F

our years is along time in Shenzhen, but that's
how long it is since HiFi News first published a
review of aShanling CD player. Back in January
2003, when we still thought that Chinese

valve amplifiers were nothing but cheap-and-crude
Far Eastern substitutes for some marvellous Western
Real Thing, Shanling had just burst on the scene with
an outrageous- looking tube-output- stage CD player it
called the CDT- 100.
With its metal-and- acrylic centre- loading hatch
flanked by aquartet of caged valves, and arow of
transformer housings at the back that made it look like
avalve amp, the CDT- 100 was calculated to win the
heart of any audiophile with the slightest thermionic
inclinations. But there was more to this CD player
than the hot glow of afew tubes. The £ 1650 CDT- 100
used the then- highly- regarded combination of Pacific
Microsonics PDM-200 digital filter/HDCD decoder along
with Burr- Brown PCM1704 DACs with agood Philips
transport. It even offered an alternative solid-state
output stage for comparison.
By 2005, Shanling had broadened its player range to
include the far cheaper CD-T80 [
HFN, May ' 05], which,
although keeping its two output tubes hidden inside a
conventional case, wasn't much inferior in terms of key
components and performance. In the same year, moving
up the price scale, Shanling unleashed the CD-T300
Omega drive player.

preceded by asample- rate converter which provides

ABOVE: Glowing
blue buttons

user-selectable upsampling to 192kHz.
With a ' special custom made' CDM1230 servo

include a

system, the top- loading transport is accessed by

'24bit/192kHz'

STYLING FANTASY

manually lifting the heavy alloy- handled blue- acrylic lid.

switch to

Owing something to 47 Lab and something to Oracle,

When the lid is replaced, the built-in captive magnetic

toggle between

and eventually only trumped by the Pathos Endorphin

puck locates the disc on the drive turntable.

oversampling

from Italy, the curvy, limited- edition CD-T300 was

Once switched on, the transport cover glows with

and upsampling

Shanling's high-end style statement. But its successor,
the CD500, is every bit as imaginative; another

blue light, as does most of the front panel. No mere
piddling LEDs for Shanling - this player provides enough

wonderful, confident styling fantasy, if with just aslight

light to read by. Those large porthole- like recesses
around the six front- panel buttons, and the block- acrylic

echo of Marantz about it. If the CD-T300 was aflying
saucer, the CD500, is amother ship, an imposing
space-station. That massive aluminium shell - the player
measures 482 x 150 x380mm (whd) and weighs 17kg
-carries four stylised radiating vents that look as if they
ought to have some sort of engine underneath, and
in fact there are two EH6922 valves in the analogue
output stage. The digital electronics include four BurrBrown PCM1704 D/A converter chips which provide
abalanced output option. Intriguingly, as well as a
conventional 8x oversampling filter, the DACs are

returns on either side of the central display window, are
all bathed in blue. The far left button is On/Standby (the
main power switch is on the rear) while next to this is

'Four years is along time in
Shenzhen, but that's how long it is
since HiFi News first published a
review of aShanling CD player'

e
• •
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CD PLAYER TEST

AUDIOPHILES AND OEMS
We're no longer used to seeing specialist or
high-end audio coming from the larger companies
that can also produce mass- market audio, but that's
exactly what Shanling does. Shenzhen Shanling
Digital Technology Development Co Ltd, to give the
full name, is acompany of awesome facilities which
describes itself as ' aspecialist audio manufacturer
comprising of both research and development and a
production and sales centre. It also incorporates the
Advanced Aluminium Product Machining center.'
In fact, with its own teams of audio experts,
engineers and skilled technicians, Shanling can
design and manufacture any product your heart
desires. The company offers 'the all-around OEM
service' for overseas audio manufacturing, from
design through to complete production. As aresult,
products from the Shanling factory appear under
some well-known brand names all over the world.
Shanling clearly employs many, many very
talented people, but there's no doubt that the man
largely responsible for Shanling's most striking and
fine- sounding hi-fi products is Zhao Vingzhi, whose
signature actually appears on the front of the
CD-T300 CD player. So it seems that when it comes
to creating its own, flag-waving high-end products,
Shanling has done something that big companies
in the West find hard to do — allow one brilliant
designer to take flight.
ABOVE: All- metal
remote can also

the selector for 192kHz upsampling. Actually, it's abit
of ashame that the green and white LED indicators,

seemed to enjoy unravelling the textural and rhythmic

control Shanling

respectively, above these two buttons, clash with the

[Telarc CD- 83649], and then in arather different vein it

overall blue scheme of things.

succeeded equally well with the brainteasing rhythms
of David Chesky's violin concerto on the 2005 Area 31

amplifiers

The remaining four controls are normal transport
controls ( Stop, Play/Pause, Prey and Next), and that's it,
apart from the display (which gives ausefully large and
clear display of track and time) and below this, dead
centre, the spout- like headphone jack.
Almost as symmetrical is the back panel, with
balanced ( XLR) and unbalanced ( RCA phono) outputs at
either side, and digital outputs (AES/EBLJ and coaxial) in
the centre, above the mains inlet and power switch.

'The singer's voice took on asense
of scale and presence that just made
you wonder about that whole business
of adding more channels'
With the CD500 comes asolid metal system remote,
designed to operate Shanling amplifiers too. It's arather
prosaic object compared with the outrageous player,
and carries aregimented array of more than 30 nearly
identical small round buttons, many of which aren't
relevant to this player, as well as ashift key to give
double functions on most of them. Everything works,
but it's not particularly user-friendly.

disc [ Chesky SACD288].
One of the first vocal recordings Itried was the
magical 1954 Mercury mono recording Sarah Vaughan
With Clifford Brown [
Emarcy 814 641-2], where the
singer's voice took on asense of scale and presence
that just made you wonder about that whole business
of adding more channels. With the musicians arrayed
with real depth behind her, the subtleties of brushwork
and breathing came fresh to the ear.
Another CD I've nearly worn out, Jennifer Warnes'
Famous Blue Raincoat [
Classic RTHCD 5052] was
exceptionally good on the Shanling player, sounding
smooth, well-balanced and free from inner- detail
muddle, yet rhythmic and involving.
With an astringently invigorating Nordic orchestral
recording, Rautavaara's violin concerto with Elmar
Oliveira and the Helsinki PO conducted by Leif
Segerstam from the CD Angels and Visitations [
Ondine
ODE 881-2], the Shaning player had no difficulty
in portraying ahuge, cavernous acoustic in which
instruments were convincingly tangible.
I'm sure many users of this player will drive
themselves mad with the upsampling ( SRC) switch. On
some material, though not all, Ifelt that the upsampled
sound has aslightly silkier quality, perhaps alittle airier.

SOUND QUALITY

It's asubtlety, asmall difference but one which can be

Most of my review listening was done using the
majestic Musical Fidelity kW pre- amplifier and kW750
power amplifier, along with Ensemble's attractive,

seductive. However, Ithink the non-upsampled sound

and very neutral- sounding and wide bandwidth Figura
loudspeakers, which, especially with the kW in charge,

perceptibly tougher edge to bass instruments, an effect
which can be construed as slightly better rhythm.

manage to avoid sounding like abass reflex design.

All Ican say is that Iseemed to find my feet tapping
more in the oversampled mode, and eventually

With this combination, for astart, the player

30

complexities of Al DiMeola's Consequence of Chaos
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had abetter feeling of solidity, abetter delineation
of different instruments far back in amix, and a

CD PLAYER TEST

__

Ilk
__
HANLING
D500 (£ 3600)
— FEATURES
With battleship build and exuberant
design, plus Shanling's trademark

11111

SOUND QUALITY

lighting effects, the CD500 is a real

11111

attention- seeker. But that certainly
isn't the whole story. Even if you're

BUILD QUALITY

not the sort of person who fixes
blue lights under his car, this player
demands to be heard. With a smooth
yet involving sound, and no real

11111

VALUE FOR MONEY

vices, the CD500 gets more likeable
the more you listen and is a more

1111E

than serious contender at the price.

preferred it, even though at other

prayers with the promise of anew

times Istayed with the upsampled
setting for fairly long periods.

WORTHY SUCCESSOR

model called the CD.T300PRO, built
into the same stunning casework
but using acurrent Phil.ps transport,
the CD-Pro2. At the same time, the

Production of Shanling's
CD-T300 was limited to 300

CD-T100 has been revamped as
1he CD-T100se, the now obsolete

pieces because it used the now

PDM200 HDCD chip effectively

out-of- production Philips CDM4
transport mechanism. But as far as

replaced in anew line-up which
includes the Burr- Brown SRC4193

Ican tell, the CD500 is aworthy

for upsampling.

successor, and certainly is rather
an admirable product in its
own right. Much as I
admire the CD500's
visual chutzpah - it
somehow seems
to encapsulate
the unstoppable
optimism and
confidence of
Shenzhen itself

So it looks like there is no
stopping Shanling. When

FOR:

all else fails, we can
still laugh at the

Liquid,
unfatiguing
and detailed
sound

-I'm not really a

AGAINST: Not much,

fan of big bright

if you love the
blue lights

blue lights in the
living room, or even
massive metal styling. But I

still ended up feeling nothing
but affection for this brash and
bulky product.
While Shanling will probably sell
plenty of CD500s, even at £ 3600,
the keener distributors would really
have liked some more CD-T300s.
Shanling has now answered their

lapses of Shenzhen
English ('Keep
away from Heat,
Moisture, Dust
and Vibrator,'
the CD500 user's
helpfully) but this
is avery serious

company.
It may be that one

ashop window for the company's
massive OEM design and production
business. Or it may be, at least some
of the time, that they actually do
it for love. Anyway, that's certainly
what this product sounds like, and it
really should be heard. (5
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ABOVE: Rear panel includes single-ended and balanced (XLR) analogue outputs
plus S/PDIF ( phono) and AESIEBU ( XLR) digital outputs

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Real Hi Fi TEL: 0870 909 6777
WEB: www.www.realIli-fi.corn

Hi Fi News lab report
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manual warns

major aim of Shanling's
high- end hi-fi products is to provide

CE

Review system breakdown
AMPLIFIERS: Classé CAP 2100, Ensemble Fuoco, Musical Fidelity kW
pre- amplifier and kW 750 power amplifier
LOUDSPEAKERS: Dali Ikon 6. Ensemble Figure, PMC DB1+
CABLES: Cambridge Audio, Ensemble Dynaflux interconnects, Chord
Odyssey, Ensemble Megaflux speaker cable
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dSignal Level as

This is the first CD player Ihave encountered that allows
(synchronous) 8x oversampling to be directly compared with
(asynchronous) 44.1kHz-to-192kHz upsampling. The former is
achieved using an NPC SM5847 oversampling chip, the latter through
an SRC4193 sample- rate converter from Burr- Brown, although the
audio subsequently passes through acommon series of PCM1704
DACs and EH6922 output triodes. In the event, there's little to
distinguish the two modes which both offer alow — 150psec jitter
and fabulously low distortion of 0.0003% ( midrange) to 0.007%
(treble). There are some unusual 'wobbles' in distortion versus digital
level ( see graph) but, once again, this is common to both over- and
upsampled modes, along with the high 2.4V output, wide 110dB S/N
ratio and excellent > 105dB channel separation. Only in the rejection
of digital images does the upsampled mode surpass oversampling
(112dB versus 107dB), although neither will exert any subjective
impact. In the event, it's the asynchronous upsampling mode that
represents the tougher maths for the player... PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Maximum output level

2.41v rms (4.83V balanced)

A-wtd S(N Ratio

110.4dB

Distortion lkHz, OdBFsi-30dBFs

0.0003%/0.006%

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.007%

Digital Jitter

150psec

Linearity at lkHz (- 90dbFs)

±0.2dB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>105dB

Frequency response ( 20Hz-20kHz)

+0.01-0.25dB
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Having beta-tested its technology
on the US market, Toshiba finally
launches its HD DVD player in
Europe. And yes, it's athird the
price of Blu-ray

Tested by Paul Miller

rr

'

he Look and Sound of Perfect' is the
somewhat clumsy catchphrase that
accompanies Toshiba's £ 450 HD DVD
player, although this boast is arguably

closer to the mark than the claim of ' Perfect Sound
Forever' that accompanied the launch of CD over
20 years ago. With its aggressive pricing, Toshiba
is clearly out for Blu-ray's blood even though
this entry-level model only offers a720p/1 080i
digital video output and adownmixed analogue
feed from the stereo audio outputs. The player is
fully compatible with HD- Ready plasma and LCD
displays, including Full- HD 1080p models like the
Pioneer PDP-5000EX, and is adoddle to operate
with direct chapter location and menu options that
are accessible on-the-fly.
The set-up menu offers aspect, mode (film, video
or auto) and resolution settings, while the 'Audio'
page offers achoice of either bitstream or PCM
S/PDIF digital outputs along with either multi- or
two-channel ( downmixed) PCM from HDMI.

PAINT THE ROOM RED

HD-A1 HD DVD players. Like this European HD- El,

not work, but AV amps like the Denon AVC-A11XV will
automatically detect the multichannel digital audio.

BELOW:
Downmixed
two-channel

the US models were based around an embedded
PC solution whose operating system loaded from

LEAP IN SOUND

analogue
outputs are

To an extent, the US market was used as atest
bed for Toshiba's first- generation HD-XA1 and

flash memory, taking about 30-40 seconds to fully
'switch on'. Similarly, the disc recognition and
loading took so long you had time to make acup of
tea and redecorate the room before settling back
to enjoy amovie. In every respect, the European

AV9 which incorporate HDMI as switchers only, will

The sound of familiar movies like Troy takes as bold
aleap as the improvement in picture quality over
DVD. The surrounding ambience of battlescenes are

joined by an

projected with anew clarity, its crisper high frequencies
and firmer bass allowing incidental voices, the ring of

ahigh bitrate

optical port
that supplies
DTS stream

HD- E1 is altogether slicker to fire- up, load and
navigate while proving more stable in long-term

distant metal and thud of hooves to be clearly picked

from HD DVD

from the mix. Similarly, central dialogue sounds more

operation. Not to be outdone, the US has secondgeneration HD DVD players, the HD-A2, HD-A20

robust, more articulate and simply more realistic than
that derived from an ' equivalent' Dolby Digital- encoded

discs. The HDMI
output carries
digital video up

and HD-AX2, waiting in the wings.

DVD. The prospect of Dolby TrueHD-encoded music HD
DVDs is tantalising in the extreme, a 'Trojan Horse' for

Like its US forebears, the HD- E1 will decode
Dolby Digital Plus, losslessly-packed Dolby TrueHD
but not DTS-HD Master Audio. Ironically, the
multichannel PCM audio is internally re- encoded as
ahigh bitrate 5.1 channel DTS bitstream, delivered
through its conventional S/PDIF digital output. This,
in turn, is accepted by any legacy AV processor
or receiver which recognises and decodes the
bitstream back into 5.1 channel audio. I'm bound
to say that this sounds superior to native 5.1
channel DTS available off conventional DVD.
Crucially, and in contrast with what you may
have read, it is possible to enjoy ' DVD-A quality'
Dolby TrueHD soundtracks. These are transmitted
as multichannel LPCM from the HDMI output
and are accepted by any AV receiver/processor
equipped for HDMI audio. Processors like the Arcam

high- quality audio that AH discusses on page 74.

LIGHTS OUT
1080p may still elude the HD- El but once the digital
video starts flowing from aVC1IMPEG-4 encoded
HD DVD, all is forgiven. Anyone that suggests a
conventional DVD player with an upsampled 1080p
digital video output is amatch for HD DVD is talking
utter nonsense. Comparing upscaled DVDs, including

to 1080i plus
multichannel
LPCM audio. The
LAN connection
enables access
to interactive
HD DVD
websites over
abroadband
connection

Anyone that suggests aconventional
DVD player with an upsampled 1080p
digital video output is amatch for HD
DVD is talking utter nonsense'
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FED DVD PLAYER TEST
Silicon Image SiI9030 PaneRink

TOSHIBA HD-E1 (£ 450)

transmitter adds HDCP encryption
and drives the HDMI output with

FEATURES

multichannel audio and video
resolutions up to 1080p, even thotogh
the HD- E1 stcps short at 10801

Toshiba will launch its true 1080p
players this Spring, suggesting that

This NEC 061 335F1 chip adds MPEC.
AVC and VC1 video decoding along

Intel NH82801 Southbridge
I/O controller with support

with Dolpy/DTS core processing

I

(replaced by Sharc processors in the

for USB 2.0 and LAN/Ethernet

second- generation HD DVD players)

some models will ' Look and Sound'

PICTURE QUALITY

smoothness of panned images could

11111

certainly stand some improvement

BUILD QUALITY

more ' Perfect' than others. The

but the enhanced resolution,
Toshiba SD-E802A
HD DVD ROM

greyscale and colour purity offered

drive ( as used in
the Xbox 360)

by HD DVD is astonishing to behold.

VALUE FOR MONEY

For eager enthusiasts with a720p

11111

or 1080p projection system, and
HDMI-equipped AV amp, the HD- E1 is
heartily recommended.

Intel SG82854G Northbridge
processor and graphics
controller. The main CPU is a
900M-4z Intel Celeron

The Last Samurai, The Chronicles of

fine gauze even though the HD- E1

Riddick, Troy and Apollo 13 through

is triable to reproduce the native

either the Arcam DV137 or Denon

1080p of the HD DVD source.

DVD-A1XVA, was no match for the
exquisite picture of the same HD
DVDs replayed through the HD- E1.
There's an analogy here between
16- bit CD versus the higher
resolution 24-bit DVD-A and the 38Mbis of MPEG2 data from DVD

NO BRAINER
As the Tosh is reinterlacing 1080p
to 1080i and, indeed, converting
the 1080p/24Hz to 1080p/60Hz
beforehand, this needless video
DSP may explain the slight

versus the 20-30Mbis of

£450 of lightweight
hardware, it's no
contest. Spin a
conventional DVD
disc in the HD- E1
and scale up to
1080i, however,

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Toshiba UK TEL 08704 424 424
WEB: www.toshibanddvd.co.uk

Hi Fi News Lab report
Toshiba HD-E1/Donon AVC-A11XV: Jitter .cross HDMI interface

dB

displaying moderate-

FOR:
to-swift moving
pans. Stationary
Colourful,
detail is razor
sharp, but the
pin-sharp
same image
picture quality moving across

and it falls well
short of the quality

SOURCES: SIM2 HT3000 and Domino D80 1080p projectors
AMPUFIERS: Arcam AV9 processor, Denon AVC-A11XV AV amplifier
Arcarn Pl mono power amplifiers (x6)
SPEAKERS: B8W Nautilus 802, 804, HTM1 ( certre) and ASW850 ( sub)
CABLES: Oehlbach HDMI, Townshend intercon -lect and QED XT400
speaker cable

stutter visible when

MPEG-4 available from
HD DVD. Even with

Review system breakdown

AGAINST: Panned images
still stutter slightly. DIS
core decode only

obtainable from the

the screen is
not. Iexpect
this to improve
with Toshiba's
forthcoming HD-XE1

DV- 137 and its bedfellows.

model, offering a 1080p

It's horses for courses.

output from HDMI v1.3a.

SUPERIOR ENCODING

This interface should support
Deep Color encoding, although

The most obvious improvement

no consumer display devices,

delivered by HD DVD is realised

including Toshiba's latest Regza

in its penetrating resolution of

panels, are currently able to

detail, in the clarity of black level
information, freedom from noise

extract its benefit.

and reproduction of the subtlest
textures. But this is not all. HD DVD's

purchase the HD- E1 is ano-brainer.
With some 100+ HD DVD titles

superior encoding of greyscale
and colour information yields far
better saturation and depth of reds,
greens and blues, awider gamut of

promised by March 2007 for little
premium over plain vanilla DVD
and hardware discounting already
at sub-£ 400, the player represents

realistic fleshtones and acomplete
freedom from either banding or

an ' affordable risk' for owners of

false contours. The variation in
textures across the grey volcano

want to buy another DVD, but if

fields of Crematoria look astonishing

you've recently invested in afull-

-the equivalent scenes on DVD

HD 1080p display, then wait for
our review of the HD-EX1.

seem as if they are viewed through a

34 I vvww.hifinevvs.co.uk

Nevertheless, the decision to
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2000

As no enthusiast is his or her right mind would opt for the downmixed
stereo audio outputs over either the HD- El's bitstrearn/PCM digital
output or multichannel HDMI audio output, the player's analogue
performance is mainly of academic interest. It offers astandard 2V
output with amodest 0.0015% midband distortion. 99.5dB A-wtd S/N
ratio and resolution good to - 1dB at - 100dBFs. Jitter is impressively
low at 250psec (which bodes well for the digital outputs) and the
decoded response flat to -0.2d13/20kHz with 48kHz media and
-2.9dB/45kHz with 96kHz media.
If the HD- E1 is hooked into acompatible AV processor or
receiver via either the optical bitstream or HDMI audio outputs,
then the analogue performance and eventual sound quality is
largely determined by these partnering ancillaries. litter over HDMI
remains high at 3850psec, however (see graph, above). A QC Suite
Report for the HD- El's analogue performance is available at www.
milleraudioresearch.cornlavtech. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Maximum Output Level

2.0V ruis

A-wtd S/N Ratio

99.5d13

£5000+ projection- based home

Distortion lkHz. OdBFs/-30dElFs

0.0015%/0.003%

cinemas. Once seen, you'll never

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.005%

MARCH 2007

3600

Digital litter

250psec

Resolution ®- 100d8

-1.1dB

stem separatiœ (20113-201d4)

>93dB

o

Jupiter

ki-111

Duevel design and manufacture the only high-end loudspeakers with a
perfect omnidirectional dispersion. Imagine the acoustical ideal of apoint
source, coupled with excellent frequency/phase response and high efficiency,
guaranteeing an unprecedented level of natural music reproduction.

yam
wow
"Removing the boundaries between
you and the music... "

Bella Luna
diamante

Venus

£800/pair.
Duevel have just
launched the incredible
'Planets' loudspeaker.
Time for the competition
to go back to the
drawing board!

Planets

UK Distributor: Tel: 0870 909 6777 • info@realhi-fi.com • www.realhi-fi.com
To find your nearest ' Zed hi-fi .Dealer visit www.realhi-fi.com or call us today.
Dealer enquiries very welcome.

www.duevel.com

CARTRIDGE TEST

Songs from the
Underworld
TRANSFIGURATION ORPHEUS (£2750)

Transfiguration has earned an enviable
reputatior for its natural sounding moving coil cartridges, and the Japanese brand's
shining new flagship Orpheus model
promises it can- can dig even deeper...
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TRANSFIGURATION
ORPHEUS (£ 2750)

Tested by Andrew Harrison

G

et beyond the £ 1000
price bracket, and

asolid aluminium chassis but the

you can be reasonably

to give better control of resonance.

Orpheus has thicker side walls, said

confident that any
given pick-up cartridge will truly

Output voltage is higher too at a

excel in sound quality. Go beyond

nominal 0.48mV instead of 0.38mV,
and internal impedance drops from

£2000, and it ought to positively
sing. Maybe even whistle you a

3.2 ohm to 2.5 ohm, even though
the coil windings of 7N copper have

tune as you lift the arm cueing

increased. This is attributed to a

lever. Therefore when evaluating

'unique' material to wind the coils
on - aSS- mu- metal core. Internal

exotic groove-tracing gems like
the Transfiguration Orpheus here,
we need to remember that it is

damping has also altered to allow
the midrange reproduction to

duty bound to sound good, and
areview like this is equally bound

'breathe more freely'. Otherwise
we see asimilar specification of

to be riddled with hyperbole and

Ogura PA stylus tip, 3x30pm,
mounted on aboron cantilever with

embroidered with praise. So let's
start with some background before
the hoped-for outcome.
Transfiguration appeared
on the scene in 1992
with the AF- 1movingcoil cartridge, a
petite design
that featured a
spherical body,
guaranteed to
give obsessive
cartridge aligners
sleepless nights,
with its lack of
useful flat body sides
to assist critical offset

aneodymium magnet.

OPENING DOORS
Installed on an lttok LVIIB

FOR:

on aLinn LP12 with
Lingo, surface noise
was extremely
low, pointing to a

Accurate,
articulate,
smooth and
natural

precisely polished
diamond tracing
the groove,
and there was
essentially no

AGAINST:Quality at
a price

angle set-up.
The company was founded

7

low-frequency roar
or rumble audible

when lowered into the
lead-in groove.

Detail retrieval and

FEATURES

RIM

Regrettably without aTemper for
contrast, it was still obvious that the
Orpheus builds on its predecessor's

SOUND QUALITY

strengths, maintaining that
holographic midband quality and
possessing yet more guileless treble.

BUILD QUALITY

Soundstaging is first class, beating
MINIM

the exemplary sense of depth
already available from the sublime

VALUE FOR MONEY

Temper. At £ 2750 this cartridge
is aconsiderable investment but
deserves the highest praise for its
totally natural rendition of music.

Review system breakdown
SOURCE: Linn LP12 Lingo, Ittok LVIIB
AMPLIFIERS: Graham Slee Elevator and Era Gold V phono stages
Chord Electronics CPA 3200 and SPM 1200C pre/power amps
LOUDSPEAKERS:B&W 802D

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Audio Reference TEL: 01252 702705
WEB: www.audioreference.co.uk

Manufacturer's specifications
Output voltage

0.48mV (3.54cm/sec, 1kHz)

Channel separation

>30dB @ 1kHz

Optimum tracking force

1.8g

Dynamic compliance

13 x 10 -6 cm/dyne

Internal impedance ( DC)

2.5ohm

by Seiji Yoshioka in Yokohama, and

soundstaging were first-class, a

Load impedance

>3ohm

it still resides at the same address as
when it started production 15 years

combination of virtues that really

Weight

9g

ago. The crucial difference between

allowed distantly- placed voices and
instruments to sit naturally in the

traditional m-cdesigns and this first

mix. The muted horn refrain in the

Transfiguration cartridge - and all

opening of ' La Gazza Ladra' was
clearly placed at the back of the

those that have followed such as the
various Spirit and Temper models
-is the application of anovel idea
in generator construction. Most
moving-coil cartridges employ a
'yoke' to focus flux from the fixed

orchestra on acollection of Rossini's
overtures [ Previn/LSO EMI ASD
2894], helping to draw acoherent
picture of the lively performance.
It's detailed but effortless voicing

at once add the ripple of vibrato or
fade away without modulation into
the silence between notes.
That this cartridge should
be music to the ears of opera
and classical listeners is without
doubt, given its rich colouring that
nevertheless refuses to turn up the

BELOW:
Transfiguration
Orpheus

comes

packed in a
smart hardwood
box, facilitating
one to, as the
instructions

magnet into the coil assembly.
Transfiguration's patented design

put me in mind of the My Sonic Lab

gamma into hyper- real. And on

describe, 'gloat

Eminent [ May ' 06], only sounding a

uses aring magnet that entirely

litte darker, even more unaffected
and transparent.

uptempo material it never failed
to spellbind too, like the infectious

over your
jewel-like new

patterns of Brubeck's Time Further
Out, where handclaps and snare

acquisition'

encloses the coils, in an intimate
manner that's said to improve the

The beauty of good hi-fi

generator's capture of dynamics and

reproduction is the way it can open

subtle phase information.

the doors to music you wouldn't
ordinarily listen to; acase in point is

rimshots ensured ' Unsquare
Dance' kept its 7/8 snap. You

TEMPER TEMPER

Montserrat Caballé singing Verdi's

can hear this kind of mastery
of pace and timing on premier-

So how does the Orpheus differ

La Traviata [
Prêtre, italiano Opera

class moving- magnets like the

to the previous range-topping
Temper? The question was answered

Orchestra and Chorus, RCA SB
6779]. Not arecord Idecline on

MusicMaker, but only asilken
sprite moving- coil like the

succinctly by the UK distributor - ' it
costs more and is better' - but more
investigation revealed some subtle
changes to differentiate the models.

the basis of any issue with Caballé's
interpretation, but with the whole
genre of opera. Nevertheless Ifound

Orpheus can bring
out the tangibility

Compared to the Temper, the
Orpheus has aslightly larger body,

myself enthralled by the realism
of her singing voice, the interplay

reflected in the overall weight of 9g

with that of Carlo Bergonzi in ' Un di
felice', the way that anote could be

against the Temper's 7g. Both use

held and the inflections that could

of acoustic
instruments, and
flesh out the
timbrai contrasts
that can stir the
spirits below. (')

Italian

RED

SONUS FABER
GUARNERI MEMENTO (£6500)

Ken Kessler savours Sonus
faber's Guarneri Memento
—one of his all-time faves
after abit of nip- and-tuck

Tested by Ken Kessler

I

nDecember 1993, when the original Guarneri
appeared, who knew it would turn out to be the
milestone model in the Italian company's history?

One could easily postulate even back then that
designer Franco Serblin was fired- up by aneed to raise
the stakes in the speaker market. After all, every time
Sonus faber came up with anew look ( even that of the
Extrema, which was an isolated model), lesser brands
ripped off the form.
By 1993, though, the company was sophisticated
enough to indulge in more than cabinetry fillips, and the
brand was well into the stage where it was specifying
proprietary drivers, or providing input into their
suppliers' designs. The gloves - probably kid, made by
Forzieri - were off.

STRING -DRIVEN THING
What dominated the entire Homage series that it
launched was Serblin's drive to emulate the Cremonese
violin makers. Thus the Guarneri's cross-section reflected
that of alute, the woods were aged and assembled
using centuries-old techniques, and even the glues
and varnishes were made from recipes that harked
back centuries. While sceptics initially posited that the
Guarneri exuded style over substance, the sound was
simply breathtaking, and the speaker was an instant
hit. In addition to siring the later Homage models and
many dozens of rip-offs, it sold in serious numbers for 13
years, in its original form.
Back then, Isaid it was one of the best small monitors
I'd ever heard, and Ihave owned apair ever since. It has
been - after the Marantz CD12/DA12 CD player - the
longest- serving ' reference' component in my review
system. My opinion, over the years, has been continually

ABOVE: New
crossover sees

the Memento the way adevoted Porsche 911 or Leica

bi-wiring posts
replaced with
single-wiring

M-series owner greets the replacement model: eager,
nervous, curious, like preparing for anot-so- blind date.
Despite the singular brilliance of the Guarneri,

connectors on

acatalogue mainstay familiar to many of you, the

latest version

differences are numerous but obvious only to obsessives.

reinforced. You can therefore guess that Iapproached

Indeed, only the single terminals ( instead of bi-wiring)
and the prow on the grille tell non-anoraks that they're
auditioning the Memento rather than the original. But
it is, cabinet shape aside, avirtually new speaker: even
the supplied pedestals have been tweaked, the wedgeprofiled base producing a6degree slant. This ensures,
and Iquote, that 'the drivers' emissions centres are on
the same plane. This allows the speaker to produce
more coherent phase alignment and response.'
For the active ing -edients, the midwoofer is
derived from the Stradivari and Amati midranges. As
the company put it, between the original Guarneri's
and the Memento's mid- bass drivers are ' 12 years of
technological development. The main difference is
LEFT: Cabinet

the new shaped cone and the use of Kapton instead of

is constructed
from no fewer

aluminium as the coil's support. As aresult, we have
a 150mm, ultra dynamic linearity driver with aCCAW/

than 21 pieces

Kapton " eddy current free" voice coil. Its dynamically
linear magnetic field motor incorporates Kellogg and G)

of maple wood

'While sceptics initially posited that the
Guarneri exuded style over substance,
the sound was simply breathtaking,
and the speaker was an instant hit'
MARCH 2007 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk I 39

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Faraday rings, and all moving elements have been

Unsurprisingly, given that Franco and his son-in-law

optimally ventilated for " resonance free" response.'

Massimiliano ( ametallurgist) are the geniuses behind
the sublime Yter cables, the entire matter of wiring and

So, too, does anew tweeter replace the Dynaudio Esotar
of the original. A 25mm ring radiator tweeter with
dual toroidal wave developed directly from that in the

connectors has been addressed with new vision. Inside
the Memento, replacing the silk-covered Litz of yore, is

Stradivari, it is identical to one in the Amati Anniversario.
Sonus faber feels that it is ' more linear, more focused
and alittle more directive.' It takes mere seconds to

the uniquely structured Silver- Palladium alloy conductor

confirm the company's belief that the Memento's sound
is ' more detailed and refined if compared with the

only wire worth using with the Memento, its symbiotic
nature providing acoherence and seamlessness that no

Guarneri Homage.'
While the dimensions and shape are more or less the

other cable could match.
Aesthetically, the Guarneri is still pretty enough to

same as those of the Guarneri Homage, at 210 x340
x380mm ( wdh), the wood is now solid maple instead

that previously existed for only ahandful of pairs, but

of solid walnut and the small black wood segments

which found favour with the Amati and Stradivari. That

have been changed to increase their ability to reduce
and control resonances and vibrations. This produced

wonderful graphite finish is an option, and the leather

'The Guarneri is still pretty enough to
silence bitchy wives, and it now comes
in the red finish that previously existed
for only ahandful of pairs'
an added benefit during manufacture: `There's no
more need to tune the cabinet with some copper/lead
devices, as it was for the older model.'
Naturally, with two new drivers, anew crossover

found throughout the current Homage range. And I
will tell you at this point that Yter turned out to be the

silence bitchy wives, and it now comes in the red finish

baffle has been restyled.

SOUND QUALITY
Sonically, well, you need to approach this with acaveat,
and that caveat is: ' Be ready for surprises.' My all-time
favourite audiophile joke goes like this: How may
audiophiles does it take to change alight- bulb? Answer:
Three. One to change the bulb and two to argue about
how much better the old one was.
I've never been of that school, preferring to give
the benefit of the doubt to any manufacturer with the
guts to revise aclassic. One needn't have worried with
the Guarneri Memento. It audibly and clearly advances &>

followed. Proudly, the company will tell you that the
new one is less complex, though it maintains firstorder networks ' which link this project to our past
tradition. It was designed using the philosophy of the
least interference with the musical path. So it is a
conceptually minimalist implementation using 6dB/
octave slopes and components of the highest quality

RIGHT: String
theory, as
propounded by
Sonus faber for
its front baffle
grilles

and coherence.' Its crossover point is 2.5kHz, and
the impedance is 4 ohm. And like its predecessor, the
Memento is - simpler network aside - still ahungry
bugger of aspeaker. Forget the 30-200W recommended
range. Less than 100W is awaste of time.
Another minor change beyond the aforementioned
reversion to single wiring, is that both terminals
are nickel rather than one gilded and one nickel.

ON PHILOSOPHY AND HISTORY..

geekware. Even the grille design

Franco Serblin's stroke of genius back

-arow of strands continued down

in 1993 - since proven to be aviable
direction for Sonus faber rather than a

the front of the dedicated stand,
recalling violin strings - has been

cul de sac like the fascinating Extrema
-was to marry high-tech and
centuries-old luthier skills to

employed by rivals, both with and
without Sonus faber's blessings.
But Sonus faber always stayed

loudspeaker building. While sound
came first, and the Guarneri Homage

one step ahead, and each successive
model, named after aCremonese
luthier, upped the ante, culminating

proved that aspeaker under 400mm
tall could deliver genuine bass and a

in the astounding Stradivari. Like the

true sense of scale, the industry-shaking

Guarneri, it was copied within mere

element was really its styling.
Debate still rages as to who

months of its launch.

produced the first ' boat-tailed', tapered-

the Homage models are attuned by

rear, box-type speaker, but there's no
doubt that it was the Guarneri that

and for the most critical ears in the
business. Franco Serblin has stayed

put it on the map. As aresult, it was

true to the original Homage concept,

proven that amazing sound could issue
forth from gorgeous enclosures, more

and it is with delicious irony that the

in keeping with fine furniture than

the bar higher still.
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But fancy woodwork isn't enough:

smaller Guarneri Memento has raised

DEFINITIVE
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KSL Kondo Kegon Line Integrated Valve Amplifier £38,500

K0_11»

F

«tir>e
Lto R: 1. Kuzma Stabi XL £ 10,000 2. Art Audio Concerto Stereo Amplifier ( GE) £4400 5. Living Voice IBX R2 ( Burr Oak) £4400 4. SME 10 / SME V £4115
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

SONUS FABER GUARNERI

-

•

(£ 6500/£6900 in graphite)

it

FEATURES

If this review had appeared in
December, Iwould have stolen a

,SOUND QUALITY

seasonal Chanukah refrain that
states 'A miracle happened here.'
Not only has Sonus faber improved
its 14-year-old masterpiece in every

"HI

way, it's managed to lower - in real
terms - the retail price! You don't
need an accountant's math skills
to understand that £ 5500 in 1993

BUILD QUALITY

11111
VALUE FOR MONEY

versus £ 6500 in 2007 is aserious
price reduction. I've always loved the
Guarneri. Now Ipositively adore it.

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Marantz CD- 12/ DA 12 CD player, Kenwood L- 07D
turntable, AirTight PC- 1cartridge, Audio Research PH5 phono stage
AMPLIFIERS: Krell Evolution 222, McIntosh MC2102, Quad 909
SPEAKERS: Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage
CABLES: Yter

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Absolute Sounds
TEL:020 8971 3909
WEB: www.sonusfaber.com

Hi Fi News lab report
on the old Guarneri. Subjectively,
there seems to be more weight
down below, maybe ashade more
extension, certainly alot more
control. Accusations of
too much euphony
haunted the original;
the Memento is
indubitably more
detailed and
transparent.
But the character?
Despite sounding
bigger, the scale

more real and detailed without
sacrificing any warmth.
The evolutionary step between
the Guarneri Homage and
the Guarneri Memento
is as distinct and

For: Still
the prettiest
non-panel
speaker on
the planet

of the stage it
creates will baffle
those who equate the

AGAINST: Needs
bags of power

impressive as that
between any
other worldclass technical
product after
a 13 year
lifespan: cars,
cameras, you
name it. The
trick was not
losing the virtues

that made the original

function with cabinet size.
And although it exhibits afar

so desirable.

(set up with the necessary severe

This may sound contradictory,
but, if you have apair of the
originals, don't feel compelled

toe- in which crosses the speakers

to change them. They're still

in front of the listener) resembles

magnificent, and Iintend to
use mine until the driver cones

more convincing disappearing act
than the original, the Memento

the original in key ways. With vocals
in particular - and Iused aspread
ranging from the broadband power
of Jackie Wilson to the frailty of
Sinead O'Connor - there remains a
naturalness that places the vocalist
texturally and spatially in the room,
just in front of the speaker line.
Strings still shimmer. Transients
remains sharp but non-aggressive.
To put it another way, it sounds
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Most notable of the Guarneri Memento's results on test was its
frequency response. Although the response error figure is modest,
both speakers displayed abroad dip in output between 2.5kHz and
11kHz, to the tune of about 7.5dB down at 7.5kHz ref 750Hz and
15kHz. This indicates poor integration of the bass- mid driver and
tweeter through crossover, particularly for aspeaker of this price,
although the dip may serve to disguise some break-up resonances in
the bass- mid driver's aluminium cone in this frequency range, visible
in the cumulative spectral decay.
Our measured sensitivity of 85dB is 3dB shy of Sonus Faber's claim
but response extension is good at either frequency extreme, at the
top end because of amarked ultrasonic peak. KH

Hi IiNews lab specifications
Sensitivity

85.0dB

Impedance modulus mm/max

4.38ohm @ 200Hzi
42.2ohm @ 74Hz

Impedance phase minimiuc

-59.7 0 @ 86Hz/55.8° @ 22Hz

Frequency response error, 200Hz-20kHz

t4.5dB IL). ±4.3dB ( R)

has done it again. And despite

Pair matching, 200Hz-20kHz

±1.3dB

the 600th gorilla in the catalogue

LE extension -6dB ref 200Hz

34Hz

called ' Stradivari', the Memento
just may be the best all-around

HF extension -6dB ref 10kHz third-octave

>40 kHz

THD 100HzilkHzi1 OkHz (90dB SPI, 1m)

3.17%/ 0..09%/ 0.33%

decompose. But if you want to
own the best- looking small speaker
ever made, which just happens to
sound as amazing as it looks, turn
your eyes toward Italy. Sonus faber

speaker it has made to date. cb
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Make it
dat

The UK's
favourite show

23rd — 25th
February 2007

20th
ANNIVERSARY

10am — 5pm

1
SGEHTOWINGTOTHEevery day
at the

Marriott City Centre

BRISTOL SHOW

SOUND

Hotel

Lower Castle St
Bristol

Please be aware that due
to redevelopment work
in the area two car parks
have been demolished.
We highly recommend
that if traveling by car
you use our Park &
Ride — it's easier to
get to, easier to park
and cheaper than ci
centre parking! We also
suggest that you check
our website for the latest
travel information where
links to the relevant s
can be accessed.

I
BBYYTCRAARI:N:
PARK & RIDE: We will
be operating a Park
& Ride scheme to the
show from the University
of the West of England,
exit at junction 1of the
M32, take the 3rd exit
and follow the signs
for " Park & Ride" (full
directions can be found
on the website). Car
parking is FREE, bus
fares are £ 2 per person
(return). Buses run every
15 minutes from
9am - 6pm.

from the M4
take J19 ( M32 — Bristol).
Follow signs for City
Centre and RAC signs
to the Show.

Tempie
Meads Station is a
short distance from the
Marriott and is easily
accessible by taxi or
on foot.

A local area map can be
downloaded from the
website.

FiL YASUO
THE BRISTOL SHOW

N

The ONLY Show that lets you
See, Hear and Buy the latest models
from over 150 brands

HI-FI, HOME CINEMA, FLAT SCREENS,
PROJECTORS, CUSTOM INSTALLATION —
IT'S ALL AT BRISTOL
and there are lots more surprises in store!
Here's asneak peek at some early product launches...
Arcam see and hear the amazing new Solo Movie. * Black
Rhodium several new cables being launched. • Cyru5- new DAB
tuner and AV Master. * Denon launch of the CX-3 Series a compact hi- end stereo system. * Einstein all new Einstein CD player.
new Reference Series. * Linn revive your vinyl.., with the LP12
SE upgrade series! * Myryed launching the ' Mr all- in- one stereo
amplifier/DAB radio/CD player.
Nairn
launching the SuperNait a new integrated amplifier with DAC. * PMC the all new EB1
floorstanding loudspeaker. * ProAc Hexa Tower, asmall, very slim
speaker. * Projectiondesiw world launch of the M20, World's first
720p DLP Projector to feature BrilliantColorTM. * PURE launching
the DMX-25 system and showcasing the Evoke 1 Marshall Edition.
* Quadraspire showing the new Qube range.
launching the
XT

T- Series, three new subwourers. * Sennheiser world launch of the
PXC250 NoiseGuard headphones. * Tivoli showing several new
models. * Totem Acoustic Wind Signature loudspeakers. * Vita
Auc, unveiling the R2 radio. * Wilson Benesch world premiere of
the complete Square Series.

EXTRA SPECIAL 20th anniversary offers and discounts!
FREE ENTRY to anyore producing a1987 show guide!
20'h ANNIVERSARY SHOW COMPETITION
20 great prizes with the top prize of awhole system!
AQUIZ for adults (and one for children)
to win yet more great prizes
Admission Adults £ 8.0C; Students and Senior Citizens £4.00;
Accompanied children under 16 free

www.bristolshow.co.uk

au di
www.audio-exc ellence.co.uk
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BRANDS ON SHOW
INCLUDE:
Acoustic Energy, Aesthetix,
Alisap, Apollo, Arcam, Art
Vinyl, Atacama, Audica,
Audionet Audio Engine,
Aucyssey, AV Forum, AVI,
B-Tach, B&W, Bandridge,
Black Rhodium, Blok,
Bryston, Canton, Case
Clearaudio, Clearlight
Aucio, Craig Laboratories,
Custom Installation, Cyrus,
Da Lite, Dab, Denon, Diverse
Dynaudio, EBTB,
Eclipse, Eichmann, Einstein,
Exposure, Faroudja, Fatman,
Flying Mole, Focal, Fujitsu,
Furitech, Futureglass,
GamuT, Goldring, Heed
Audio, Hi Fi Critic, Hi Fi Plus,
Hi Fi Tuning, Hi Fi World, Icon
stands and mounts, Illumine,
minaire, Isotek, Ixos,
Jamo, KM Acoustics, KAB,
KEF, Knosti, Kondo, Kontak,
L'Art de Son, Last Cleaning
Products, Leema Acoustics,
Line, Living Voice, Loewe,
Locitech Harmony Remote,
Loricraft, Lyra, Marantz,
Mango Labs, Meridian, Merlin
Cables, Michell Engineering,
Miller and Kreisel, MIT
Cables, Milty, MJ Acoustics,
Molitor Audio, Musonic,
Mvryad, NAD, Nagoaka,
Nairn Audio, Naim Label,
Neat Acoustics. Nordost,
Onlkyo, Onzow, Origin Live,
Oiltofon, Pioneer, Plinius
Audio, PMC, Polar Cables,
PURE, ProAc, ProfiGold,
Pra-ject, Projection Design,
PSB, Q Acoustics, QED,
Osad, Quadrat Quadraspire,
°snap, Rega, REL Acoustics,
Ringmat Developments,
Roltsan, Rotel, Roth, Rothwell,
Ruark, Sennheiser, Sharp,
Shure, SIM2, Slim Devices,
Sonos, Soundstyle, Spectral,
Spendor, Stamford Audio,
Stands Unique, Stillpoints,
Stiff Magazine, Sunfire,
Swanky Design, T.0 1., Tannoy,
Terratec, The Chord Company,
Tivoli, Totem Acoustic, Uvem,
var den Hul, Vincent, Vinyls
Best, Vita Audio, Vogels,
Vielna Acoustics, VP!, Walker
Audio, Wattgate, WBT, What
HiFi? Sound and Vision,
W ' son Benesch, Wireworld,
Vityld Design, Yamaha and
mare..

In association with

SOUND AND VISION

LYNGDORF TDAI 2200
WITH ROOMPERFECT

(£4190)
A new form of room cor -ection has
been added to this 200W,
all- digital integrated amplifier

Tested by Keith Howard

U

ntil Lyngdorf Audio launches astand-alone
implementation, the only way you can buy its
new RoomPerfect room correction technology
is as amoduiar option for one of its digital

amplifiers. RoomPerfect represents asignificantly
different take on the subject of digital room correction
(DRC), and is this review's main focus. The TDAI 2200
host amplifier is the lesser of two Lyngdorf designs,
the other being the Mark IV version of the Millennium,
successor to the original TacT Millennium - the world's
first true digital amplifier, which is what TDA denotes.
First, afew words on the origins of Lyngdorf Audio
for those who have not kept up with the story. Peter
Lyngdorf, who has had his finger in many audio pies
down the years including NAD and Dali, set up the
company which canies his name in the aftermath of the
split between TacT Audio's US and Danish operations,
and his subsequent decision to relaunch TacT Audio
Europe under adifferent banner. The division of
responsibility within TacT had the US arm creating
room correction products and the Danish arm digital
amplifiers, so the new Lyngdorf Audio could offer digital
amplifiers from the outset, even if it had zo go searching
for areplacement room correction technology.
Initially the intention was to use the room correction
engine developed by Danish compatriot Dynaton, as
featured in the Copland DRC205 Ireviewed last month.
But when that project experienced delays, Lyngdorf

to use DRC, deliberately or otherwise, as asophisticated
tone control that alters the fundamental tonal balance
of the loudspeakers - which should not be its function.
On the practical front, user specification of target
response typically involves hooking up acomputer, and
that's something that most customers ( and many hi-fi

ABOVE:
Lyngdorf's TDAI
2200 comes
as standard
with five digital

dealers) detest doing. Copland addresses this issue in
the DRC205 by providing three ' off-the-shelf' target

inputs only. Our
sample shows
the `analogue'

functions via presets, but creating abespoke target
function still requires the use of special software running
on aPC, with aUSB connection to the unit. TacT's latest

input board has
been added,
providing one

room correction is also capable of being used without

balanced XLR
and three RCA

acomputer link, but that facility is still provided for the
generation of user- defined target functions.
RoomPerfect, by determining its target function
automatically based on the acoustic behaviour of
the room, eliminates the need ever to connect up a

phono inputs.
The speaker
outlets are also
fully balanced

computer. In fact, quite deliberately, Lyngdorf Audio
provides no capability for this. A computer can be
hooked up to the TDAI 2200 to access various set-up

'Lyngdorf decided to develop its own
algorithms. In any country other than
Denmark this would be adecision
somewhere between brave and suicidal'

Audio decided to develop its own algorithms. In any
country other than Denmark this would be adecision
somewhere between brave and suicidal but as much
of the recent research on room correction has been
undertaken there, finding engineers familiar with
the field is not an insurmountable challenge. A key
recruit was Jan Abildgaard Pedersen who, at B&O, had
developed the Adaptive Bass Control technology used in
the BeoLab 5 speaker. RoomPerfect is largely Ns baby.

TARGET FUNCTIONS
As explained in more detail in the accompanying
panel, what distinguishes RoomPerfect from all the
competing DRC products Iknow of is that it does not
require or permit the user to specify atarget function,
ie, the in- room frequency response that the correction
should attempt to achieve. There are two reasons to
consider user-specified target functions abad idea, one
theoretical and the other practical. On the theoretical
side, it really should be the room correction system's
job to decide on the most appropriate target function
in each case. Otherwise it is all too easy for customers
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ROOM EQ/DIGITAL AMP TEST

functions, but RoomPerfect is completely inaccessible.

ROOMPERFECT

The downside to this approach is that RoomPerfect

By performing measurements at both the intended
listening position and anumber of random points
throughout the room, RoomPerfect sets out to determine

needs to determine the acoustic behaviour of the room
at sufficient positions to establish acomplete picture
of the in- room sound field. To achieve this, the user has

both the energy present in the room's 3D sound field

to place the supplied measurement microphone not
only at the listening position but at avariety of other

and the listener's access to it from the hot seat. A Global
correction is determined from the spatially averaged
sound field, and this is combined with the measurement

locations within the room, chosen randomly, during the
set-up process. A handful of supplementary positions are

taken at the listening position to create the Focus
correction. As with all such systems, the amount of
correction that is applied reduces with rising frequency

sufficient to give apassably good result, but for the very
best correction as many as 15 may be required.
Lyngdorf Audio originally talked of nine being
needed for full optimisation but, in the light of further
experience, it now recommends the higher number and

because the shorter wavelengths make accurate

is recalibrating the Room Knowledge display - which
indicates how well the room's acoustic behaviour has

reduced but dips, which are less audible, are generally
left alone as filling them can consume considerable

been characterised - to reflect this. After I'd performed
five room measurements, the Room Knowledge figure

amplifier power. Frequency domain rather than time

correction increasingly dependent on the listener's
exact head position. Peaks in the frequency response are

domain correction is used because, away from the
corrected room location, the latter can give rise to highly
audible acausal effects wherein the correction arrives

was 96 per cent; to reach 100 per cent took five
measurements more. Ithen added two more for luck
before my ability to contrive another randomised
microphone position deserted me.
Yes, performing all these measurements is achore
but as Marshal Zhukov said, 'Train hard, fight easy.'

before the reflection it is intended to suppress.

LYNGDORf

Most users will find this process preferable to using a
computer to design and then experiment with different
Inductor-capacitor
output filter removes
switching artefacts and
integrates the PWM
signal to restore the
analogue waveform

en'

a

En•ogy-Timni-Trequinty
Digital power amp is
based around Texas
Instruments' TAS5015
PCM to PWM modulator
and discrete output
stages with four
output devices per
channel in an Hbridge
configuration

1a; Pliganai -

100

e

• • _
de,

etiff

0.00

u

110.00
220.CO

•

/

330.00

Plug-in RoomPerfect

card uses Analog
Devices ADSP BF561
with twin 600MHz
microprocessors

ii

,.. ..,,;.,
iiiii,41

440.00

k*
Multi turn flywheel

It

volume control operates
via ashaft encoder, with
the volume setting shown
in the front panel display

111•11•11111.6111.1M111111•1•••••

Optional analogue
input board uses
Burr Brown OPA2227
op- amps and
AKM's ' super high
performance' AK5394
Ato- D converter, and
provides both balanced
and unbalanced
connections

550.00 mac
100

Data tom
MESA

Enean-55mo-Flapinry

ABOVE: Energy-time-frequency waterfalls corresponding to
the same two in- room responses ( red: uncorrected, green:
corrected) but to amaximum frequency of 300Hz. Ignore
low-level ridges around 35 and 80Hz which were caused
by background noise during measurement
target functions, none of which may be optimal.
Moreover, the set-up process is straightforward and

ABOVE: Inside
the TDAI 2200
amplifier,

guided by messages in the TDAI 2200's dot-matrix
display. Subsequently adding anew listening position
within the room only requires one extra measurement,

with extra
RoomPerfect and

with the microphone placed at the new position.

AiD converter

Eight presets are available for different ' Focus'
positions, and can be selected from the supplied
remote handset, as can Bypass ( preset 0) and a

boards added
RIGHT: Mic
supplied for
RoomPerfect

Global correction ( preset 9) which is intended
to provide good results over awide listening

measurement
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LYNGDORF TDAI 2200
WITH ROOMPERFECT (
E4190)
FEATURES
On the basis of this product
A3

AI

ANAuDG

INPIr

RIGMT e

comparison, RoomPerfect and
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,
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'
war

SOUND QUALITY

Dynaton's DRC system - as fitted

A2

to the Copland DRC205 - do not

11111

give quite the same results. So
digital room correction is not

BUILD QUALITY

to be regarded as a commodity

,)4 AES ESE

technology. Nevertheless, the
same essential advice applies to

VALUE FOR MONEY

hUh

both products - a home audition is
mandatory, not optional.

OVE RAI IRAI IN
area within the room. Other DSP
functions include aselection of
pre-programmed EQs, ntended to

etched sound, with crisper imaging

correct common recording defects,
and adigital crossover capability for

of this was due to the change in
tonal balance, and that the sound

feeding ahigh pass-filtered signal to
asubwoofer.

the image thrown further forward.

Opinions differ in the audio industry
regarding what room correction
should and shouldn't do. For many
people, including me, the deal
would probably be aDRC algorithm
which suppresses the room's most
obvious misbehaviours in the bass
while, so far as possible,
leaving the essential

basis, Ididn't find
RoomPerfect to
be an unqualified
success in my
system. On the
opening bars of
Brian Bromberg's

had become more insistent and

correction although this did, as
advertised, evince more consistent
results over awider listening area
than the Focus setting.
To what extent this is an

FOR:

agility - theie was no question
that with Focus selected, the TDAI
2200 delivered asignificantly
cleaner, iess muddled sound
than it did in bypass mode. Quick
runs of notes were less blurred

Focus for giving the more clearly

20

8

8a2

4

approach to the

100

DRC problem.
As for the TDAI
2200 itself, it's
afine, powerful,

on providing anononsense, unromantic sound that
emphasises control and precision.
Valve lovers are unlikely to succumb
to its charms but if your incumbent
amplifier tends to the vague and
smeared, this could well represent
Ididn't check the line level
analogue output but the analogue

On aquick A- Bcomparison
you would almost always select

l
awn]
10.

aquite different

its nemesis.

Bypass settings, principally because
selecting Focus incurred quite a
large shift in system tonal balance,
which became distinctly more midprominent.

•ohm ( o/pIrnpoclenco dread)

issue, which takes

and there was amore consistent

Ioften found myself wishing for
something inbetweer the Focus and

Lyngdorl T0AI 2200 Response into no load vs 8, 4

in aforthcoming

weight and quality to eve -ystring
on the bass. So far, so good. But
across abroad selection of music

Hi Ili News lab report

correction system

AGAINST: Significant
versatile and very
tonal balance
well constructed
change
amplifier which majors

test of bass control and

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Gecko Inc Ltd TEL: 0845 262 2882
WEB: www.lyngdorf.com

test Meridian's room

Integrated
room correction
and other DSIP
functions

The Saga of Harrison
Crab feathers - afine

Review system breakdown
SOURCE: Townshend TA565 universal player. Meridian 508.24
CD player
CABLES: Townshend and Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus
interconnects. Townshend speaker cable
SPEAKERS: B&W 805S

inevitable consequence of sorting
out low-frequency room behaviour
is amoot point - one that may
become clearer when I

tonal balance of the
Judged on this

listening you'd realise that much

The same was true of the Global

TONAL BALANCE

system unchanged.

and sharper detail. But on longer

input is certainly of high quality
and gives only alittle away to
the direct digital connection. My

1k
Frequency »

10k

0
46k

The clipping behaviour of true digital amps like the TDAI 2200 is
necessarily abrupt and instantaneous once the signal level reaches
OdBFs. This is also why Lyngdorf is able to precisely specify a
200V148ohm power output ( Imeasured 203W into 8ohm). If the
amplifier is driven from its digital inputs then the response is limited
by the incoming sample rate - roughly half 44.1kHz. 48kHz or 96kHz,
for example. The variation or shape in its HF response, however,
is determined by the reactive impedance of both the amp (or.
more correctly, its inductive output filter network) and that of the
attached speaker load. The RoomPerfect module should, in theory.
also ameliorate this effect along with that of the room!
Otherwise. the TDAI 2200 is evidently designed to give its flattest
response into aplain 8ohm load ( blue trace on graph, above) with
agreater treble roll-off into progressively lower impedance loads.
Distortion is dominated by 2nd/3rd harmonics but remains moderate
at - 0.0018% through bassimidrange, increasing to - 1% at 20kHz. All
the digital measurements are ref. 2.83V/8ohm ( 1W) or +9dBV output
for aOdBFs digital input (TDAI 2200 volume = 64.7). Download full
Reports from www.milleraudioresearch.comiavtech. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Power Output, 8/4ohm (<1% THD)

203W(.380W

Dynamic Power, 8I4ohm (<1% THD)

180W(340W

one minor practical gripe is that
Lyngdorf provides only asingle set

Frequency Response 48kFs
Frequency Response 96kFs

-0.01+0.1dB, 20Hz-20kHz
-0.0(4-1.8dB, 20Hz-45kHz

of loudspeaker outputs per channel,
which hinders bi-wiiing. Bi-amping,
on the other hand, is adoddle using
the integrated control interface

Output Impedance (20118-20kHz)

0.17 - 1.2ohm

which allows multiple Lyngdorf
amplifiers to be daisy-chained. c!)

SIN ratio (OcifiFs/lW output)

93dBA

Distortion (0d8Fs/1W, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0016 - 1.18%

Dimensions

101.450 ,455mm (hwd)

Weight

18.0kg (39.71b)
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Plinth of
Darkness

LUMLEY
STRATOSPHERE MK 2

(£13,000)

The magic of magnets is
put to work, creating a
superfi deck that aims to
spook far costly riyals

Tested by Ian Harris

A

saliving embodiment of vertical integration
within the UK hi-fi industry, you'd be hard
pressed to find abetter example than John

Jeffries. While Home Counties' readers might
know him as the proprietor of Sounds of Music - an

eight dem-room Aladdin's cave of audiophile delights
-he also runs distributor Metropolis Music ( Boulder,
Hovland and BAT being just three of the brands
represented). Finally, just in case the dual role of
retailer and distributor leaves him with extra time
on his hands, John produces anumber of products
under the Lumley brand name.
While Lumley also produces amplifiers and
speakers, the Stratosphere turntable, here
reviewed in its Mk 2form, has by far the most
interesting evolution, right from its archetypical
hobbyist roots. The story starts with suspension
units that John Jeffries cobbled together from
sections of drainpipes containing two opposing
magnets. While crude in execution, the concept of
magnetic repulsion- based suspension clearly held great
promise, and so the Airpod was born. The original
Stratosphere was aground- up design based on Airpod
suspension. While offering excellent performance,
engineering issues meant that the turntable never quite
achieved its full potential.

PEARL OF WISDOM
Fast forward eight years to 2003, and Blue Pearl Audio's
JEM arrived on the scene. Perhaps best viewed as a
cost- no- object homage to the original Stratosphere,
the JEM received rave reviews across the board, but its
£48,000 price tag put it beyond all but the super- rich.
By this time, the original Airpod had been replaced by
Clearaudio's Magix [ see ` Floating On Air' panel, p50],

RIGHT: Deck floats
on ' bed' of air via
the latest version of
the ' Magix' from Clearaudio

'In case the role of retailer
and distributor leaves him with extra
time on his hands, John Jeffries produces
products under the Lumley brand'
and John felt that, with much improved suspension
provided by the Magix, along with the application
of anumber of engineering improvements, he could
build asecond generation Stratosphere with the
performance to match the JEM at asubstantially lower
price. The result is the subject of this review, the Lumley
Stratosphere Mk 2.

HOLLOW ZONES
Starting from the ground up, the Strat's optional stand
(£1650) has beautifully finished, high quality MDF top
and bottom plates, separated by spiked composite
legs filled with apropriety damping compound. Plinth
isolation is provided by abattery of eight Clearaudio
Magix, which are held at their optimum compression
level by the weight of the plinth, platter and armpod.
The plinth itself is constructed of aluminium, finished
to match the stand. The main platter is CNC machined
from aircraft grade aluminium. Rather than being solid,
it has hollow zones containing an unspecified damping
material. The main bearing is more conventional than C->
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the magnetic solution of the JEM, with atitanium

noise levels. Cueing up some clean, scratch-free vinyl, I

Outboard power

nitrided steel spindle rotating via apressure plate on a

supply in sturdy
metal casing

ceramic ball within aNylatron sleeve.
The rubber- damped, synthetic two-piece secondary

was deafened by the silence of the run-in groove. When
the music kicked in, asound of such cleanliness and

offers 33 and 45

platter is isolated from the primary by six spikes, while

rpm speeds plus
wide-ranging

the main spindle is surmounted by aNylatron stub to

natural tonality and huge sense of presence confirmed

further isolate the disc from any bearing noise. The
high- quality DC motor stands on adedicated leg of the

that this was avinyl source, but one which was

optional stand, and provides drive at 33, 45 or 78 rpm

every record Iplayed.
My system is already fairly transparent so it tended

FAR RIGHT:

pitch control

clarity emerged that Ihalf felt Iwas listening to a
top-flight digital source. The fatigue-free dynamics,

extracting an unbelievable level of information from

via anylon thread, while the large but elegant power
supply is designed to sit in the main cavity of the stand.
The damped hollow aluminium arm pod can be

to be extra ambient information that was revealed, with

drilled for awide range of tonearms and, on the review

the kW and Prodigy, the turntable consistently produced

sample, was free standing on the plinth. For installations
where there is achance of it being knocked, the pod

arock-solid soundstage of cavernous proportions.

can be bolted on, but listening tests have shown the

speakers, meaning that a ' walk-through' soundstage
was available to listeners right across the width of

free-standing option to be slightly sonically superior. A
Graham Phantom arm and Transfiguration Temper W
cartridge were used for the duration of the review.

LOW NOISE
In terms of performance, the first quality the
Stratosphere Mk 2demonstrated was astonishingly low

The huge sense of presence confirmed
this was vinyl, but one which was
extracting an unbelievable level of
information from every record Iplayed'

dimensionality being an almost universal beneficiary. Via

Even seated way off- axis, images refused to hang off

the room, asituation Ihave never experienced before
within any system. That said, it was the micro- imaging,
rather than the macro, which impressed the most. Spin
apeerless audiophile recording like Eric Bibb's ' Spirit
And The Blues' [ Opus 3], and the performers could be
placed with millimetric precision, with individual drums
within akit having adistinct location, even in anatural
recording, bereft of production-trickery.
The less polished production of Dexy's Searching
For The Young Soul Rebels worried the Strat not ajot.
Once again spatial presentation was sensational, with
each member of the brass section again occupying
an identifiably discrete position. More impressive still
was the palpable nature of the sound; drawn out notes
had the micro-variations of pitch that told of real lungs

FLOATING ON AIR
While the original Airpod provided a
largely friction-free support, there were
acouple of issues that detracted from
its performance when used for turntable
suspension. Firstly, adegree of
lateral play meant that some
contact between magnet
and surround was inevitable.
Secondly ( and, perhaps, more
importantly), the effect of the
strong magnetic fields could
travel through the plinth and
subtly affect the workings of the
cartridge. Since Clearaudio has
taken over production ( and the
Airpod has duly morphed into the

forcing real air through real instruments. Ihave
always valued the illusion of music being created
in my room, rather than merely reproduced, and
the Strat did not just provide images of performers,
it all but gave them personalities.

SOLID AS A ROCK
Tonally, the Strat provided rock- solid, truly
subterranean musical foundations, seemingly eking
tighter, deeper bass than ever before from every
well-known track Iplayed. Midrange presence
was similarly stunning; Thelma Houston's vocals
on the title track from the Sheffield Lab's recording
I've Got The Music In Me were truly shocking in their
intensity. While the production of Norah Jones' Come
Away With Me may be alittle warmer, the vocals
were no less arresting; gentle ballads they may be

Clearaudio Magix), these issues

but, even here, the Strat clearly demonstrated the

have been eradicated through

surprising dynamics of the human voice.
With aless capable source, such levels of

relentlessly accurate engineering.
Subject to alevel load being

resolution could become wearing with higher

movement, so the internal

frequencies, but the Stratosphere had such
unadulterated purity, that material which sounded
bright via my, superficially more forgiving, SME/Sumiko

support member is effectively
centralized with no contact with

Pearwood front-end, revealed unexpected levels of
listenability. A case in point was Billy Bragg's 'Talking

its surround. In terms of magnetic
interference, when compressed

To The Taxman About Poetry'. There is something very,
very wrong in listening to the Barking Bard's work via

applied, magnetic forces now
resist radial as well as vertical

by an optimum load, the
Magix's magnetic forces are
cancelled out. In fact, there's a
nifty trick to demonstrate this:
place apaper-clip on the side of an
uncompressed Magix and it will stick;
add an appropriate load, and the clip will
fall off as the forces neutralize.
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amega- bucks system, and the disc's distinctly bright
tonality often punishes highly capable systems.
In conflict with all expectation, the Strat revealed
undreamed of tonal sweetness and purity, which
brought awhole new level of audiophile enjoyment to
Billy's inspired wordplay.
As John Jeffries values impact and scale very highly,
it would have been rude not to try some large scale

111
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STRATOSPHERE Mk 2

£13,000)

FEATURES
Agenre- neutral tour-de-force which
extracts an incredible amount
of information from all shades of
vinyl, while remaining resolutely
musical. Materially, aless extreme
approach than the visually similar
Blue Pearl Audio JEM, but capable of
throwing its hat in the ring with the
world's finest front-ends. Provides
awonderfully intense listening
experience and, for this listener at
least, raises the analogue bar way

••••

your seat with the dynamics
of asolo human voice, the
impact it provides when afull

UK DISTRIBUTOR: Sounds of Music TEL: 01435 867438
WEB: www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Mil

Manufacturer's specifications

responsibility, suffice to say,
the Stratosphere's vanishingly

Overall height with stand

low noise levels and stunning
resolution allows huge dynamic
peaks while maintaining tonal
purity and musical coherence. If
your system and ( no
less importantly)

reproduction
of large scale
music at
life-like sound
pressure
levels, the
Strat will

FOR:
Uncovers the
staggering
potential of
villy1; stunningly
capable

provide an earbleedingly intense
experience. Its true

AGAINST: InsomniacsIn
seeking audio sedation
need not apply

genius is that it will not
obscure the beauty beneath the

This makes an
audition within
your own system
aRecessity rather

than aluxury.
John Jeffries' own
set-up, the Strat
displayed stunning levels

of dynamics and scale, along

thunder and, critically in the real
work, its utter background silence

the dynamics and scale were a

also allows you to enjoy tremendous

little less pronounced ( mainly due

dynamic range without permanently
alienating the neighbours.

to the limitations of the room),
but the imaging was little short of

ULTIMATE SOLUTION

miraculous, and the lightness of
touch was utterly spelloinding.

solution should seek an audition
with this remarkable turntable.
Ilowever, more than any other
component Ihave heard, the
Stratosphere will be whatever you
want it to be, depending on your
choice of partnering equipment.

While John Jeffries freely admits
the price of the Stratosphere
reflects the high cost of low- run
engineering, in the context of the
unprecedented gains Iexperienced
from my reference system, it can
be considered something of a
high- end bargain. ()

980mm

Height of turntable

320mm

Depth with freestanding motor

630mm

Width

550mm

Weight without stand

25kg

Motor type

DC

Speeds

with deeply impressive spatial
performance. In my listening room

Anyone looking for an ultimate vinyl

1111

Contact numbers

orchestra kicks in has to be

room allow
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VALUE FOR MONEY

SOURCE: Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD player
AMPLIFIERS: Musical Fidelity kW/IMP
LOUDSPEAKERS: Spendor 58e or Martin Logan Prodigy
CABLES: Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista interconnects
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista speaker cables

when asystem can pin you to

your listening

BUILD QUALITY

Review system breakdown

classical works. Unfortunately,

for abdicating descriptive

11111

beyond any digital alternative.

o

experienced, rather than merely
described. With all due apologies
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SOUND QUALITY

ESOTERIC DV- 60

(£3995)

TEAC's flagship brand steps up agear,
offering custom digital filters and
upscaled 1080p video from its latest
heavyweight universal DVD player

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER TEST

Tested by Paul Miller
LEFT: Basic
transport
controls are
joined by
'Up-Convert'
(oversampling)
filter options for

•

•

0

•

0

0

the various audio
formats. Holding
down the ' Play
Area' button
also provides
access to both
the ' Narrow' and
'Wide' FIR filter
settings

F

or the 30 or so engineers that have the luxury of
working at TEAC's autonomous Esoteric division,
blue sky thinking and cost- no- object engineering
are daily chores. Ican think of worse jobs, but
the latest fruits of their toil suggest that there's still
plenty of fun to be had under the heat of that soldering
iron. On the face of it, this new £ 3995 universal DVD
player, with its thick and luxuriously finished alloy
cladding, centralised drawer and deep velvet- blue
display, is adead ringer for either the DV- 50S or £ 10k
UX-1 models ( reviewed in Jan 2006).
In practice, it's closer in execution to the DV- 50S
with its heavyweight but relatively conventional disc
transport that contrasts with the huge VRDS mechanism
fitted to the UX-1. Full compatibility with Dolby Digital
and DTS formats plus DVD, DVD-A, DVD-R/RW, CD and
SACD media is offered. There's also aproprietary Word
Sync input that enables both digital audio and MPEG
video data to be synchronised to asuperior, external
Rubidium crystal contained in either of Esoteric's
optional AZ- 1or G- Os master clock units.

RINGING THE CHANGES
Esoteric has also taken the opportunity to change the
DAC configuration of its two- and multichannel audio
outputs, opting for aversatile Crystal solution that not
only supports LPCM data from CD and DVD sources but
also DSD from SACD. Furthermore, this silicon enables a
selection of digital filter algorithms, trading severity of
cut-off against group delay and ringing, acompromise
that I've chosen as the subject of my column on p73.
While these options may be flipped on the fly via
the ' Up Convert' button on its spartan fascia, the vast
majority of features are more readily accessible from
the partnering, and equally chunky RC- 1088 remote
handset. Control over the playback of all disc media is
possible, with Group, Title, Track and Chapter access
through anumeric keypad and disc menu navigation
from acursor pad. One button is labelled ' i.link' which
probably refers to the blanking panel at the rear of
the player marked ' reserved'. Iimagine this hardware
upgrade will be announced in due course!

'As anticipated, the DV- 60 offers 1080p
in addition to the standard 576p,
720p and 1080i video scaling options
courtesy of an Anchor Bay processor'
ABOVE: Balanced
and single-ended
connections
for stereo CD
and DVD with

accommodated in the General ( Speaker Setting) menu
instead. Some video adjustment is possible via the
three independent memory presets that encompass a
selection of Black Level, Sharpness, Contrast, Brightness,

separate 5.1

Gamma and Hue settings. It's also possible to output
digital video in either standard or enhanced HDMI

outputs for DVDA plus Dolby and

modes, the latter more suitable for higher output
projectors like the ProjectionDesign Action! model three

DTS-encoded

(HD Guide, Dec ' 06) than darker- looking models like the

Audio, Video and General segments. The former dictates

movies. HDMI

SIM2 Domino D80.

the selection of either two- or multichannel audio
outputs while the adjustment of channel delays, volume

output now

As anticipated, the DV- 60 offers 1080p in addition
to the standard 576p, 720p and 1080i video scaling

Currently, the DV- 60's setup menu is divided into

and speaker size configuration ( bass management) is

offers 1080p
digital video

options courtesy of an Anchor Bay processor, although
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The centre video board is home to
aGenesis ( Faroudja) FLI2310 video
de-interlacEr, as used in the UX-1,
but augmented here with asuperior
Anchor Bay ABT1018 video scaler and
Silicon Image SiI9030 chip supplying
HDCP-encryptIed digital video through
the player's HDMI output. Both these
chips support digital video up to
1080p - ake.y distinction between this
DV- 60 and the earlier DV- 50S and UX-1
The host audio board is tucked

universal MD players

underneath the video PCB. Here,
Crystal's CS4398 24bit/192kHz
and DSD-capable DACs drive the
various single- ended and balanced
audio outputs. These chips enable
different digital filter algorithms

urc -

to be applied ( see Opinion, p73)

DVD players are almost
exclusively equipped with
switch- mode power supplies
these days, but not the DV- 60.
Instead, Esoteric has specified
ahigh- current linear supply
with separate regulation for the
transport, video and audio PCBs
Esoteric has retained the original Faroudja DCDi chip
for de- interlacing. DCDi processing runs in parallel,
smoothing out jaggies and other discontinuities caused
by bad edits or mixed progressive/interlaced source
programming ( such as overlaid titles or credits) and
should be permanently enabled through the set-up
menu. Quite why Esoteric's default for DCDi processing
is ' off' remains something of apuzzle.

No VRDS mechanism for the
DV- 60, although Esoteric has
engineered asubstantial parallel tracking laser sled assembly and
over- sized clamping arrangement
to help damp- out any vibrations
from the spinning disc
seating of all five performers against the relative scale
of the Oak Park Church is perfectly realised by the DV60 which conveys asense of intimacy within abroader
and deeper ambience. Bass notes will sound deep and
firm and yet possessed of arealistic resonance just as
vocals are typically projected with vigour that lacks
hardness or excess. The sound of higher strings, brassy
percussion, female soprano and even the ' air' of a

LISTENING

voluminous recording environment are all more readily
influenced by your choice of digital ' up conversion'.

It takes the briefest of auditions to appreciate that
the DV- 60's sound quality is in the topmost drawer of

THE DIGITAL TWO-STEP

the high- end music cabinet. Jazz, classical or rock is all

Step through the ( narrow) FIR, PCM-to-DSD and ROOT

delivered with alightness of touch that's never less than
refreshing: punchy when required, sober and dignified

'up convert' options and, in that order, you'll discover

at other times but always cast in afashion that's entirely
sympathetic with the mood of the performers and
ambience of the recording environment.
The humour of the soprano sax from Giant Steps
perfectly illustrates the DV- 60's ability to set and
maintain the mood of the music, right through to the
plucked strings of fustina... that follows. The close

'Most listeners tended to gravitate back
to the sharper punch and focus of
the narrow FIR filter option, especially
with multichannel DVD-A software'
54 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk IMARCH 2007

aprogressive loss of bite or glare to the highest
frequencies with just alittle extra ' plumminess' brought
to the lower registers by way of recompense. The
impact of this will largely depend on the linearity of
your amplifier above 20kHz ( see p73).
On the whole, most listeners who spent time with
the DV- 60 in my media room tended to gravitate
back to the sharper punch and focus of the ' narrow'
FIR filter option, especially with multichannel DVD-A
software like David Gray's New Day at Midnight, which
relies on its six-channel mix to locate and reinforce
images directly into the room. SACO proved to be
singularly impressive, as the DV- 60 got very close to
the truly transparent and ethereal performance of
Sony's true 1- bit DSD players of yesteryear. In Direct
mode, multichannel SACO media seemed literally to G.

Walrus
Exciting New Products
From Around The World.
Available Now At Walrus.

Phone: + 44(0)20 7724 7224
Fax : + 44(0)20 7724 4347
Shop : 11 New Quebec Street
London VV1H 7RVV
Web : www.walrus.co.uk
Email : contactewalrus.co.uk
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We've just taken delivery

Dalek aus Deutschland?!'

of the latest Basis Audio

Of course not! This is

2500 Signature

the MBL 111RC

Turntable, as if there are

loudspeaker.

not enough turntables at

Here at the shop, we

Walrus already! No

have the even more

doubt some of you might

amazing looking full-

think it looks and sounds

range model, the MBL

just like another brand

111E Radialstrahler-

of fashionable turntable

Hybrid System 1

in acrylic these days!

loudspeakers available
for audition.

Well, you'll be wrong.
For an example, what

Also available for demo

look like 4 ordinary

too is MBL's top of the

aluminium legs turn out

range CD Player, the

to be very sophisticated,

MBL 1531.

user adjustable, oil-

'Wirklich wundervoll,

damped suspension

yah...!'

towers...
Horning Agathon

Remember when you

Ultimate

were taught never to
judge aperson or an
object by its look? The
Horning Agathon
Ultimate is aclassic
example. The technology
involved with these
loudspeakers is so
complex that we decided

!Emilie is a new brand

modern yet romantic is

,out the Emille KI-240 is
one of the best sounding

/

what comes to mind
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valve- powered
integrated amplifiers

sound of this new valve

available in the UK
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with his S7 Turntable
and Tonearm system.
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1

k
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looks nothing like the
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Pure Black 101D.
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ESOTERIC DV- 60

(£3995)

FEATURES

If you are contemplating installing

'11111

the DV- 60 at the heart of atop-

SOUND QUALITY

flight, 1080p-capable home cinema,
then you should check out the
Denon DVD-A1XVA or Arcam DV- 137

1111
BUILD QUALITY

before making afinal judgement.
On the other hand, where stereo or
multichannel music rules the roost,

11111

the Esoteric DV- 60 has aclear run,

VALUE FOR MONEY

not only superceding the older
1

DV- 50S but also besting the UX-1.

Review system breakdown
AMPS: Arcam AV9 pre-amp/processor, 6xArcam P1 power amplifiers
SPEAKERS: B&W Nautilus 802, 804, HTM1 & ASW850
CABLES: Townshend Interconnects, QED XT400 speaker cable,
Oehlbach Silver HDMI interconnects
DISPLAYS: ProjectionDesign Action! model three, SIM2 Domino 080

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Symmetry Systems
TEL 01727 865488
WEB: www.teac.co.uk

materialise in the room, in stark

otier top flight players equipped

contrast to the more directed

with either the Vaddis 888S or

delivery of DVD-A. Now the speakers

Silicon Optix Realta solutions.

vanished in apuff of smoke, leaving

Some minor artefacts detected in

the orchestra to fill the room with

hugely detailed and contrastylooking scenes like the

asweeping but entirely
plausible presence
from the rib-tickling
weight of the
tympani to the
thrill of strings
and floating
gaiety of flutes
and incidental
percussion.
This was the
DV- 60 at its very
best as it issued a
seamless pool of music

initial storm sequence

FOR:
Multichannel
SACD
at its apex

from The War of
the Worlds are

but entirely confident reserve
that suggested even the power
amplifiers themselves had been

from the DV- 60,
but disappear
once dropped to
1080i/25Hz.

a 1080i signal, leaving the
final deinterlacing to aproprietary
solution in 1080p plasmas like the

upgraded! That its performance

Pioneer PDP-5000EX or 1080p
projectors including the SIM2
HT3000 and ProjectionDesign

with CD, DVD-A and even DVD
movie soundtracks never quite

Action! model three. Indeed, with
the latter, an interlaced digital

achieved this same sense of

video feed was preferred for the

balance, transparency and musical
resolve is arguably areflection of

Esoteric DV- SO: Distortion vs Digitel Signal Level ( 16bit VI 2b,t,
EI 20

(211=1:11>•••••••

g °
-20-40-

apparent with
a 1080p/50Hz
digital feed

AGAINST: 1080p picture
This is not a
quality faces stiff
competition
deal- breaker, as the
DV- 80 can still deliver

into the room, backed
by an unspoken energy, aquiet

Hi Fi News lab report

u:timately smoother appearance

the differences between LPCM and

of dark and moody movies like
The League of Extraordinary

the DSD coding employed by SACD.

Gentlemen or Batman Begins.
Suitably tweaked, the DV- 60 is

-io

-1ó0 -120

(Decreasing) Digital Signal Level »

As both atwo- and multichannel audio player. the DV-60 offers just
about the finest specifications Ihave measured in recent years,
particularly with 24- bit DVD-A and SACD in direct mode. Distortion is
remarkably low at - 0.0002% over the top 10dB and < 0.0013% over
the top 30dB of its dynamic range. With the narrowband FIR filter
engaged, responses are flat to -0.4dB at 45kHz ( 96kHz DVD-A), 3.5dB at 88kHz ( 192kHz DVD-A) and - 7.3dB at 100kHz (SACD, direct
mode). Jitter is almost non existant with these SACD and DVD-A
sources while its low-level resolution is typically good to ± 1dB right
down to - 120c1BEs.
TEAC has slipped-up with its bass management, failing to re-direct
bass from amuted sub channel to any of the main channels. Neither
does it augment front or sub channels should either centre or
surrounds be set to ' Small'. Ireported the same error for the older
UX-1 model. There is no overload or high bass distortion, but you
should still leave the DV- 60 with all channels set to ' Large' whether
listening to multichannel audio or settling back to enjoy amovie.
Full QC Suite Reports for all co, DVD-A, SACD, and DVD modes are
available at www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.

Hi Fi News lab specifications
Maximum Multichannel Output Level

2.13Vrrns

LIGHTS OUT

capable of delivering crisp, clear

A-wtd S/N Ratio

While there's no disputing the

and dynamic- looking images,
depicting the grainy cast of The

Distortion 1kHz. OdBFsi-30dBFs

0.0004%/O.0013%

performance of the Anchor Bay
scaler, TEAC's decision to stick with
aFaroudja DCDi deinterlacer might,
in some quarters, be seen to put
it at aslight disadvantage against

56

103.5dB

Distortion 20kHz/40kHz, OdBFs

0.0035%10.0058%

War of the Worlds with the same
fidelity as the rich hues that

Digital Jitter. CD/DVD-A

55pseci<1psec

populate more colourful movies
like The Last Samurai. (5

Resolution ® -100dB, SACD/DVD-A

0.01dB10.40dB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20Idix)

>116dB
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Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2005 " Golden Ear Award"
* 2005 " Editor's Choice

The Absolute Sound

Award"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005 " Best Show at CES " Jimmy Awards
* 2004" Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.corn

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
* 2002 CES" Most Recommended Flagship"

CP-8571 II

CP-88711 II

BE-10

BE-20

Chief Design Consultant

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito
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The Audiophile Voice

Stereo Sound

AMPLIFIER TEST

Kin of
the ill?
FLYING MOLE PA- S1

(£996)

FLYING MOLE MA- S160

Few am pse tneprice are
aspetiteorcodirunning as
ths pint-sizedpairing, Put
doescompactnessmean
compro -niseintermsofsound?
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Tested by Ian Harris

W

there's certainly no shortage of genuine
00W- per-channel amplifiers available for

around £ 2000, few can be completely
h
hidden from view by placing asingle 12in
vinyl LP on their top panel. Add arequirement for that
LP to remain in place through several hours of ballsout operation without taking on the appearance of a
particularly darkly hued potato crisp and the number of
amps available becomes very few indeed.

One combination that would pass this test with
flying colours is the Flying Mole pairing reviewed here.
Consisting of the PA- S1 pre-amplifier and MA-5160
Stereo Digital Power Amplifier, the two units can
be purchased for £ 2000 — asaving of £ 192 on the
individual unit prices. Actually, with all due respect to
Flying Mole, the MA-5160's full title could be seen as
abit of amisnomer. Firstly, the amp sports left and
right ' mono' level controls plus a 'fixed' RCA input
which, effectively, allows it to function as asingle input
integrated as well as apure power amp. Secondly, the
implementation of its Bi Phase Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) circuitry is an analogue Class D, rather than a
pure digital topology, as Paul Miller explains overleaf
(see ' 100W and Still Running Cool' panel, p60).

NOW THAT'S ODD
Measuring apetite 281 x60 x277mm (whd), the
PA-S1's rear panel is loaded with three RCA line inputs,
three RCA outputs ( allowing tri-amping, if required), plus
one balanced output. The balanced option seems alittle
odd, as the PA- S1 does not offer balanced inputs, and
the partnering MA- S160 has no balanced facility either.
A touch larger at 281 x60 x290mm ( whd), the MASI 60 also features afairly packed rear panel. Alongside
the fixed and variable single-ended inputs, there is a
single set of multi-function speaker binding posts, with a
specified impedance range of four to 16ohms. Remote
power switching terminals fill the remaining rear- panel

LE=I": ' Remote
Power Control'
allows amps to
be controlled
in multiroom
setups via 5-12V
triggers

real-estate on both pre and power. The pre- amp offers
two outputs, to control dual power amps, while the
power amp has both an input and output, to facilitate
'daisy chaining' if required.
BELOW: Units' low-key cosmetics were created by
GK Industrial Design Inc, rather than an in-house team,
and promote asleek, yet business- like, feel to things

'Listening to guitar virtuoso Xue Fei
Yangazor, sharp transient edges and
the finest resonant detail provided a
vivid sense of presence in the room'
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ABOVE:
Flexibility of use
is assured with
no shortage of
'ins' and ' outs'
on both amps,

Operationally, the Class D topology here provides
exceptionally cool running. The units also run
completely silently, with no hint of transformer buzz
or residual noise through partnering speaker cones.
There is currently no remote control facility offered,

but why the
balanced output

but the solid aluminium knobs are ajoy to use, having
abeautifully weighted action. Even the irritation of
the dual mono controls (when using the MA- 5160 as

on the pre- amp?

an integrated) is largely ameliorated by clearly marked
graduations and adistinct gold pointer.

MOUND OF SOUND
From the first bars, it was clear that the Flying Moles
offered avery different presentation to my reference
Musical Fidelity kW set-up. Or, for that matter, the
slightly more appropriately priced XT- 100 or A5 from
the same stable. Spatial performance is neither the
Flying Moles' primary concern nor their chief strength.
While able to present afairly strong central image on
audiophile material such as Rebecca Pigeon's ' Spanish
Harlem' (from the immaculate Chesky recording The
Raven), secondary lateral images were alittle hazy and
lacking in focus. The pairing also failed to map out the
soundstage with clearly graduated depth, which is

'Legend has it that Angus Young's
amps caught fire during the recording
and, with the Moles in the driving seat,
Icould almost smell the carnage'
provided by the most spatially capable valve and
solid-state amplifiers at this price point.

100W AND STILL RUNNING COOL
It might be tempting to describe the cool- running
and highly efficient heart of Flying Mole's
MA- S160 as a ' digital amplifier', but this is to assume
that all Class D designs are necessarily digital in
execution. In practice, the reverse is usually true
and some important distinctions need to be drawn.
For example, in both digital and analogue Class D
amplifiers, the amplitude of the audio is described
by modulating astream of analogue pulses ( hence
the term PWM or Pulse Width Modulation). In a
truly digital Class D amplifier, the modulation of the
pulses is not only synchronised to the sample rate
of the incoming digital audio (that is, amultiple of
48kHz) but the number of pulse lengths available is
strictly limited by its quantisation ( eight bits yields
256 different pulse lengths). By contrast, the length
(or duration) of these pulses in an analogue Class D
amplifier are continuously variable. In this instance,
the MA- S160 is based around two complementary
analogue Class D amplifiers, arranged in abalanced
configuration that's switched at 400kHz. PM
exposure of the production can actually detract from
musical enjoyment. The slightly more spatially opaque
presentation of the PA-S1 and MA- S80 worked atreat
here. The pairing was detailed enough to portray each
instrumental thread clearly, while the piece as awhole
had an added level of integration, with the production
values less of adistraction from the musical whole.
The Flying Moles also provided excellent levels
of detail ( sometimes astumbling point for class D
amplifiers). Listening to Chinese guitar virtuoso Xue Fei
Yang's rendition of ' Cavatina', the sheer immediacy of

However, the pairing provided aclear demonstration
that the con-elation between imaging and sonic

the squeak and slide of finger on string and fret board,

satisfaction is far from absolute. A case in point was New

resonant detail provided avivid sense of presence in the
room. On this kind of solo audiophile material, the lack

along with razor-sharp transient edges and the finest

Beginnings by Larry Jon Wilson. This Georgia swamp
oluesman is largely unknown in the UK, but with vocals

of truly explicit secondary images was less of an issue.

'an octave down from Paul Robeson', and ' mmmhmms'
that register on the Richter scale, the man's voice is

TIME TO MOTOR

asystem-testing force of nature_ New Beginnings is

Moving onto something alittle more raucous, the Flying

well- recorded, but patently non-audiophile, and the
production is amixture of asolid, central lead vocal

Moles seemed entirely at home with AC/DC's ' Let There

with avariety of instrumental and vocal backing, some

even through the most musically congested passages,
there was both cohesion and clarity. If anything, the

diffuse, some tightly focused. On aset-up as spatially
explicit as the Musical Fidelity kW/kWP the laser- like
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Be Rock'. Bass was propulsive yet well damped and,

bass and upper frequencies had atouch more eminence

with
age
comes
wisdom

spectral ( 29 years)

leben ( 12 years)

nagra ( 55 years)

viola audio laboratories ( 5 years)

%/loci audio labs ( 10 years)

siltech ( 3 years)
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AMPLIFIER TEST

11111 PA-S1 (£996)
k- 0 id MA- S160 (£ 1196)

•
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FEATURES
This Flying Mole combination is likely

to polarise opinion. It has both drive
and power aplenty, with atight,QUALITYSOUND
well-damped bass and crisp, detailed
high frequencies. However, spatial
performance is below par, which can

_
_

I

_

BUILD QUALITY

compromise enjoyment of naturally
recorded audiophile material. Well

,Ill

worth an audition and full marks
to Flying Mole for putting green

'
VALUE FOR MONEY

credentials on the hi-fi agenda.

Hi-fi
OVERALL
news
RAVING

I

Mill -1

16 20

Review system breakdown
SOURCE Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD player
AMPLIFIER Musical Fidelity kWil<WP
SPEAKERS Spendor S8e, MartinLogan Prodigy
CABLES Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista speaker cable and interconnects

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: ICG Consultancy
WEB: www.flyingmole.co.jp

than the midrange, this providing

In terms of favoured musical

an energetic, monitor- Ike sound.
One detail that leapt out of the

genres, the Flying Moles seemed
best suited to rock and dance

speakers was the sizzling buzz of the
overdriven amps. Legend has it that

music. Classical was dealt with
competently but, in terms of
warmth and large scale dynamics,

Angus Young's caught fire during
the recording and, with the Flying
Moles in the driving seat. Icould
almost smell the carnage.
Driving my Spendor
58e, the MA- S160
provided grip and
drive aplenty. In my
5.5 x4.5m main
listening room,
the 100 watts
per channel were
enough to provide
uncomfortable
sound pressure
levels without
any sense of overt
compression or sonic
congestion.

there are class AIAB competitors
which, to my ears, have the edge.
While not quite prompting
afull scale audio
epiphany, the

FOR:
Red blooded
musical
performance;
compact size

Flying Mole
combination

ultimate image
specificity

AGAINST: Below par
could, in some
spatial performance on
circumstances,
audiophile discs "0
1actually be beneficial.
Quite apart from
'interesting' production values
being shunted into their rightful

MEET THE PANEL

place in the background, being

As aconsiderably tougher test,

free from the endless search for

Iconnected the Moles to my

perfect soundstaging, there was
no worry that Iwasn't sitting in the

MartinLogan Prodigy loudspeakers,
which offer the twin challenges of
an impedance curve that drops to
lohm, and the need to control the
bass drivers tightly enough to near
the speed of the electrostatic panel

exact ' hot spot', or that no more
than two listeners could enjoy the
system at its best.
For soundstaging fiends,
while they may have their

in the crossover zone. The amp
produced asterling performance,
driving this tough load with

spatial limitations, the Flying

apparent disdain. There was no
sense of strain, beyond aslight

provide. For listeneis who place
less emphasis on spatial issues,

thickening of the upper bass, which
is where the Prodigy exposes all but

these components offer astylish,
compact and cool- running
alternative to the A/AB norm. (5

the most steroidally enhanced amps.

Moles warrant alisten for the
refreshing perspective they
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Hi Fi News lab report
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Behaving like a 100W version of the 30W CA-S3 (
HFN, Dec '06),
Flying Mole's MA-S160 power amplifier also offers alimited dynamic
headroom beyond its 105W/1 50W continuous output into 8/4ohm.
The inductive output filter network brings with it some variation
in performance at HF as the output impedance rises to 1.7ohm
at 20kHz, although the PA-Si/MA-5160 is still 'flatter' through the
audioband than the CA-S3 integrated. Distortion is lower too at just
0.004% through bass and lower midrange but, once again, increases
markedly above lkHz to reach 1.5% at 20kHz (see graph, above).
Distortion is far, far lower through the PA-S1 pre-amplifier at just
0.003% at 20kHz and amere 0.0004% at bass frequencies. The
response is also far flatter, extending out from 20Hz to 100kHz for a
dip of just -0.2dB. The channel balance is good enough at 0.1dB but
there is some asymmetry between channels, with the right offering a
superior 91dB A-wtd S/N ratio versus 85dB for the left.
Full QC Suite Reports for both the PA-S1 pre-amplifier and
MA-S160 power amplifier are available to HFN readers at www.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.

Hi Fi News lab specifications
Power Output into 8/4ohm (<1%7HD)

105Wp5OW

Dynamic Power (20msec, 8(4/2ohm)

110W/165W/80W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.06-1.65ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -7.9c18

Input Sensitivity (for OdBWiFull Output)

33mV/149mV

A-wtd SiN Ratio (for OdBIA/tFull Output)

75dB/105dB

Distortion (Oa», 20Hz-20kHz)

0.004-1.45%

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>57dB
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Music
RAVEL

CLASSICAL

Boléro, Rapsodie espagnole, Pavane, La
Valse, Piano Concerto ( left hand)
Claire Chevalier. Anima Eterna/los van Immerseel.
Zig-Zag IZT 060901
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ALCYONA

The use of an 1905 Érard
pianoforte and other period

Around The Sun

instruments from Ravel's own

Audio- bABCD 5018

time means that the Concerto
makes sense as never before.

A star music student,

Van Immerseel has also studied
the timings of old recordings of

Dorset- born Alcyona put
together aquintet to

Boléro, including the composer's
own. Wind intonation is slightly

record this in 2004. Some
influences are obvious
(listen to ' Monkey'), but her
piano style is persuasively
individual. If in doubt, hear

etiG

problematic in Pavane; the
orchestral timbres work well for

iv,
vs oaie

los

„
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Rapsodie but, more seriously, a
too amiable view robs La Valse of
its devastating conclusion - try
Karajan with the Orchestre de
Paris ( EMI) for this! CB

U

.
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DUSTIN KENSRUE

Nyro-like vocal here) on
www.myspace.corn. SH
:1 RECORDING

RECORDING
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Young Person's Guide, Four Sea
Interludes, Enigma Variations

her ( and Olivia Chaney,
who adds one rather

MOZART

BOOKER ERVIN

Pieuse Come Home

That's It!

Piano Concertos K271 and K488

Equal Vision EVR133

Pure Pleasure/Candid Stereo 9009

lmogen Cooper/Northern Sinlonia,
Avie AV2100

180g vinyl

Cincinnati SO/Paavo larvi, Telarc CD- 80660

Kensrue, frontman of superb

After alot of dues- paying,

These live performances

Californian post-hardcore

Texas tenorman Booker

combo Thrice, comes
over all folksy acoustic

Ervin made it to New York,
joined Mingus in late 1958,

from Gateshead are full
of interesting details but

variation add audiophile
interest to levi's studiously

singer- songwriter, with a

then cut his first album as

alittle to hard to make her

side order of rootsy blues,

prepared English music

on this solo outing. His

leader, Cookin' for Savoy,
in 1960. That's It is from

points, particularly with the
orchestra: nor am Isure the

programme. But it's more
to be admired than found

impassioned lyrics should
appeal to alt-country fans

the following year. Always
muscular, never merely

slow movement of K488

atmospheric (
Grimes

and, while acommitted

aggressive, Ervin is at his

Interludes) or moving
('Nimrod' disappoints). CB

Christian, he doesn't cram it
down your throat. /
8

best here. Afine reissue.
And on vinyl, too. SH

Deep bells in ' Sunday
Morning' and realistic
timpani in 'Troyte' and
Britten's YPG percussion

• MM
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_1 El RECORDING
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RECORDING
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Imogen Cooper Ithink tries

needed all that unwritten
embellishment. There's
noisy pedal action on the
pianoforte. CB
RECORDING
PERFORMANCE
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STEFANO BOLLANI

VARIOUS ARTISTS

SCHUBERT

In Concert

ECM 987 7372

Houston Party HPR135

Takacs Quartet, Hyperion COA 67585

Guitarist extraordinaire

With awonderful, rich piano

This wonderfully

Engineer and acoustic

Forcione has found a
lasting and comfortable
medium in the shape of

sound, Bollani's music can

affectionate homage feels

setting remain constants

be almost sublime - fecund.
supple, deeply evocative
-though sometimes this

like falling through ablack

eclectic set lapses alittle,

was alofi weirdo working
in abackwoods Minnesota
shack. Re-visioned by the
Oldham Brothers, Centro-

(Simon Eadon/Brandon
Hill), but this is the Takács
Quartet's first recording for
Hyperion. Their Schubert

Piano Solo

Do It Again: ATribute To Pet Sounds

String Quartets D804/810

Naim naim DVD100/ flume OVO

his international quartet,
captured here on video
with gorgeous DTS sound.
Good humoured interplay,
plenty of variety and, of

as in the less than stunning
'Maple Leaf Rag'. Many
pianists can only dream of

course, thoroughly Naim-

being recorded like this, but
Bollani certainly deserves

worthy sonics. Great
entertainment. SH
111
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nothing less. SH
Mu...RECORDING
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hole into an alternate
universe where Brian Wilson

Matic, Micah PHinson and
others these magical songs
take on bizarre new lives. .18
1.1 11.L] El LI RECORDING

• 1111111111111 LI

PERFORMANCE

is as award-worthy as their
Bartók and Beethoven,
though Iprefer them in the
'Rosamunde' to anervily
driven ' Death and the
Maiden'. CB
....LI RECORDING
MaMM El PERFORMANCE

AUDIOPHILE

TORSTEN GOODS
Irish Heart

Under The Town

HOLLY THROSBY

THELONIOUS MONK

ACT 9714-2

Woo Me , Woomecd006

Thelonious Monk Records/Hyena TMF 9316

Goods is to the guitar

Think female Australian
singer-songwriter and you

Companion to Monk Around

what Connick was to
It's been said that the only

the keyboard. He does

probably won't come up with

captures agreat Olympia

good thing about the recent
Pink Panther remake was the
music. It certainly sounds

some Benson-style selfaccompanied scatting,

Throsby. No strapping Sheila

concert from 1965, its

she, Ms Throsby is afragile-

and returns to Irish roots
with ' Carrickfergus' as an

voiced chanteuse, almost like
amore mainstream Joanna
Newsom. Her intelligently

excitement unmarred by
the slightly woolly and

Monk In Paris

Ultimate Mancini
Concord SACD-1034-6/ multichannel SACO

great here, as do other great
Mancini themes, performed
with vocals by daughter
Monica, all in multichannel.
Not billed an audiophile disc,
but should be. SH
Ma...RECORDING
•U PERFORMANCE

instrumental, but this is
really avocal album. A
tremendous talent heading
for middle-of-the-road
success. SH

•
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odd little songs stumble and
re- start, quite delightfully
as she reveals her hidden

The World [
TMF9323], this

boomy sound. You also get
three numbers on video
from Oslo, 1966, but you
won't need these if you

emotional landscape. f8

have the TDK ' Jazz Icons'
DVD [ DVWWW-JITM]. SH

muniEl
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CLARK TERRY

MOUT1N REUNION OUARTIT

Color Changes

In Concert

Pure Pleasure/Candid Stereo 9009

NE FRAMES

MAHLER

The Cost

Symphony 6, Piano Quartet

Nocturne NTCD3 75

Ant, 6841-2A

Philadelphia Orchestra/Christoph
fschenback Ondine 1084-5 (two SACDs)

It wasn't often that the
endlessly inventive trumpeter

Seemingly tough stuff
from brothers Francois and

Glan Hansard's love-' em-

Eschenbach makes much

or- hate-' em Dublin- based

appeared as leader, but
for this 1960 recording he
chose an all-star horn line-up

Louis Moutin ( bass and
drums respectively) plus
Rick Margitza (tenor sax)

indie navel-gazer combo
abandons its aggressively

of orchestral colour in
this extraordinarily well

of Yusef Lateef and Seldon

180g vinyl

organised reading of Mahler

rockin' tendency and dives

6 - one which nonetheless

and Pierre de Bethmann

wholeheartedly into its

denies all of its anguish or

Powell ( each heard on both

(piano). But get past the

tenor and flute), trombonist

bluster of the title number,

slo-core miserabilist side.
Several tracks here are very

quirkiness. The ' can this
De Biahms?' piano quartet

Jimmy Knepper and Julius
Watkins on French horn.

reach the central pateau

lovely indeed, but exposure

bonus

to this much agonised

first desks) is Mahler's one

Swinging, enjoyable music,

of ' Surrendering', and you'll
find this is afine quartet.

beautifully remastered. SH

Worth persevering. SH

intensity at one sitting could
induce migraines. .
18

written as astudent. CB
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THE LAST TOWN CHORUS

Ride!

Bat Out Of Hell Ill

Sea Pictures, The Music Makers

Dune COO 76

Mercury 770764-O

Sarah Connolly, Bournemouth SO and Ch/
Simon Wright, Naxos 8.557710

Loose VICD168

Wire Walt

Here the brilliant Jazz Jamaica

Mr Loaf hasn't re- marketed

Would Sea Pictures be that

trumpeter tells astory (' From

the original Bat concept

well known today had Janet

Thrust into high profile
by their inspired version

Ferris Wheel To The Modern

quite as often as Mike

Baker's recording not been

of Bowie's ' Modern Love'

Day Delta') with vocals- in-

Oldfield re-done Tubular

paired with du Pré's Elgar

appearing in the TV snow

character that are more

Bells and, personally, Idon't
think he does it as well.

Concerto? Sarah Connolly
proves aformidable

Grey's Anatomy, Megan
Hickey's Brooklyn- based

True believers will be happy

competitor, perhaps more.
And she brings light to
The Music Makers, where

than just chapter headings.
The music is arampaging
yet somehow elegant fusion
of jazz with blues, funk and

with this but with legendary
producer/songwriter

other influences, all held
together by Wilson's wellschooled mastery. SH

Jim Steinman much less

111 [

involved it all feels abit
laboured and uninspired. ./8
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Simon Wright gives all those
touching self-quotations
just the right emphasis. CB

PERFORMANCE
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banc returns with asecond
album of unremitting, but
nicely understated, suffering
that recalls classic Cowboy
lunkies but with Rickie Lee
Jones on vocals. .18
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EUROPE'S BEST
Digital entertainment holds out the promise of
sound and vision magic. But the real trick is
purchasing equipment with care. Now imagine
you had over 50 independent experts, from the
leading independent magazines in 18 European
countries, to help you choose the right product.
That's the magic of EISA. Every year, we aeliver
the ultimate buying advice by awarding the ' Best
of the Best' products in Europe. These w.nners
prove their excellence beyond question, first by
prevailing in our member magazines' own tests,
then as the elected preferences of the majority of
each panel membership. Only EISA winners are
entitled to bear our official logo, EISA Best
so seek it out. It is your guarantee
of atruly captivating performance
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ATLAS RETAILERS
London & South East England
•Ashford ( Kent)
Soundcraft Hi Fi
01233 624441

•Aylesbury

Noteworthy Audio

•Birmingham

Music Matters

0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk

P. J. Hi -Fi Ltd
www.pjhiftco.uk

01483 504801

•Harrow

Harrow Audio
www.harrowaudio.com

Bartletts Hi -Fi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

020 7607 2148

•London SW11 1st Stop Audio Visual
020 7978 6262

www.1ststopay.com

•London SW14

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable.

020 8876 7632

• London W1

Hyper is the latest in our award-winning range of interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.
Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.
Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.
Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

0845 634 0340

atlascables.com

Sound Seduction

01732 456573 vwwy.soundseduction.co.uk

•Worthing

01903 245577

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hifi.com

South West England
•Bournemouth
01202 555512

•Bournemouth
01202 529988

•Poole
01202 730865

•Salisbury

ATLAS Cables

Lasyl

Hi -Fi Care at Shasonic

•Sevenoaks

01722 322169

•Southampton
02380 228434

•Weymouth

01305 785729

Overture

01295 272158

•Guildford

•London N7

.Banbury

vvww.soundcrafthifi.corn

01296 422224 www.notewodhyaudio.co.uk

020 8863 0938

Central England

0121 742 0254

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

01234 741152

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

British Audio Products
www.britishaudio.co.uk

•Market Harborough Divine Audio
01858 432999

www.divineaudio.co.uk

North England
•Halifax

Huddersfield Hi Fi
01422 366832 yvww.huddersfieldhifi.co.uk

•Hull

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

01482 223096

www.fanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

Suttons HiFi

www.suttonshifi.co.uk

Movement Audio
,
..vww

•Solihull

www.overture.co.uk

movement-audlo.co.uk

Movement Audio
www.movement-audlo.co.uk

Salisbury Hi Fi
www.salisburyhifi.co.uk

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hift corn

Weymouth Hi -Fi
www.weymouthhifi.co.uk

www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead (Met.)

Lintone Audio

0191 460 0999

•Sheffield
0114 275 6048

www.lintone.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics
www morgateacousticsto.uk

Scotland
•Aberdeen
01224 585713

•Glasgow

0141 332 4707

Holburn HiFi
vyww.holburnhifi.co.uk

Glasgow Audio

www.glasgowaudio.com

North Wales
•Wrexham
01978 364500

Acton Gate Audio
www.acton-gate.corn
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NEW
Digital Integrated Amplifier

CA-S1
Dual Monaural Construction 100W x2 / 8Q

Contact: ICG Consultancy TEL : 01442 399548 E- Mail : ian@icgconsultancy.co.uk

Digital Integrated Amplifier0

CA-S3
CD case size, 20\t/ x / 8Q

Come and see us at the Bristol Show

OM -

Tweaks...is it
aquestion of
Experience?

r

Audio tweaks are as old as
hi-fi itself and there is no
shortage of new contenders
with modern-day takes
on how the worth of
their products should be
evaluated, writes Barry Fox

A call to arms

Can experienced listeners really tell differences
in performance between two like components?
Michael Fremer's experiments at the New York
Audiophile Society gave some reassuring results

[Michael
Fremer
Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

C

an self-proclaimed ' audiophiles'
really hear all that skillfully?
Don't get defensive: I've often
had the question put to me

tangential tracker. In other words, is the
hassle and expense of acompressordrive tangential tracker really worth it?

arm combo and found that whichever
turntable's recording Iplayed first was
overwhelmingly preferred. Yet when
Iperformed the same test with store
employees, they heard what Iheard,
regardless of which was played first,
and they were able to describe the

about audio reviewers! Idecided to find
out, having been invited last December
to address The Audiophile Society, aNew

differences with ease.
How would the members of The
Audiophile Society fare? The host's semi -

York City- based audio enthusiasts' club, at

vintage Krell DAC and transport were

amember's City Island home.
SHOOTOUT VIA CD-R
Iwas asked to talk about my turntable
set-up DVD, 21st Century Vinyl: Michael
Fremer's Practical Guide to Turntable SetUp, which Iwas more than happy to do
first, and then Igot to aCD- RI'd brought
which contained anumber of LP tracks
transferred to 16 bit/44.1K digital using
aBalanced Power Technologies- modified
Alesis Masterlink hard drive- based recorder,
from both the Kuzma Airline tonearm/
Stabi XL turntable and the Continuum
Cobra tonearm/Caliburn turntable.

Transfiguration Orpheus in the continuum.
The tracks included the complex finale
of Shostakovich's 9th Symphony from
astupendous sounding Classic Records
reissue of an Everest 35mm tape recording
of Sir Malcolm Sargent conducting the
London Symphony Orchestra [ SDBR 3054]
as well as the final movement of the
frantic Ravel Sonata for violin and piano on
the famed Connoisseur Society label.
The idea was to see if experienced
listeners could identify differences
-particularly in terms of groove
distortion - between apivoted arm
(Continuum) and aproperly executed

IT

ere has been snake oil for hi-fi ( in
one case literally grease to smear
on the label of an LP) for as long

as there has been hi-fi. But there
have also been genuine tweaks, including
corrosion- proof connectors and olive oil
to clear wax from your ears, which can
make abig difference to what the listener

not on speaking terms that evening

hears. The difficulty is distinguishing snake

so we pressed an inexpensive NAD CD

oil from meaningful audio aids. Hi-fi snake

player into service. This fed anew Pass

patter often includes the put-down ' if you
can't hear the difference there must be

pre- amp and Pass monoblock amps
hooked up to B&W 800 series speakers.
Iwas relieved and impressed to
find that the ' precedent effect' didn't
fool them and that regardless of which
Iplayed first, the audiophile society
members were able to distinguish
between the two recordings, accurately
describing the tonal and spatial
differences between them. They also
shared my preference, which was
reassuring, but not part of the test.(D

While both recordings used the Manley
Steelhead phono pre- amp, Iused aLyra
Titan iin the Kuzma and an equally dear

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

I'd played the disk for consumers a
few months earlier at astore- sponsored
event in Seattle, without identifying
which track was from which turntable/

something wrong with your ears', or the
sneer ' science says abumblebee should
not be able to fly'.
Few consumers are brave enough to
admit they have wasted aconsiderable
amount of money on atweak product that
made no difference. That's why specialist
magazines employ reviewers to measure
equipment objectively and organize
panels who listen blind to repeated tests
in the hope of producing opinions that
are statistically significant. It's also why
companies with faith in their tweak at
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portable stereo players, is now selling a
device called the XFi Xmod which takes in
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ARE YOU EXPEFUENCED?
Creative, the large company that is well
respected for its PC sound cards and
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least try to offer some evidence that it
works. But not all evidence is equal.
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PC or Mac and ' restores the details,
expands the music to surround sound and
creates an experience that goes beyond
studio quality'.
Creative's website also offers achart
which helps evaluate the result. Audio
Format is on one axis and Experience is C->
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JON THOMPSON

An Experience Beyond Studio Quality

Just click for
HD content
Jon Thompson wonders
if the ability to download
legitimate HD content from
the web will render : he blue
disc format war irrelevant

[Jon Thompson
Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company ' The Ha:
Factory'. He brings you
the inside view om AV

ABOVE: Creative's chart for evaluating the results of the sound- enhancing XFi Xmode
(www.creative.com / products Iproductasp7category=209&subcategory=66)
on the other, to show that the Experience

when he stated as bald fact ( December

of listening to XFi enabled CD or MP3

HFN) that ' all cables — yes all cables
—have signal directionality.., in one

exceeds the Experience of Studio Quality.
This leaves just one little question,
though. How to measure Experience?
Panasonic — part of Matsushita, the
largest consumer electronics in the world

direction the sound is slightly louder, has
lower distortion, is cleaner, smoother,

being used to distribute legit.mate
content. The shift follows adeal between

PROVABLE PARAMETERS

Azureus. Azureus is best known for

Ididn't get hot under my collar,
because some of these parameters are
scientifically measurable

developing aBitTorrent client, or program,
that allows large media files to be easily
shared over the internet. The Azureus

and provable by

program, Zudeo, has been downloaded

BBC Worldwide and technology firm

Sound Purity' Panasonic
explained when Iasked
for some more detail.
'With its high water
content, this capacitor
provides excellent
electrical characteristics
and ... the clean current
it delivers helps the
speakers produce aclear,
pure transparent sound.'
Ah. So. To get clear sound
you wash it in pure water.
Doubtless it rates high
on Creative's Experience
scale too.

'So, to get clear
sound you wash
it in pure water.
Doubtless
it rates high
on Creative's
Experience
scale too'

statistical blind panel
tests. Andrews was
sticking his neck out
with bald claims, so
must surely have some
hard facts to back up
his claims.
Iasked Russ Andrews
for areference to
any statistically
significant listening
tests and electrical
measurements.

'Yes, it is astatement
of fact,' Andrews replied through a

A QUESTION OF DIRECTION

spokesman. ' Directionality is observable

'Directionality' is the newish theory which

by listening test and measurable with
test equipment. Regrettably, Iam not at
liberty to quote the measurements or

decrees that the sound of music depends
on which way the electrons are flowing
through the wires. So, surprise, surprise,
it pays to pay more for Direction-Tested

their origin.'

wires. Russ Andrews, who sells cables, got

Draw your own conclusions. But Inow
feel at liberty to keep on enjoying music

some people very hot under the collar

through direction un tested wires. C5

Pure Water Capacitor
APure Water Capacitor containing arayon
separator is used as the electrolytic capacitor for
each of the seven audio channels. With its high
water content this capacitor offers excellent
electrical characteristics and low impedance. The
clean electric current it delivers to the speakers
helps achieve aclear, transparent sound.

of the entertainment industry, is now

sweeter, has deeper bass, and overall
wider dynamic range'.

—recently told me about anew home
hi-fi that uses a ' pure water capacitor for
transparent sound reproduction'.
'Pure Water Capacitor Helps Improve

I

t's interesting how these things
happen. File sharing, once the scourge

more than 130 million times and, in
contrast to most video sharing sites, Zudeo
offers high-definition videos.
While the content currently offered
at the Zudeo site is limited in range ( see
www.zudeo.com/az-web/app) the tie-in,
if expanded and developed, could have
far reaching consequences. Indeed, it
could mean abypass of next gen DVD
technology altogether as people turn to
the internet to get their HD content and
turn their backs on physical software. As
it is, nextgen DVD seems scarce on the
ground. Aside from afew shops in London
Icould not find any nextgen discs outside
of the capital.
If you can find the discs, HD DVD seems
to have the better titles. However, later
this year we will see some A- list titles
splitting the camp. If you want to watch
Casino Royale you will have to have a
Blu-ray player whereas King Kong will be
HD DVD only. In the end Ican see why
legitimate file sharing will work as you will
be able to get any title you want, when
you want.

CULTURAL BONUS
There are now over 150 digital screens
across the UK. (You can check out if a
screer is near you by looking at www.
ukdsn.comidsn.) Now the Australians
seem to be copying the UK DSN ( digital
screen network) with something called the
Regional Digital Screen Network ( RDSN),
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PAUL MILLER

Filter-tipped sounds

Taking aleaf from CD players of yesteryear, Esoteric's new
DVD player offers selectable digital filters for both CD
and DVD audio. Paul Miller explains some of the challenges
where digital projectors around the

[Paul Miller]

country will be used to promote the

Technician, and writer on
all things audio for over
20 years, Paul Miller is
inventor of the QC Suite
Testing Station, used by
hi-fi and AV manufacturers
worldwide

greater access to, and distribution of,
Australian films. Unlike the US where
it is large commercial companies that
are rolling out digital, in the rest of the
world it seems governments are the
major funders. Government sees this
technology as amajor cultural bonus
which also allows local industry to
have avoice. Ican see their fear that if
large American companies put in these
networks then they will be at the mercy
of the US studios with local producers
unable to distribute content unless they
have adeal with Hollywood.

Digital filters are an inescapable and
practical reality of LPCM digital audio ( CD
and DVD and DVD-Audio), acomponent
required to remove the very artefacts
described by the famous Nyquist and
Shannon theorems. All enthusiasts are
familiar with different digital audio

A DIGITAL REVOLUTION
There will be many more digital releases

formats employing one of several
alternative sampling

in the UK this year, and as the number
of digital screens increases the digital

rates, typically 44.1 kHz.
48kHz, 96kHz or 192kHz.

network will become aviable option

But whatever the rate,

for major distribution. We will see what

none may encompass

happens over the coming year, but after

information greater than
half its frequency. CD

amajor fanfare in 2000, it now seems
as if areal revolution is happening
—albeit quietly.
With content for download now
becoming readily available in HD and
the capacity and take up of broadband
growing in the UK daily, the film industry

audio is limited to half
44.1kHz, but if we look
at the product of this
sampling process we
discover not only the
desred music signal from

really is at acrossroads. Now all Ihave
to do is find awall in my house strong

0-22.05kHz, but also
'images' of this information

enough to support the weight of the

reflected either side of

next- generation screens. O)

44.1 kHz, 88.2kHz and so on.

to introduce lower- order interpolation
filters into their DACs and CD players over
adecade ago. The filters dramatically
reduced ringing (the ' echoes') and group
delay but allowed images reflected back
down from 44.1 kHz to escape into the
partnering amplifier. These filters had
every prospect of delivering abetter
sound, provided the remnant images
did not cause audible intermodulation
distortion within the amp.
Pioneer called its digital filter the
Legato Link and other manufacturers,
Sony and T+A included, introduced userconfigurable versions by way of extra
variety. Nowadays, upsampling to 192kHz
rather than oversampling is the technology
of choice, which is why Esoteric's DV- 60

'Nowadays,
upsampling to
192kHz is the
technology of
choice, which
is why the
Esoteric is so
unusual'

universal player ( reviewed
on p52) is so unusual.
Not only does this player
offer the choice of highorder ( narrowband) and
low- order (wideband) FIR
oversampling filters but
augments this with what
looks and behaves like a
lower- order interpolation
filter. Esoteric calls this
filter option RDOT.
Furthermore, the
8x oversampling filter
operates with all 44.1 kHz
to 192kHz sample rates

If we are to ensure auseful 20Hz-20kHz

(CD through to 192kHz DVD-A), elevating
CD to 352kHz and DVD-A to amaximum

BELOW: Some of the HD content

bandwidth for CD, for example, then all

of 1.536MHz.

available for download at Zudeo

signals beyond 22.05kHz must be filtered
away to reveal the original music.
This is why digital filtering, with avery
high- order slope, is almost universally
employed starting at 20kHz but offering
100dB or more attenuation by just
22.05kHz. Finite Impulse Response ( FIR)
filters are the norm, even if they introduce
agroup delay and both pre- and postechoes into the time domain of the
audio. This red both Wadia and Pioneer
fig.1

DYED -INTHE WOOL CD
If you want the DV- 60 to behave like
adyed-in-the-wool CD player then set
the ' Up Convert' mode to aFIR digital
filter with a ' Narrow' ( brickwall filter)
characteristic. This mode yields the
flattest 20Hz-20kHz response with almost
total rejection of digital images and
other artefacts. Figure 1illustrates this
most graphically, showing aclean
fig.2
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High- quality
blue music

Hi-def video discs are coming!
`So what?' you may ask. Andrew
Harrison wonders if they'll be
the Trojan horse that reintroduce
hi-fi sound to the home
of information from 20Hz-22kHz but
with virtually all other digital artefacts

[Andrew
Harrison]

'scrubbed out' from here to 100kHz.
The 'Wide' FIR characteristic yields a

Andrew Harrison joined
HFN in 1998. He loves
all audio from iPods to
classic vinyl; from Pink
Floyd to Girls Aloud

lower- order roll- off with areduced group
delay at very high frequencies, albeit at
the expense of increased aliasing or
digital images just outside of the
audioband. Esoteric's interpolative

70P AND BELOW: Not on HD DVD or BD
yet... but could music concert discs lead to a
wider appreciation of hi res audio?
SACD would have been better received.

(RDOT) filter takes this astage further,
reducing pre- and post- ringing on any
impulsive signals but providing even less
of abarrier against digital images.

t
a) present, the subject of Blu-ray
nd HD DVD is abig snooze

A

For this failure, you could blame poor
rnarketirg, technical inadequacies of the
discs or the players, or the ascension of
the iPod: but it's as much about apathy for

these images, wending their way either

`nr music lovers. Cineastes may
edrooling at the promise of
iiie-like high- definition images filling their

side of 44.1kHz and 88.2kHz as mirrorimages of the information contained

widescreens in the coming months, but
for the music lover, there is currently only

in the shops. If there had been auniversal
clamouring for away to enjoy music

between 20Hz-20kHz. Group delay is
reduced from 9.4/Fs to 6.7/Fs (where Fs

the deafening sound of silence to look

that involved filling your room with extra
speakers. to hear wideband music coming

Fig 2demonstrates the presence of

forward to. When we last investigated the
subject of high- quality audio appearing on

represents a44.1 kHz sample rate) but

blue- laser media [' Blue Laser and Quality

the spurious images are also plunged
directly into your amplifier.

Sound', June ' 06], no record company
had made any announcement of intent to
release purely music in ablue laser format.
No talk of high-falutin' 5.1 music releases,

AMP DEPENDENT
Beyond the Narrow FIR mode, all these
filter options will yield an alternative
and potentially smoother sound, always
presuming that the out- of- band artefacts
do not precipitate any intermodulation
distortion in the partnering amp. For
example, Flying Mole's amplifier reviewed

All amplifiers, or at least their owners,

it

from the images
i

illustrated by Fig 2.
The only sure
point is this: as

(

-4

.

to do the same. Additionally, both new
disc formats provide the opportunity to

is. it's been acapability from the format's
beginnings in 1997, yet one largely

on blue laser formats is

dP
. Lie-

e

24/96 audio and video together, and a
few such discs were commerc.ally pressed,
bJt in order to keep tie bitrate below
DVD-V's alotted maximum, that video has
to be p-etty grainy and MPEG-y. The point

(.i

r

that. Okay, so DVD video can also handle

player in the world is already equipped

carry yawn- inspiring channels of audio at
and post- ringing and group delay of
24- bit/ 192kHz, using, for
the gentler filter
example, lossless DTS HD
algorithm, a ' relaxing'
What Will The
Master Audio.
or easing of the sound
Neighbours Sae
One conclusion for the
that will be more
dearth of interest in music
or less clouded by
intermodulation

LIFE BEYOND DOLBY DIGITAL

video with high- band audio. And let's
face it, potentially very pleasing video at

it's worth pointing out that any DVD

should benefit from the reduced pre-

steadily risen to ubiquity.

GOLD STANDARD

for better-than- CD quality - although

either of the Roksan, Arcam or Rotel
combinations from January's group test.

in the Darwinian scheme of consumer
technology, the fittest would already have

Where the blue formats do score over
dodo DVD-A and SACD, in feature set at
least, is the ability to combine full- motion

uncompressed linear PCM stereo at 24bit/96kHz - aconvenient gold-standard

last month, will be more susceptible to
distortion from these digital images than

from every corner of the living room, then

let alone the purists' preferred twochannel stereo in, say, 24/192k PCM.

As aquick reminder, both HD DVD
and BD machines are built to read

on p58, or the Pass Labs X150.5 reviewed

true quality when the adequate is already

11P
-

'
Jr

that the music industry

é

necessarily be very

with ' good enough' audio. People tend to
trJst their eyes more than their ears.
In the corning year, we're likely to at
least find music concert performances

consumer demand for

released on HD DVD and Blu-ray Disc.
Arid given something more challenging

scant, to say the least.

these settings will

grade audio with blocky video wi.I often
be perceived as sub-standard, compared
to an experience that offers crisp video

has recognised that the
better-than- CD audio is

• , •

ignored. This could be aclassic example
o' the psychology of perception, for high-

If there had been atrue

to reproduce than the home cinema
mainstay of raining debris and swishing

amplifier- dependent,

niche in the worldwide

blades - music! - it's just possible that

don't let any pundit

market for high-def digital
audio, then at least one
of the two ' audiophile'

an audio- quality agnost.c audience may
even notice that there is life beyond Dolby

formats of DVD-Audio and

reproduced at truly better-thar-CD quality. ()

convince you that one
option is universally

•

better than any other. (5
Canowt babahre
.1•14.0.11, gone Ks unlOCIt 1•44.11e e•trm
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Digital, as they hear their favourite sounds

history is about
to repeat itself
again...

TRANSCRIRTORS REFERENCE TURNTABLE

1.

2.

FLUID ARM

3

STYLUS SCALES

Transcriptors
I
T

ALL BEGAN

BACK IN

19 6 0_

M ODELS AVAILABLE.
REFERENCE

I
NSPIRED BY OLD CLOCKS AND
WATCHES FROM THE 17TH AND

SPIDER
F LUID A RNI

1E3TH CENTURY, DESIGNER
DAVID GAMMON CREATED A

A CCESSORIES:

RANGE OF TURNTABLES THAT

STYLUS SCALES

WERE ELEGANT TIMELESS
PIECES... YEARS AHEAD OF

NOTES:

THEIR TIME!

W IDE SELECTION OF
SPARES AVAILABLE FOR
ALL MODELS

E VERY T RANSCRIPTOR

IS

BEAUTIFULLY CONSTRUCTED,
SONICALLY INSPIRING AND MOST

A LL OLDER MODELS CAN
BE SERVICED AND FULLY
RESTORED.

IMPORTANTLY, AFFORDABLE.
EVERY T RANSCRIPTOR

IS

AS

UNI Q UE AND DESIRABLE TODAY
AS IT WAS BACK THEN.
O WN A PIECE OF HISTORY AND
BE PREPARED FOR MANY A
LONG NIGHT REDISCOVERING
YOUR MUSIC COLLECTION.
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Correspondents express their owe

Hi- ett

opinions, not those cd HIFi flews_\
reserve the right to edit letters to,
publication. Correspondents usim,
e-mail are asked to give

the

full

' ',
vhich won't be publishe-

Send in your views on all th ngs hi-fi to: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon House, 233 Hich Street, Croydon CR9
1HZ or send your views to: hi-finews©ipcmedia.
corn — please name your e-mail ' Letters'

etters seeking advice
Q&A pages, but due ta toile
constraints we regret err'unable to answer quest ,
on buying items of hif
any other hi-fi queries
telephone, post nr via

IS THIS A NEW ANGLE ON CARTRIDGE ALIGNEMENT?

Why no one has seen fit
to mention this is beyond
comprehension, since it is
such an obvious error in
reproduction by standard
radial tonearms, curable
only by using aparallel
tracking device!
Bertram AlaftMartin,
Devon, via e-mail
Keith Howard replies...
The reason why my article
and others on the subject
of arm/Cartridge alignment
don't mention scrolling
arm distortion is that it isn't
arecognised distortion
mechanism, and nothing in
Mr Maitin's description
suggess that the industry has
been missing something all
these years.
The fact that because the
groove is aspiral the cuffing
head isn't quite alignec at a
true tangent to it (because
the instantaneous centre
of curvature is displaced
somewhat from the geometric

CINEMA EXPE

REMEMBERED

se answered irt print an

ANOTHER SAD' CASE...
Although the January 2007
article ' How to align a
Cartridge' was informative,
it failed to mer.tion afurther
alignment errcr that has
generally been omitted
from all other articles on
the same subject: scrolling
angle distortion ( SAD).
Scrolling ar.gle
distortion arises
from engraving a
groove, complete
with its superimposed
modulations, on the disk's
surface as ascroll filet
differs in angle from a
perfect tangent at the point
of the cutting stylus' entry,
by an amount related to
the radial packing density
of adjacent grooves. The
angle varies as arecording
engineer compensates
for amaximum excursion
of astylus at any loud
passages in aperformance,
making calculation of
compensatory adjustment
to the toe- in angle of the
stylus virtually impossible.
Many lengthier
recordings of works,
exceeding 45 minutes
in length, with greater
excursions of the cutting
stylus, occupy ascrolled
groove exceeding the
industry standard radii of
stylus entry and exit to a
run- out groove increasing
the SAD at the begir.ning
and end of arecord.
There is frankly no
solution to SAD, other than
to state that some degree
of compensation must be
added to every set-up,
without ever being certain
that yours is optional!

Sheffield
Dolby
Dolby demos

centre of the lacquer) is
immaterial. What does matter
is that the alignment of the
lateral motion of the cutting
styli's remains truly radial,
which means that, so far
as possible and taking into
account the influence of
groove speed on the distort.=
arising from misalignment,
the motion of the replay stylus
should be radial also. This is
precisely what established
arm/cartridge alignment
theory ensures, through
optimal choice of overhang
and offset.
In any case the scrolling
angle, as Mr Martin calls it,
is minuscule. If we assume
aplaying time of 20 minutes
per side and maximum
and minimum radii for the
modulated portion of the
groove of 146.3 and 56mm
respectively (the IEC 60098
limi:s) then the average groove
spacing is 0.135mm and the.
scrolling angle at 56rnm rad.us
is just 0.022°.

Thank you for Barry Fox's article
on cinema sound in the January
edition. Irecall engineers from
EMI installing demo Dolby
A mono sound equipment in
the cinema at the Sheffield
University students' union
in 1975 or 1976. We were
using ancient projectors,
with valve amplification that
probably managed 15 or 20
watts. There was one large horn
speaker behind aperforated
screen. As well as decoding
Dolby A soundtracks, the EMI
box included a32- band graphic
equaliser (Ithink) and was set
up with detailed measurements
of test tones in the auditorium,
with adjustments for the
percentage of seats occupied
by bodies because this required
adjustments to the settings. Of
course, we had no Dolby A prints

to show, but we did have a35mm
mono optical soundtrack print of
Oh! What aLovely War.
Ivividly recall hearing some
reels projected with the EMI box
bypassed, and again with the EMI
box installed between the sound
signal source in the projector
and the existing amplification.
No extra watts or new speakers,
just the adjusted signal. The
difference was stunning, with
sound beyond 10kHz on this
modern film, improved clarity
and far better rendition of music.
Chester Willey via e-mail
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MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

ov,.
OK. ttAe

www.musicalfidelity.com

Picture
Puzzle
WHAT WAS ON THAT PLASMA SCREEN?

RIM

Changing faces
WHY SO MANY EDITORS IN THE HI-FI NEWS HOT SEAT?

Dear whoever-is-editor-at-the-moment,
It's been avery democratic time at HiFi News: four different editorial
faces within a 18-month span. This is very untypical of the industry
historically. Ihope all is well with your industry-leading journal.
Richard Barton, via e-mail
HEN replies: We didn't become the UK's longest-running hi-fi magazine by being
afraid of alittle change now and then, Richard And as they my, if you can't be
replaced you can't be promoted! However, the parade of faces you've seen on
our p5 are of ' acting' editors. And there are alot of out of work actors cut there..

In Praise of SME
NO CORNERS CUT ON CUSTOM ARM WEIGHT

Valves, vinyl 'n' PCs
MORE ON OLD TECH MEETS NEW PLEASE

It's good to see that while you're keeping abreast
of the latest in home cinema technology you're also
keeping up your coverage of valves and vinyl. Keith
Howard's recent articles on turntable setting-up have
been interesting too, even to someone like me who
thought he know all the important stuff on aligning a
cartridge. Keep up the good work!
And what's this? Vinyl and computer technology,
together? Irefer to your review of the Ibrratec iVinyl
phono stage, which you seemed to think was auseful
piece of technology. Iagree as I'm no luddite - I
want to keep playing my records but like the idea of
putting them on my PC for easier access. Any chance
of seeing more of the same, as I'd like to hear more
about other soundcards, etc, which just don't get
properly evaluated in the PC mags?
Edward Sherwood, by email

I'd like to fly the flag for good ol' British audio engineerinc. Irecently
purchased an SME M2-9 arm !:omount on my AVID DIVA deck to
upgrade from the Rega 300 that came with it as standard. Ihave a
Koetsu Onyx which, as you know, is atad heavier than the norm. The
standard counterweight on the SME needed to be all the way back
on the thread just to ge: zero balance and so was not ideal in terms of
set-up. Iemailed SME with this information and, guess what? Within
two weeks they came up with amodified weight from :he M2-12 to
fit the Bin ann (they have different threads) which is now installed on
the ann. Like all SME products, it has been finished to Sw_ss-watch
standards despite the fact that it's aone-off. have
entailed them to say that it should be asaleable
option to prospective owners and aretro fit option.
It's currently not calibrated so you need adigital
downforce gauge to get things right but the difference
is amazing! Where else would you get
this kind of customer service?
Chris Ramsay Hertfordshire

o
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Vincent
van Guard
Hi-fi

news

The manufacture of hi-fi equipment in China is now de rigeur, but one
European company was ahead of the curve. Vincent, aGerman brand
known for its affordable valve equipment, sourced from China long
before this became commonplace, discovers Andrew Harrison

U

we Bartel, founder of Vincent, was travelling
through China on business in the early 1990s
when the opportunity arose. It was on aChinese
airline that he saw aChinese magazine that

featured avalve hi-fi amplifier. His interest piqued, he
asked one of his local business agents to find out more
information about the intriguing product and which
factory made it. After contact was made and avery low
price negotiated, an initial batch of 20 pieces was bought
of this simple, black hybrid valve amplifier, its heatsink
metalwork sharp enough to remove fingers.

TRADE ROOTS
The story of Vincent itself goes back further
to parent company Sintron, which can
be likened to aGerman version of Maplin
Electronics. Since 1994 this Bavarian
company has been selling athick catalogue's
worth of electronic components, switches,
wires and assorted accessories to the
electrical trade and enthusiasts. Today
Sintron is run by the jocular Uwe Bartel and
fellow Geschâftsführer Wolfgang Heitz, who
generally keeps alower profile. In 2006 the
company had nine people on the road alone
—two more are to start this year — but 12
years ago there were three partners and just
one employee. After all, says Bartel wryly,

LEFT: Steve Cross of Ruark Acoustics, and Oliver
Kasjan, Marcel Hlawatasch, Christian Frühling
and Uwe Bartel from Sintron, Vincent's parent
BELOW LEFT: Design Line 3on Vincent rack
you need one person to do the work. That first
amp, the D-150, proved to have issues that
needed sorting before it could be marketed,
including bad hum that was fixed after attention
to earthing. Eventually asample was submitted
to Stereoplay magazine in Germany, where it
promptly exploded.
A second unit performed much better,
with the result that the less-than- beautiful amplifier was
lauded for its very good sound performance. Bartel, an
electronic engineer from East Berlin, subsequently flew to
the factory to instigate aproper qua,ity-control system to
enable his company to sell these amplifiers in the West.
Its spiritual successor is the SP- 331, still in production as
a 150W stereo power amplifier, and thankfully with no
threat of shrapnel. Now the Vincent line, we're told, has
fewer returns than any other of Sintron's brands. 'And we
pray to God that we will keep this situation!' says Bartel.

VINCENT IS BORN
It was at this point in 1995 that the Vincent name was
born for use with an expanding range of amplifiers: even
though nobody can now quite remember the inspiration
for this name. With atwinkle in the eye, Uwe Bartel
blames it on too much red wine. He went on to sell 1000
pre/power amplifiers, the beginning of abond of trust
that was forged between the respective German and
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Chinese companies. This, as Bartel explained, is critical
when working with Chinese manufacturers, especially
when products are known for being sold to competing

Late '80s

distributors on demand.
Vincent has been marketed globally as ' Vincent + T.A.C'
until now, with the TAC referring to Tube Amp Company,

founded in
Germany as

Sintron is

asupplier of
electronic

arelated spin-off of the brand that majors on purely
valve- based electronics, with no remote control and

components

certainly no digital components. Another name in use by
Sintron is the Dynavox, abudget line sold through its parts
catalogue with prices as low as € 240, for asingle- input
35W integrated amplifier with four EL34 valves.

First hi-fi
products appear
-LS- 1hybrid

CHINA IN OUR HANDS
Despite the increased pressures of working within

pre- amp, SA- 31

European regulation, business seems to be thriving, with

valve pre- amp
and D-150 hybrid

anew warehouse complex being constructed when we
visited in December 2006. So what of the burgeoning in
Chinese audio manufacturing, now at almost

power amp

all price sectors of the trade? ' Isee
it with one eye smiling,
and tears in the other' says
Bartel, who has personally
witnessed the swing toward

1998

vibw Chinese
manufacture with
one eye smiling,
and tears in the
other' Uwe Bartel

the Far East in his chosen
industry. To overcome the
threat of the internet on both
his and his distributors' sales,
he tells us that all distributors
are given the same price when
stocking inventory. ' We hate the

Based in Baden-Baden only astone's

internet, it destroys price,'
Bartel declares.
RIGHT: Prototype of 800 Series
components, including aCD
player, FM/DAB tuner, pre- amp and
monoblock amps, for 2007

throw from the Rhine, the Sintron
company is now readying itself for the
next range of specialised audio products.
In the UK, distributor Ruark Acoustics
already imports three different lines, Design
Lines 2and 3, which together span aprice
range from £ 45 for aeon° stage, to £ 1799 for
ahigh- end integrated amplifier. Next year sees a

CAR AUDIO SYSTEMS

whole new flagship range, provisionally named 800
Series, which should be launched at the High- End 2007

900 series
appears, first
Vincent design
line

2001
Design Line 3,
with its ' optical
tube' window
launched

2007
800 Series
scheduled for
launch

TOP: Sinitron
also distributes
Thorens, alongside

show in Munich. Unlike the Barte-penned Design Line 3,

the Vincent range

with its porhole showing off triodes inside, washed in

(pictured above)

tie orange light of dimmable LEDS, the 800 Series sees
the adoption of new industrial design. This is courtesy of

BELOW AND LEFT:

Stefanie Braun from neighbouring design studio Stone,

Uwe Bartel with

who is already responsible for the group's brochures and
marketing graphics. Look out for in-depth reviews of

the monster 200W
Vincent SV-239

Vincent kit in forthcoming issues of HiFi News.d)

integrated amp
-quo

Lucy just could'nt understand Tom's sudden lack of interest in an early night
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Hi-fi news
[Keith
Howard]
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

[Steve
Harris]
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

[Paul
Miller]
Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
currently HFN's
Acting Editor

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN nine
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

Single- box versus separates advice, eliminating pre-amps
from CD- only set-ups, aDIY cable burn- in tool, and solution
sought for unhinged hi-fi! Our Q&A experts are here to help
ONE BOX OR TWO?
Iread your review of the Musical
Fidelity kW250S as the one-box
concept is of great interest to me.
The big question, however, is can it

ASK

their best, but have you any ideas
on how you could run in anew

questions to:
Q&A, Hi Fi News,

your cartridge to hours and hours
of needless use?

Send your

beat my Krell KAV500i/KAV 300 CD

IPC Media, Leon

player and amp combination with
IXOS Ixotica XLR interlink?
My reason for achange is to

House, 233 High

save space and money in my
never-ending quest for abetter
sound. Iwon't change my speakers,
which are Totem Model One
Signature. Are there any good

Street, Croydon
CR9 1HZ or
e-mail to:

tonearm lead without exposing

D Hutchings, via e-mail
Christopher Breunig replies: If the
manufacturer does not supply a
suitable cable, it's easy to adapt a
pair of phono sockets by soldering

hi-finews@
ipcmedia.com and
mark your e-mail
'Q&A'

reasons to change, or not to
change, my set-up?

on two short pins (first cutting down
the ground tag: dotted in diagram,
p87). Pins might be cut from solid
core mains cable, or Maplin sells
suitable connnector pins: these

Michel van Leeuwen, Netherlands

should be asnug fit inside the four

Ken Kessler replies As Ihaven't

arm-cartridge tags. Fit the adaptors
to one end of your phono- phono

compared the Krell vs Musical

CD player cable, connect the other

Fidelity, I'm loath to say one betters

end to the player and the pins of the

the other. Iwould suspect that the

adaptor to the tonearm cartridge

only reason for change would be

tags ( red/green, white/blue to the

space, because both packages are
superb. The only way to find out

adaptor pins); connect the tonearm
lead to your pre- amplifier line input

is to see if your local MF dealer is

(or separate headphone amplifier)

prepared to do ahome demo; then

and set amusic track - or better
still aburn- in track on atest CD - to

you'll know immediately.

BELOW: If space

TONEARNI BURN-IN
You often hear how loudspeaker

then single- box
units like the MF

repeat. Play continuously for several
days! Don't connect to aphono
stage or damage will result.

cables and interconnects need to
be burned in before they sound

kW250S demand
to be heard

listening level, others that alow

is apremium

Some test CDs suggest anormal

kW 250S
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Jargon
Buster

Keith Howard explains

the ins and outs of
moving coil drive units

ABOVE: Burn in arm cable by adapting apair of phono sockets by soldering on
two short pins, first cutting down the ground tag ( dotted in diagram)
playback is still effective. With this

alot better than a £4.2k Philips

in mind Iprefer the headphone

top-loader, even if there's a sound

amp as it will be easier to tolerate

penalty to be paid!

headphones in the room than

David Lockwood, via e-mail

loudspeakers.
Andrew Harrison replies: It's true
TUBES STRIKE A CHORD

that both Chord's DAC64 and Tube

In Andrew Harrison's review of the

Technology's Fulcrum CD transports

Tlibe Technology units [December

and DAC share the same core

'06, p48] he says they use the same

digital technology. In one corner

technology (WA algorithm, FPGA

we have Chord Electronics' DAC64

implementation, reclocking buffer

DIA converter and Blu CD transport:

to eliminate jitter, etc) as the Chord

in the other is Tube Technology's

DAC64. He also lists one of the

Fulcrum TX24 and TX4000

latter in his ' System Used'.

CD transports, and Fulcrum

Did he by any chance try the

DAC64 D/A converter. And while

TX24 (or better still the upsampling

they have the same specialised

TX4000) with the Chord DAC64

architecture courtesy of Rob Watts,

(which Ialready have)? Are the

more importantly they have an

two manufacturers' kit interface

adherence to common PCM digital

compatible? Will a Chord DAC64

audio data standards.

read the TX24's 24/44.1 output? Will
a Chord DAC64 dual-BNC-in read

Unfortunately Ihad neither a
latest- spec Chord DAC64 with dual

a TX4000's 24/176.4 dual-BNC-out

BNC input, nor Fulcrum TX4000

without athird clock link?

transport, so can't comment on the

If so, is there any absolute or
cost- relative benefit in mixing
and matching? (Both?) `Me

relative merits, but the units should
work well together up to 176.4kHz.
The Chord Blu transport and TT

Technology transports look alot

Fulcrum TX4000 can upsample CD

more affordable than the Chord

data from 16/44.1 to 24/176.4,

Blu, and a Sony front-loading mech

although since the usual Sony/

would suit my rack and my wallet

Philips Digital Interface Format ->

Moving coil drivers
take their name from
the voice coil which
applies motive force to
the diaphragm. Many
metres in length, the
thin wire of this short
coil carries signal current
from the amplifier, which
generates asympathetic
magnetic field.
This varying field
interacts with the static
magnetic field of the
drive unit's permanent
magnet, thereby
generating aforce.
In order for this to be
as great as possible,
the magnetic field is
concentrated within
anarrow magnet gap,
through which the voice
coil is free to move.
The voice coil is
wound on athin and
light cylindrical former
which transfers the
motive force to the
diaphragm that radiates
the sound. In lowfrequency drive units
it is normal for this
diaphragm to be in the
form of acone, since this
provides greater stiffness
than aflat alternative.
Straight- sided cones
offer the highest stiffness
but flared cones are
more commonly used
as their asymmetric
bending stiffness helps
control so-called breakup
resonances. Although
breakup sounds terminal,
it is simply areference to

the diaphragm no longer
behaving as arigid
piston. In high-frequency
drive units (tweeters),
the diaphragm is more
normally in the form of a
dome. Again this shape
imparts higher stiffness
to the diaphragm,
sufficient in most metal
dome tweeters for the
first breakup resonance
to be postponed to an
ultrasonic frequency.
Soft dome tweeters
take adifferent
design approach, in
which in- band dome
resonances are damped
by internal loss within
dome material ( usually
fabric or plastic), aided
sometimes by the
application of adoping
layer. Because movingcoil drive units are
inherently inefficient
-typically only 1or 2%
of the electrical input
power is converted
to acoustic power in
high-quality designs materials and adhesives
are chosen to resist
voice coil temperatures
of 200°C or higher.
Cooling can be
aided by features
such as avented pole
piece, vented voice coil
former, aheatsink on
the magnet assembly
and the application of
ferrofluid to the magnet
gap, which increases
conduction of heat away
from the coil.

chassis
('basket')

roll
surround

magnet
voice coil

cone
pole piece
dust
cap
magnet gap

suspension

top back
plate plate
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exquisite audio products
t. + 44 (0) 1900 813064

www selectaudio.co uk

e select audio@tiscali co uk

Western Electric 300B valves available on request.

AT2 Preamplifier

0

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

ATM211 Mono Amplifiers

ATM3 Power Amplifier

ATE2 Phono Preamplifier

AirTight ATM300 Single Ended Stereo Power Amplifier
The AirTight ATM300 is the consummate single ended stereo power amplifier. Fulfiling adesign brief to produce
one of the world's truly outstanding amplifiers, the AirTight ATM300 is point to point wired and incorporates
components that have been individually selected for their uncompromised contribution to sonic superiority.
This beautifully constructed instrument features dual mono attenuators for single source systems and, with
achoice of the most desirable 300B output triodes, delivers eight watts of spine-tingling music reproduction.
Without doubt, the AirTight ATM300 is one of the world's truly great amplifiers.

©2006 selectaudio*

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

[Russ Andrews

"MVO
\

Russ Andrews pioneered research
into the effect of the mains on hi-fi
systems and now sells his awardwinning cables, filters and supports
through his company Russ Andrews
Accessories. Each month he gives
you his top hi-fi tips...

RUSS' TOP TIPS
0000111111111.0
ABOVE: If you plan only to listen to CD and your player has apre- out with
adjustable volume control, like the QUAD 99 CDP-2, then eliminating a
pre- or integrated amplifier from the chain can give abetter sound
(S/PDIF) struggles with two channels

system with such components as a

at > 96kHz sample frequency, two

DAB tuner, Freeview or satellite TV

'mono' lines are employed when

set- top box, or a DVD player.

carrying stereo digital audio at
176.4kHz. This is the same principle

There should be no ' digital
volume' problems with this Quad CD

used in in some professional audio

player either, as its volume control

circles, and by dCS with its Dual AES

operates in the analogue domain.

connection, using two AES/EBU lines.

Which is just as well, as the penalty

Connecting one brand's transport

for an all- digital volume control is

to the other's DAC should pose no

lost resolution: if a 16- bit system

problems, although as you note

has a nominal 96dB dynamic range,

there is no word clock output on the

then dropping its level by 30dB

Chord DAC64. This is not essential

below full output ( a more typical

for operation, as Ifound when I

day-to-day volume setting) would

tested the Blu and DAC64 together

result in an 11- bit system's dynamic

[FIFA' February ' 07, p33].

range. This is why full digital control
of volume has earned a bad name

CD SET-UP WITHOUT

in audiophile circles, as reducing

SEPARATE AMP

volume effectively shaves bits, and

Iam looking to put together a

hence resolution, from the system.

CD- only replay system and am
thinking QUAD 99 CDP-2 CD player

THORENS TROUBLES

with a 909 power amp coupled to

Iwonder of you can help me. Iam

Usher CP6311 loudspeakers. Are

having great difficulty in finding

there any cons to digital volume

a distributor for Thorens decks and

controls? Nice, neat and simple,

components here in the UK.

Idon't see the need for apre-

Ihave a Thorens TD166 MkII

or integrated amp for CD only;

turntable, and recently acquired a

surely the money is better spent

lid but have no hinges for the lid.

elsewhere, for example on cables?

Do you know where Ican get apair

Dave Solon, via e-mall

of hinges to fit?
Alan Gilliland, via e-mail

Andrew Harrison replies: Eliminating
the pre- amp makes perfect sense if

HFN re,

you only need one source - and it

Thorens is 'A' Audio Marketirg Ltd,

The UK distributor for

can be surprising how much system

who are based at Metro House

sound can be improved by using a

Business Centre, 57 Pepper Road

well- sorted or even no pre- amp -

Hunslet, Leeds, LS10 2RU. We

providing you're confident that you

contacted them about hinges for

won't be needing to listen to any

the TD166 Mklland they told us

other source. However, in the case

that while they are able to supply

of the Quad 99 CDP-2, even this

bolts for older models, currently they

isn't such an issue today as it offers

are unable to supply hinges. They

six digital inputs ( three coax S/PDIF,

can be contacted direct:y on 0870

three TosLink optical) so you could

1993914; e-mail address is

easily use aQuad 99 CDP-2-centred

aaudiosolutions@aol.com. '

FREEVIEW OFFERS BETTER
THAN FM RADIO FOR FREE
To parapitrase Jack Schofield writing in
The GJardian on November 23rd 2006,
Ofcorm I
-as just published adiscussion
docunent, The Future of Radio. There are
some drematic changes up for consideration,
such z- sreplacing AM radio with Digital Radio
Mondiaie aid replacing FM with DAB.
These could render hundreds of millions of
radic ; e:3 and FM tuners obsolete, and either
make radio. sound much better or - as with
DAB - mulch worse.
Isuggest that if you care apout FM radio
quality, you should first navigate to Jack's
artic etrom www.guardian.co.ukItechnology
and also wtrw.ofcom.org.ukkonsulticondocs1
radic_feure to register your opinions.
So -much for the bad news. Ido, however,
have some good news about radio quality
to irr
par:,
, prompted by my friend Chris who
assured me that the sound from his Sky HD
box was better than from his high-end ( and
upgraded) FIVItuner. Iconfess acertain
scepticism but checked it out after my own
Sky HD box was installed and burned- in ( and
replaced twice!). You know, ie was absolutely
right Iam amazed and delighted.
Reme—bering that radio is also available on
Freeview, Idug out my two set-top boxes to
audition. One is an old Panatonic TUCT20, the
othe a Furmax F2- FOX-T. For fun, Iadded my
Tivol ,DAB radio for comparison.
The remit; were interesting. Leading
the pack was the Sky HD radio, clearly and
enjoyab ybetter than FM. Next and equal to
FM was
Humax set-top box. Slightly worse
than the FM tuner was the Panasonic set-top
box, anc last of all, the frankly nasty- sounding
DAB. To be fair, the DAB as atable radio was
fine but was revealed as very flawed when
used as ahi-fi tuner.
Iarl very relieved and encouraged by my
listening test. For f50 or so you can replace
your FM tuner with aFreevievv box for
equal-to- FM quality.
In fact there may well be other makes
of Freetiew box that sound better than my
Hum 3X. best of all you have afree spin-off
upgrade radio from your Sky HD receiver. I
assume :hat the radio performance of other
Sky receive -sis similar.
The King is dead - long live the King!
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Hi-fi news

SET UP A MULTICHANNEL
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
Multichannel audio is not limited to home cinema. With
surround-sound music now available in several flavours,
Keith Howard sheds light on the optimum loudspeaker layouts
for these various multichannel formats...

A

though it was home cinema that

among more than two channels; and doubts

issues you will have to come to grips with is

put
t

about the worth of multichannel that can

finding appropriate positions for, usually, five

he agenda, there are plenty of

result from exposure to poor- quality surround

loudspeakers rather than two.

multichannel recordings available

recordings and systems.

multichannel audio back on

on DVD-Audio and SACD that have no

Bad reasons not to go multichannel include:

FROM STUDIO TO THE HOME

moving pictures attached. This awkward

fear of having to climb anew learning curve;

In most cases this w11 entail positioning

fact has often been ignored by the specialist

amistaken belief that stereo, as conceived by

those speakers in accordance with I
—U

audio world at large, and hi-fi magazines

Blumlein, is atheoretical ideal that cannot be

Recommendation ITU-R BS.775-2 ' Multichannel

in particular, where ' two- channel revival'

improved upon ( plain nonsense, but there are

stereophonic

has become agrim rallying cry for those

people this misguided); and spurious arguments

accompanying picture', which in July 2006

about never hearing sounds from behind us in

succeeded its predecessor BS.775-1, fist

the concert hall. Just because you are unaware

published in July 1994.

unwilling to take the step beyond stereo.
There are good reasons for choosing

SID und

system with and without

not to go multichannel. These include:

of it does not mean it isn't there or that it's

The speaker layout defined in this ITU

domestic realities that make the installation

insignificant: go to an outdoor concert and

document is used for the mastering of most

of asurround-sound system impractical;

hear what is missing.

five- channel audio matetial, whether movie

performance trade-off concerns that suggest
agiven system budget is better not diluted

WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED
•A suitable
template
•Laser line
projector or long
straight edge
•Test disc or
multichannel
music recording

RIGHT: You d
need abig pl
screen to enjo
multichannel sound,
or aroom the size r

of New Zealand
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If you do make the decision to go
multichannel then one of the first unfamiliar

sound or not, which means that it should also,
so far as possible, be followed in the home. This

has various ramifications which will be unfamiliar if you have only ever

obviates this. And, most importantly in systems where there is no

installed atwo- channel system before.

electronic delay available, mounting the surround speakers higher

Figure 1shows the ITU speaker layout. Important points to note
about it are:

can gain extra distance from the listening position.

1) The distance of all the speakers from the listening position is

To see how valuable this can be, refer back to Figure 1. Note
how, even with the 120° surround layout, the distance between

equal. This requirement assumes that there are no adjustable delays

the surround speakers is significantly greater than that between

available in the system electronics, such as are routinely provided within

the front left and right speakers. In many rooms the practical

home theatre surround processors but are quite likely to be absent

upshot of this is that the stereo pair have to be moved closer

in the case of audio-only multichannel systems. If electronic delay is

together, and the listening distance reduced, for the surrounds to

available then the equidistance rule can be broken, which enhances

be accommodated. Table 1puts some figures to this by tabulating e,

set-up flexibility.
2) Disposition of the left and right loudspeakers relative to

centre

the listening position is the same as with two-channel stereo, so
the reproduction of two-channel material is - notionally, at least
-unaffected. The centre speaker is positioned straight ahead of the
listening position, between the stereo pair.
3) The two surround speakers are symmetrically disposed at an angle
of between 100° and 120° from the centre speaker. This provides a
little flexibility in their positioning

'Most surround
recordings
presume the
ITU speaker
disposition,
but aminority
are made for
different layouts'

but not enough to ease practical
problems in many domestic
rooms. A problem with the siting
of surround speakers is that many
rooms have their door near a
corner, making it impractical to
use floorstanding or standmount
speakers for the surround
channels. Ideally the surround
speakers should be at the same
height as the left, centre and
right speakers but this is arule
that has to be broken in many

Fig 1. Speaker arrangement for the standard ITU layout,
with rear surround speakers set between 100° and 120°

cases, where wall- mount surround
speakers are the only proposition.

ITU Multichannel
Setup Guide

If you are forced into this compromise then it isn't anything to lose
sleep over. Particularly if most of the surround material you will play is
classical music, where the surround channels carry only hall ambience,

All speakers should be equidistant front the listening position
unless electronic delays are available

there is little compromise involved. In fact the spatial impression is
arguably improved by having the surround speakers higher than the
front speakers. If you listen to material where instruments are mixed
into the surround channels the effect is alittle odder but something to
which you quickly adapt. Only in the case of recordings that attempt
true soundfield recreation are elevated surround speakers likely to be
unacceptable, but there are few of these available and they aren't best
served by the ITU layout in any case.
Wall- mounting the surround speakers above head- height is not only
attractive as ameans of preventing you falling over them. If you have a
high-backed chair or sofa into which you tend to slump when listening,
the surround channels can easily be obscured. Mounting them higher

-LEFT: Speakers

r'9h1 surround. 100 deg

that are wall-

710

mounted, like

4 4„

the PS320W from
Meridian, are not
just asecond-best
solution in cases
where adoor
makes the use
of floorstanding
or standmount
loudspeakers

Keoth Howard, 2006

vémeaudeolowl0o.uk

impossible. They
can offer unique

Fig 2. Set-up guide for ITU Multichannel speaker configuration,

sonic benefits

available for download from www.audiosignaLco.uk/freeteare
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Practical 1-11 Fi Obsessive about

ft

Tel: 01925 632179

The dark winter months have kept many of our manufacturers and suppliers of
hi-fi very busy. So much so, that Icannot remember taking in quite so many high
quality products in the same short period of time! That of course makes us very
excited, and allows us to select the very best sounding combinations for your audio
system or perhaps your next upgrade. There have been many new models introduced from many of our existing suppliers, and one or two new suppliers to boot!
The down side of all this productive activity, for us was which system to show at
the Manchester Airport Show at the end of January. A real task ensued. Read on.

the natural and exciting sound these speakers produce. The super high quality of
the drive units and crossover, mean these speakers outperform many others, from
much bigger companies. Please arrange to have ademo of these and find out why
ART have earned themselves areputation similar to David and Goliath.
Meanwhile Goliath strikes back...
In reference to the last paragraph, we have been waiting with baited breath for
most of last year to hear the new KEF Reference series of loudspeakers. Iwill
confirm that the wait has been very worth it. Beautifully styled, elegantly fin-

ished, KEF have got this series of products so right, we are pleased to announce
that Practical Hi Fi has the exclusive dealership in the North West for these fanMasterclass electronics. This should be seen as an update to the already well
established top end to SUGDEN's range with a number of improvements from tastic speakers.
the power supply arrangement to the shortening of all signal paths wherever We have set the speakers up in many different kinds of system, using
possible. The result is a sonic delight, a compliment of amplifiers that offer a electronics from Cyrus Audio, Naim Audio, Musical Fidelity, Graaf and more,
solidity of sound but still offers that elusive airiness and transparency. Ican also indeed too many to name here, but the results are consistent. The new KEF
report that the new styling exercise has improved the looks beyond any criticism.
Reference speakers are going to re- affirm KEF as a seriously hi end speaker
Its been a long wait, but finally SUGDEN have released their new series of

Interestingly, its not just the Masterclass that has been revised, after 20 years of
non stop production the A21a has grown aremote volume control, and anew more
direct pre amp section. The result is that this new A21a mk2 is better than ever,
and may well be the best integrated amplifier under £ 1500. You'll have to audition

manufacturer. The finish and styling is to die for, extreme care has been taken
to make these avery special product indeed. If you are about to audition anew
hi end loudspeaker, make sure this is on your short list. KEF are back with the
leading edge and it is razor sharp.

it for yourself, but we think it is areal cracker...

Even our favourite cable company have been busy making the latest and stunningly good sounding speaker cable. The newly introduced Chord Company Epic
speaker cable is simply.. .. Epic. A fantastically fast, and nimble sounding cable,
new company headed up by Guy Sargeant ex designer from valve amp re inventors Audio Innovations). The A30 is a beast of a thing weighing far more than it you get the idea that there is just more energy flowing through the system. We
should and using a quartet of 6550 output tubes, driven by a pair of 6sn7's ( a are so confident in its quality, we will happily let you try before you buy, it's a
treat to almost all systems we put it in.
magic sounding little pre amp tube). Even the power supply is valve rectified, makIf you didn't make it to the show, to hear the system we eventually settled on
ing this the best sounding £ 1100 valve amplifier available. And nicely it is joined by
a budget source component to take on many a more expensive CD player. The playing, then Iguess the best thing to do is book ademonstration in one of our
matching Pure Sound CD player is an amazing £900 unit, again with apair of tubes studios to let you hear just how good your music collection could sound. All we
in the output stage, build quality is excellent and so is its sound reproduction. This shall say here is that show visitors loved the sound produced in our rooms!

Also new in the shop is a fantastic sounding valve amplifier from Pure Sound, (a

has to be one of the best value for money combinations that the hi end has ever
seen. A revolution in quality and price. Book adem as soon as you can!

David W.Speirs
Practical Hi Fi PLUS

ART finally got around to manufacturing the long awaited Emotion Monitor loudspeaker. Looking like a scaled down but with longer legs Emotion, this speaker

88, Bridge St.
Warrington

looks and sounds the business! As often as they can, ART use birch ply for the con-

WA1 2RF
01925 632179

struction of their cabinets, an ingredient that is more than partly responsible for

visit our web site for second hand listing

coustic

enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

its

SCOTT
lt.11(

Independent audio consultants

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

focal electra 1007be

densen b200
Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday
audio reseach . audioquest

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and

N., i5

Li at

martin logan summit

10:00 AM to 5:30 PM t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

aloia . b&w . beyer . blueroom . clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs

grado . harman kardon . hutter . kef. koetsu . krell . martin logan . michell ortofon . project . qed
quadraspire. roksan . rotel . sonneteer . sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

HOW TO

listening distance against surround speaker separation for both
100° and 120° surround layouts, assuming that the surrounds

left front

right front

are at the same height as the front speakers. Even if you are able
to separate the surround speakers by 5 metres - which requires a
room somewhat wider than this - you still cannot achieve alistening

left side

right side

distance of 3m, which can easily be accommodated in asmaller
room when listening in two- channel.
One way to offset this problem is to mount the surround speakers
above the listening position and fire them down towards it. This
almost certainly means that the surround speakers will not be the
same as those used at the front, which breaks another ' rule' of
surround sound system design, but again you can get away with this
provided that the voicing (
le tonal balance) of all the speakers in the
system is similar. This is particularly so, once again, if the surround
channels are mostly called upon to reproduce hall ambience.
But apractical downside of high mounting of the surround

left
surround

right
surround

speakers is that, in asystem without electronic time delay, it
makes it more difficult to ensure that they and the front speakers
are equidistant from the listening position. This is where asimple
software utility I've written, called 171J Multichannel Layout Assistant,

Fig 3. Speaker arrangement for Chesky's 6.0 recordings

makes life alittle easier. Downloadable from the freeware page of
my web site (
www.audiosignaLco.uk/freeware), it calculates the

Chesky 6.0
Setup Guide

listening distance and location of the listening position relative to the
surround speakers, based on the achievable surround spacing and
centre to surround spacing, and the height of the surrounds above

All speakers should be equestant from the lIsterung posaron
unless electronic delays are evadable

the listening position. A PDF file bundled with the utility explains in
more detail how to use it.

WORKING WITH CHANNEL DELAY
Of course, if your system does provide configurable channel delays,
then room layout is more flexible. You can sit closer to the surround
speakers than you do the fronts and rely on electronic delay to
prevent their sound arriving at the listening position too early. If you
have asurround processor with an automated set-up routine, this
will be taken care of for you - just place the supplied microphone
at the listening position and initiate the set-up process. If not then
you will have to enter the necessary delays manually. Again 1have G>

Fig 4. Set-up guide for Chesky 6.0 speaker configuration,
available for download from www.audiosignaLco.uk/templates

SPACING OF SURROUND
SPEAKERS (METRES)

LISTENING DISTANCE ( m)
100° layout

120" layout

Z

I.UZ

2.5

1.27

3

1.52

1.73

3.5

1.78

2.02

1.44

4

2.03

2.31

4.5

2.28

2.60

5

2.54

2.89
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Four of the very finest ways to listen to your music :

Brands:

Wilson Audio Loudspeakers

astintrew
audio analogue
audio research
bauer audio
copland
crystal cable
dps turntables
dream vision
ecs
Focal
grado
hyperion
isophon
isotek

1. Duette
2. Sophia
3. WATT/PuFpy 8
4. Alexandria
Guildford Audio, give free consultation,
advice, guidance and installation* for
every Wilson Audio Model.
•subject to < ondition

jadis
koetsu
krell
lavarain
leema acoustics
marantz
martin qpgan
marten:en
nordost
opera
pathos
prima luna
qed
resolution audic
roksan
shanling

dj Destination

012183 537 577

ST e

sonus Faber
stands unique
stax
sterling broadcast
stratton furniture
sugden
sunfire
theta
transparent
unison research
wadia
wilson audio
yter
& many more .

L01884

Guil

243 584

> Devons audio specialists for two- channel / home cinema
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What's cookin
Remember that we can

prepare

at Audio Destination?

something to suit your exact requirements.

sales@guildforidaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

Stockists of:
Analysis Plus
Audia
Audio Physic
Avid
Ayre
Bel Canto
Cairn
Chord
Creek
Graaf
Grand Prix Audio
Focal JMIao
IsoTek
Leema Acoiustics
Lexicon
Lyra
McIntosh
Monitor Audio
Moon
Nordost
Pathos
Primare
Project
Roksan
Stax
Tannoy Prestige
Teac Esoteric
Thiel
Totem Acc•ustics
Unison Research
VDH
VPI Turntables
and many more.

Open Monday - Saturday
9am - 5pm
Audio Destination
Suite 7a Manet Walk
Tiverton, Devon EX16 6131..
info@audiodastination.co.uk
www.audiodestination.co.uk
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alittle software utility that can help with this, called Surround Delay

RIGHT: Test discs are the

Calculator, which is also downloadable from my freeware page. It

easiest way to establish that

saves contortions with atape measure and subsequent calculations.

all speakers in the system are

Once you have determined the location of the listening position

• •

delivering the same volume,

the challenge then is to place all five speakers at the correct angles

are phased correctly and have

relative to the hot seat. For this you need asuitable template and

asimilar tonal balance

either alaser line projector (the hi-tech option) or asufficiently long
straight-edge (the low-tech, more cumbersome alternative which

you should now check that all five speakers in the system are

ideally requires two people). If an appropriate template is supplied

delivering the same volume, are correctly phased and have asimilar

with your surround processor, you can use that. Or you can download

tonal balance. Test discs, like Chesky's The Ultimate DVD surround

aPDF template for the ITU layout from my web site (
www.audiosignal.

Sampler & 5.1 Set-up Disc, are available to assist with this. An

co.uk/ templates) and print it out. Figure 2shows what it looks like.

approach you may find advantageous is to have aseparaze volume
control for the surround channels — something that can easily be

TIME FOR THE TEMPLATE

achieved if the surround speakers are driven by astereo integrated

To use the template, you first position it, suitably aligned, on the floor

amplifier. Particularly when the surround channels carry ambience,

at the listening position. If you have ahard floor then the template

the setting of their replay level is quite critical and you will probably

can be fixed directly to it using adhesive tape; if you have acarpet or

want to vary it from disc to disc. What you are listening for is a

rug then first stick the template to aflat sheet of hardboard, wood or

volume setting which givim extra depth to the frontal image and

even metal, and then place this in the desired position ( being careful

extra weight to the sound but doesn't cause the surrounds' presence

not to move it during the setup process). The lines on the template

to become noticeable.

can then be used to position the speakers one at atime. This is easiest

Although most surround recordings presume the ITU speaker

using alaser line but can also be achieved using along straight-edge.

disposition, there are asmall minority which are made for different

Once the angular alignment of the speaker is correct, use atape

layouts, such as Chesky's 6.0 [ Figure 3] and MDG's 2+2+2

measure to ensure the distance from the listening position is also

recordings ( see www.mdg.de). Rearranging aroom and system to

correct. If the surround speakers are to be wall- mounted, mark the

try these alternative layouts is enough hassle to put off all but the

correct position on the skirting board and then use aspirit level or

most determined experimenter, but if you want to give Chesky 6.0

laser line to carry that position up to the required height.

atry Ihave drawn up adownloadable PDF template for it too [see

After running the automated set-up routine if your system offers
this, or setting the surround delays manually if this facility is available,

Figure 4], and written asecond setup utility called Chesky 6.0 Layout
Assistant. Have fun. And do let us know how you get on.
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Sup
Hi-fi news

er

systems
BUDGET £ 15,000

Swiss company Ensemble provided an oasis of classical
calm at the 2006 Hi Fi News show with asimple
three-piece system based around ahybrid integrated
amp. Steve Harris just had to take acloser listen

-

Fnsemble F

rated amplifier £4200

Latest in aline of Ensemble hybrid amps, the Fuoco integrated is the
newest product here and its inclusion ( in preference to the more
elaborate Previvo/Evivo pre-/ power combination) certainly helps
to keep things simple. Its input stage uses apair of ECC81 doubletriode valves, while the output stage uses bi-polar transistors.
Like the equivalent Evivo power amplifier, it's rated at 100W
into 8ohm ( 150W/4 ohm). Interestingly, Ensemble states that the
negative feedback is 20dB and gives afigure for total harmonic
distortion plus noise ( at 1W/4ohm, 1kHz) of 0.2%. The printed
specification also includes afigure for signal-to-noise ratio, taken
from full power, 4ohm, to the noise floor, of 99dB. In practice, and in
line Ithink with Ensemble's stated philosophy, the amplifier was just
impeccably quiet.
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Ensemble Dirondo
CD player £4950
Like many specialist manufacturers,
Ensemble has had to face the problem
of trying to 'future- proof' its digital
source products. Ensemble's answer
to the dilemma posed by SACD and
DVD-A was the Dichrono HIDAC, a
versatile separate DP; converter and
pre-amp, which is naturally claimed
to get the best out of CD but was also
intended to be potentially adaptable
to higherres formats by means of a
projected plug-in upgrade. To match
this DAC, Ensemble offers the Dirondo
Drive transport.
The Dirondo player, on the other
hand, is apure CD player, which
accepts that CD is 'the main music
carrier and will remain so for agood
many years to come' and claims to
provide CD playback that is ' superior
to multi-format players'. It uses a
very carefully isolated transport
mechanism and upsamples the CD
signal using a24-bit/96kHz DAC.

I

fever acompany has tried
to live up to its name, it is
Ensemble of Switzerland.

And so it should, because
Urs Wagner, who founded
Ensemble just over 20 years
ago, is adoctor in the science
of language and philology.
Along with amastery of
words, and afascination with
sound, he has combined a
holistic approach to system
building with quite fanatical

attention to detail. At hi-fi

of details - the observation

shows, it's noticeable that

of minute points that others
would say are negligible - you

Ensemble can produce good
sound even in the most
unpromising of hotel rooms.
Wagner believes that this is

end up with asynergy that is
significant in the total quality of
the product.'

made possible by making the
system as neutral as possible

SIMPLEST
COMBINATION

and as impervious as possible
to any kind of interference.

Ensemble electronics, the
Dirondo single- box CD player
and the recently- launched
Fuoco integrated amplifier.
Ensemble supplies its own
cables and, more unusually, has
designed its own connectors.
In Ensemble's Synergia RCA
plugs and jacks, the body parts

Back in 1986, Ensemble's first

are made of copper, rather

product was the PA- 1
mini- monitor speaker, fruit

than the usual brass, and

'is that if you pay attention
to hundreds and hundreds

of aco-operation with Pawel

'My experience,' he says,

Acoustics. Ensemble continued
to develop and refine this

Ensemble Adura loudspeaker £5890/pair
With its raked- back shape and subtle metallic finish, the Figura is
undeniably an elegant speaker. The cabinet's sides and back are
constructed as abonded aluminium/fibreboard sandwich, with
20mm of board between lmm sheets of aluminium. Underneath
the brushed-and- anodised aluminium footplate, the speaker sits
not on the usual spikes, but rubber feet.
These are part of the ' resonance control system' that
Ensemble developed for all of its products, and which is applied
inside and out to the electronics reviewed here. The specially
formulated rubber, says Ensemble, is ' adjusted in its softness for
each specific use, not only creating avery effective barrier to the
transmission of vibrational energy, but also capable of absorbing
it to acertain degree.'

speaker concept, but eventually
it reached the end of its natural
life and the decision was taken
to develop anew floorstanding
loudspeaker, the Figura.
Along with the Figura,
our system here includes
the simplest combination of

directly gold plated. Unlike
other phonos, aSynergia
plug/socket will make the
ground contact first, avoiding
thumps and possible speaker
damage if connections are
made with the volume turned
up. The interconnect cable
itself is called Dynaflux, using
six 0.25mm conductors ( 3+3
in opposing helical array),
and priced at £ 145 per c->

'The Ensemble
system did a
great job in
conveying
the intensity,
urgency and
precision of
the London
Symphony
Orchestra, with
great clarity'

Signature Audio
Systems, 73
Sunningvale Avenue,
Biggtn Hill, Kent,
TN16 3BZ

e

TEL: + 44 ( 0)7738
007776/(0)7918
022870
WEB: www.
signaturesystems.
co.uk
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mono metre, with a £ 175/pair
termination charge. It was in
2001, after an EC ruling had sent
many hi-fi makers in search of an
alternative to the 4mm banana
plug, that Ensemble introduced the
industrial 6mm banana to audio.
Ensemble's Synergia binding posts,
as used on the Fuoco and Figura,
accept these as well as normal
4mm bananas and 8mm spades.
Ensemble Megaflux speaker cables
use six 1.25mm conductors ( again in
opposing helical array) and shielded.
An additional outer shield with
grounding connections at each end
allows the chassis of the speaker
drive units to be grounded via the
amplifier. Price is £ 130 per mono
metre, with atermination charge
of £ 130/pair for 4mm bananas or
spades, £ 200/pair for 6mm bananas.

DIRONDO CD PLAYER
A top- loading machine, the Dirondo
CD player has asliding lid or door
covering the transport itself, and
aseparate magnetic puck which

'Undeniably expensive, the tinsemble range
offers arefreshing alternative view of what
high- end audio can be... It really is agroup of
components working in harmony'

needs to be placed on the disc
before closing the door and starting
play. Extraordinary care has been
taken to isolate the CD mechanism
from vibrational interference. The
mechanism itself is the Philips
CD Pro2M, with adiecast metal
chassis. This is mounted on amilled
aluminium base tray which is in turn
mounted on a 14- layer damping
block, which itself is mounted on
damping buffers or feet.
Although the fascia is plain and
simple, the casework is vented
with apattern of slots that repeat

ABOVE: The
stylised vented
casework of

control for volume. You can't switch
inputs from the remote, but you can
select Monitor, which over- rides any

the electronics
matches the
metallic look
of the speaker

other source selection. So if there is
no tape or other source connected
to the Monitor input, this function
can be used as aconvenient way

come with athermal tell-tale - red
stripes appear if the temperature
has risen above around 45° C.
Most hybrid amplifier designs use
MOSFET output devices, inherently
easier to match to preceding valve
stages than bi-polar transistors,

the Ensemble trademark shape.
The player measures 395 x 138 x

cabinets, which

of remotely muting the source

but Wagner feels that MOSFETs do

comprise

you are listening to. While the

contribute asonic signature and

315mm (whd). Under the lid, the

20mm of

left- and right-hand sculpted knobs

has chosen to use bi-polars instead.

different sections of the player
circuitry are separated by screening

board between

on the fascia cover source select

Unusually, perhaps, fuses are fitted

lmm sheets of

and volume, the middle one is for

in the output connection to the

partitions as well as having their

aluminium

channel balance.
Inside, Urs Wagner chose ECC81

speaker terminals, but these are of
special design for Ensemble, 6.3A

tubes because, he says, he prefers
their rendition of high-frequencies
to that of ECC82s or ECC83s. The

ultra-quick- blow, with silver ends,
and said to have no effect on the
audio quality.

tubes used are British or Germanmade new ' old stock' (Telefunken,

The Fuoco uses an isolating mains
transformer, which means that the

own separate power supply rails.
This is an upsampling player,
using a24- bit 96kHz D/A converter
(although Ensemble declines to
name the chip supplier).
Operationally, the player omits
secondary features like ' shuffle' and

Siemens, Philips or Mullard), burnt in

there is no connection between the

'program' but the chunky remote

for 100 hours, then measured and

signal and ground. But aterminal

that accompanies the player does

matched as pairs.

allow direct entry of track numbers

is provided to give aconnection to

The usual uncertainties of valve

the grounded chassis if required, as

for quick access.

base connections are overcome by
Ensemble's own Novalino sockets,

for example when using the ground

FUOCO INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER

and the tubes snap smartly into

Matching the Dirondo with that

gold-plated copper spring contacts

FIGURA LOUDSPEAKERS

same stylised vented casework, the
Fuoco integrated amplifier offers

in an epoxy base. They also come

A lot of effort, and special tooling,

fitted with Ensemble's Tubesox
dampers, made of Kevlar and copper

went into achieving aperfect,
fine-grained anodised surface for

mesh, to kill microphony. These even

the Figura speakers' sides and back, C.

five relay- controlled line inputs, plus
aTape Monitor input, with remote
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wires provided with the Ensemble
speaker cables.

place thanks to Swiss- made,

More and more firms
are introducing topperforming amplifiers as
integrateds — preamp and

power in one box.

Au
LooeLher r\ou,
Bel Canto and Gamut both offer
remarkable integrated amplifiers but
with radically different designs.

Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cabes
SRA

While Bel Canto use ANALOGUE
SWITCHING for their power
supplies. Gamut's special feature
is their output stage that uses
only ONE PAIR of very high power
transistors per channel.
Comment on Bel Canto's highly
technical solid state amps often
mentions the "
ANALOGUE" qualities,
understandable with designer
Stronczer's SET valve background.
Hi Fi Choice's view on the Gamut
Di I
SO: "This is clearly agorgeous
amplifier" and made it the Editor's
Choice that month.

Made by enthusiasts for enthusiasts

Gamut have merged their highlyregarded D3 preamp with the wellestablished D200 power amplifier
(an earlier Editor's Choice) to
produce an impressively CAPABLE
AND TRANSPARENT component.

MB50 Monoblocks

W

Bel Canto's own implementation of
the ICEPower module technology
produces asimple, very compact
circuit. A huge bonus is the
AMAZING VALUE: only £ 1799 for
the S300i stereo. Just don't make
the mistake of relating performance
to cost! This amp is stunning.

A

"The Gamut delivers alevel of
insight that can transform adecent
recording into agripping musical
journey." Hi Fi Choice.

CM05 Preamphfier

Come and listen to them both.

ma»
Anatek's famous fully patented output stage helps to produce a
remarkably natural sound.

It has all the benefits of Class A ( non-

a

know we can do the same in your home.

components and guide you where change is

B AT fl

needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES ,enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

heat and consequent stresses on components.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

Anatek Acoustics

411)

BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

switching) with no crossover distortion but does not generate the

For more information please visit.
www.anatekacoustics.co.uk
or call +44 ( 0)1903 524602

Music in tire !Ionic

Customers say we make some of the

Our advice will take account of your best

A5OR Integrated amplifier

The
Right
Note

01225

874728

or lo-call
0845 230 7570

CD :
ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA, P81).
RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, VVADIA. VINYL:
AESTHETICS, AVID, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,
GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS :BEL CANTO, CAT,DK DESIGN, DNM ,GAMUT,
HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS :
AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS,
GAMUT, NEAT,
TOTEM. CABLES :ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH,
VERTEX AQ ETC. MAINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS:
ARCICI, STANDS UNI QUE, VERTEX AQ

SYSTEM BUILDER

and the result is asoft, comfortable
greyish-silver look which is pleasant

arresting on Bensusan's guitar. Yet I
did feel there was just aslight sense
of restraint, perhaps associated with
acertain dryness in the bass.
It's tempting, though probably

to live with, and helps to understate
the speaker's bulk. It actually
measures 1020 x223 x250mm
(hwd). Inside, further damping
material is applied to the metal and

too simplistic, to say that this
Ensemble system loves classical and

there is afilling of foam.

acoustic music best. It certainly
shone on whole series of recordings

In darker grey, the front baffle is
30mm thick, and carries the 6.5in

ranging from Respighi's restful

(165mm) treated- pulp cone bass

Church Windows [
Reference

mid driver and the lin ( 25mm) silk

Recordings RR-15CD] with Ruggiero

dome tweeter, as well as the flared
mouth of the reflex port.

Ricci to Mitsuko Uchida's Debussy
Etudes [
Philips Philips 464 698-2],

The tilted baffle provides time

not to mention the Ensemble CD
Sounds In Natural Perspective [
ECL
20031], an 18-track collection

alignment between the drivers
and the crossover is described as a
modified Linkwitz-Riley, with 12dB/

which comes with the Dirondo

octave slopes. It uses inductors

player. With the Debussy disc, the

made according to Wagner's own

Ensemble system presented the

ideas, by aspecialist coil winding
company, and, he says, these are
free of distortion up to 100kHz.
The crossover circuit board has
very thick copper plating for good
conduction, and is cocooned

for me it now contained clues that
gave an intimate realism, making
me strongly aware that these

piano very nicely in ithe cavernous
acoustic, without stress.
ABOVE: You can't
switch inputs
from the remote,

against vibration by special
cushioning arrangements.

sounds really were being produced
by fingers catching at strings. As
acomplete contrast, Iturned to

A CLASSICAL GAS

another recent demo favourite,
Ladysmith Black Mambazo's Long
Walk To Freedom [
Heads Up HUSA
9109]. Here the results were good

BELOW:
Speakers sit

in terms of diction, crispness and

on rubber feet
as opposed to

Some discs seemed to point up
the Ensemble system's strengths
right away. One of these was
Intuité, by the sometimes- magical
and always intriguing finger- style
guitarist Pierre Bensusan [ Favored
Nations 2130]. The sound was not,
perhaps, overtly more detailed
than on other equipment, and yet

the revelation of the inner parts
in the rich vocal harmonies, all
perhaps adding up to further
impressive evidence of the same
kind of micro- detailing resolution
that had made the system sound so

On arecent, arguably less
sympathetic recording, Beethoven's
symphonies 5and 1with the

but you can

London Symphony Orchestra and

select Monitor,
which over- rides

Bernard Haitink [ LSO Live LSO 0590],
the Ensemble system did agreat job

any other source
selection

and precision of the orchestra,

in conveying the intensity, urgency
with agreat feeling of clarity,
inner detail and logic. It could not
quite overcome what I'd call the
flattened-out effect of the Barbican

traditional metal

acoustic, with slightly odd dynamics

spikes or cones

for example on the timpani, but this
is just acase of the system being
truthful rather than flattering.

ANARCHIC? NO
Ultimately, Ifound that you could
play any kind of music on the
Ensemble system, but it isn't really
attuned to rock'n'roll. It's accurate,
extremely detailed and informative,
it's fast and has good pace and
timing. Yet it doesn't swagger. If
you want asystem that provides
avisceral, untidy, anarchic kind of
excitement, it's not for you. But
listen to acoustic instruments and
voices and you will find that it does
invite you into the music in away
that has long-lasting appeal.
Undeniably expensive, the
Ensemble range offers arefreshing
alternative view of what high-end
audio can be. An Ensemble system
really is agroup of components
working in harmony, asystem that is
very easy to plug, play and enjoy.
Ensemble has often managed to
produce acool, calm, classical oasis
amid the madness of ahi-fi show.
Listening to this system at home
showed me just many more musical
delights this equipment could bring
in my own listening room.d)
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Quality That Speaks For Itself

Iff7
1113
111114REPRODUCTION

QUALITY HIGH FIDELITY & VINTAGE

.

AMPLIFIERS

'fieNgsing Link

Living Voice Auditorium MKII cher-y

£ 1295

Martin Logan SL3 new pm* £ M03

£ 1995

Arcam FMJ C30.top end pre- amp £ 1100new £ 595

Tannoy Super tweeter new with STL cable £495

Arcam Alone 9remote pre

Neat Petite3 6months old

£295

£ 495

Audio Innovations Series 200 MKII PWR £ 295

Neat Vito floorsexting speakers Mth

Audio Research LS14 silver. mint

ultimitium upgidde, beech finish, work

£ 1095

Audio Research VT60 valve power re valved £995

well with Naim

Avreavox ircaru. 6L6 mono blocs

Naim lntor flocrstanding speakes

£ 350

Bel Canto SEP2 valve pre amp upgracee

£ 1195

Bow Wazm integrated amp £ 2300 new

£1195

Boulder 500AE power amp boxed £ 650Cnew£1995

£ 1495

£ 395

ProAc Tablette MKII Boxed

£ 295

Quad IOL spender design

£ 395

Spendor SP3-1P rherni ideal for halve amps £695

Cary 301 SE valve amp ( Western Electric) £ 1495
Cat S_1 Ultimate phono pre

£3395

Croft EL& Int. amp with phono stage

Luxman Vacuum Platter Tamtable
Musical Fidelity XLP

£495

Very Reasonable Prices & geratl• gi/ De-4e*,
For More Information and for Personal Attention
Contact Mark or Jan

01623 844478 or 07967 859333

info@the-missing-link.net

www.the-missing-link.net

Krell KSA 100

£ 1195
£2195

ce.

Nola Viper Reference
As previously
mentioned,
the above
speaker is now
on demonstration,

£595
£95

Michell focus 1rentable, lam aim

£295

Michell Transar ptor

£695

Nottingham Analegue horizon

£395
£95

Rotel RQ970BX prono stage
Roksan Radius 5no arm

£395

Mcintosh MA6850 Int, Amp New £4500 £ 2250

Sansul SR222 MKIV

£125

Meridian t031) fully re built superb

£295

System deck .U.2 with RI3a00 acrylic platter

£350

Nairn H,Cop Olive Green

£425

System deck Venous from

£150

Naim 250 Bolt Case mint just serv, by narre

£750

Naim 82 We amp

£995

Naim 42.!.

£145

Perreaux :t150 power amp

£595

Perreaux pro se-3pre amp

£195

Quad 34 We

£195

Quad 44 We

£195

Quad 99 : 0 player with digital pre amp,

£650

Linn i_K2,43 Boxed

We also lia%,c,
an Excellent Range
of DIY Products
& Kits

£ 1750

one of the worlds finest, new £6500
Krell KAV 400Xi

The Missing Link for Your Individual Needs

TURNTABLES

EAR 11341 Valve Line Stage

GAMUT 0.100 Boxed, Mint

Finest Quality Audio Cables Hand Built in Britain by

£695

Django T. cost armer pre amp remote control £695

£350

as flea. boxed
Quad 302 Po« ,Amp

£175

Quad 405 Powe Amp boxed

£195

Quad 405 MKII Power Amp boxed

£225

Quad 606 Powei Amp

£375

Rotel F1139,
70 BIC Power Amp

£150

Sugden laansimpedance Amp 6months old

£445

SPEAKERS
ART Slob; with -notching stands
ATC Active SCM10 with cable X Dam

CD PLAYERS DACs
£450

Arcam Alpha '3
Audionote C72. top loadng Transport
DCS Various

£795
£P0A

Maranta CD6CDO OSE

£195

Meridian 208 CD olayer

£295

Meridian 206 Original Mull bit plover
Musical FIcleIrty New Vista 3DCD player

£295
£1795

Pioneer PrecÈ on PDS505 CD player

£195

Phillips CD85014.-Fi World lave

£125

Primare CD20

£395

Quad 66 CD Royer

£295

Quad 77 stanecsne CD player

£395

Regs Planet Transport and DAC

£595

Teac H500 champagne finsh

£125

Teac VRDS8 CD olayer

£395

£495
£1395

Audionote ANJ speakers boxed

£495

MISCELLANEOUS

Fuji SF1 open battle speaker rare

£595

Magnum Dynclab Etude tuner bc:,.ed

£P0A

Magnum Dynclab 205 FM signal Sleuth

£P0A

Horning One Lowther birch ply
JBL

£1295

floor , landing speakers as new

JM Labs Micro Utopia, Black finish
Kef Reference 22 cherry wood finish

£795

Musical Fidelity 4PSU

£175

£1495
£895

Kel 05 cacery finish

£350

DUE IN....

together with

Leerme SUD, dad lfor Zen

£695

Cyrus DAD whir pou

Linn (elixir, black finish ku-stone base

£345

the cheaper

Linn Ninke 6months old

£795

Audio Research SP10 pre amp

£795

Gale 401 speeers with chrome ends

Living Vote Auditorium MKI cherry

LP12 original

Viper I,
plus the
smaller Mini
bookshelf
model which
makes a
superb 5.1
setup with the

GENEROUS PART-EX. ON ALL EQUIPMENT, NEW
OR USED. WILL BUY GOOD QUALITY EQUIPMENT AS
ABOVE. NEXT DAY MAIL ORDER & UPLIFT FACILITIES

EAR

cairn

ci9
/

amazing

.
14,

Thunderbolt
subwoofer. If you want to hear the best,
please ring for a demo
„
VT

„
HIFI Consultants

36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 1EJ
0117 968 6005
icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk

/1
times: 10.30 - 5.30 Tues. to Sa
23a Had• ng o

ace, • in • urg

4AF

Tel/Fax: 0131 558 9989
Email: retroseproduction@virginmet
www.retroreproductian.com

rediscover music
If you're the kind of person who's not
especially interested in surround sound,
plasma TV's and projectors, then you're
the kind of person we want to hear from!
We can help you create afantastic home
cinema.., but we'd rather give you a
superb

listening

experience.

Turntables, Arms & Cartridges

Compact Disc & DVD Players

Hifi & AV Components

Multi- Room Specialists

Plasma & LCD

Ns

Single Speaker Demonstration Rooms

Hi- Definition Projectors

Cables & Connectors

Latest Linn Ex Demonstration E. Used Products
source

Quantity

Linn CO12 CD Player

1

Lin« LP12/Ekostlingo

I

lift6
E 12000

Our Pries
£6000

Used

£4150

.2000

Ex Dem

Linn Unlillsk SC Universal Disc Player

2

£ 2995

£2000

Lins lionne, CO Player

4

£ 2200

1E18300

Ex Dam

Linn Ovni. co eleve.

5

£ 1100

dE/300

Ex Den

ténu Rank

2

£ 3500

£600

Used

Linn Classlk original

1

£ 995

Linn Olidos Tuner

1

/ Numerik CO Player

Ex Dem

£300

Used

N/A

£300

Used

¡Crin lOsto Systeem Controller

1

£0000

E5000

LInn Earotik Pre Amplifier

Ex Dem

4

£1750

.1100

Ex Dam

LInn AW5103 System controller

2

£3250

£500

Used

L'In.-. Xairn ( Phono) Pre Amplifier

1

£1950

£950

Ex Den

£575

£475

Ex Den,

£60012

£2500

Ex Dom

£31300

EX riesss

Linn Kolrisktror Pre Amplifier
L layback
ILInn iblionass Solo Power AmplIfiers
Linn Mimai Chakra Twin
linn

2

Aktév Cr

£ 5750
£6000

£1000

Lin. Sa25 Power Amplifier

£1800

£1000

L ima knout Power Amplifier

£2400

£ 1000

Lins, Nom. Lourispeakare

£25000

L Inn

£6000

Loudspfeakers

£ 12500
£ 1000

Linn Ekurad Centres

£795

£ S00

Linn 5,70 Centre Loudsp

£550

. 375

Lien Ak

E60433

242 Loudspeakers

£ 3800

Ex Dem
Used

•

Ex Dam

£14520

Pissas. Call

Ex Demo

System

E2Oon
£15600

£ 800
ESSOO

newcastle
153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.

Ex Dem

£ 17000

LInn Ak aaaaa Loudspeakers

Roksan, Sennheiser,Sim2,Tannoy, Teac, Tivoli,
Yamaha.
Plus many more.

Used
Used

£23500

Linn Xeitelf Alativ System ( includIng 4 ',Soufi)

Linn, Arcam, Marantz, Denon, B&O, 3ose, Castle,
]VC, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, Pioneer, REL,

Ex Der,'
Use.

Linn Arilkulat 3506 Loudspeakers
Lion 5100 toudspeakers

Brands Stocked

Fax 0191 2854636

Ex Dem
Used

Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk

Latest New and Ex Demonstration Savings
Slarantx VP12-S3 Projector
Varnana OPX/330 Projector
Varnalta DPX530 Projector

HI,00
£
£2500

C9000

Ex Dam

£1700

New

19oo

£1.500

Desnon AVC A IXV AV Amplifier

£4000

£2500

Ex Den)

Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver

£999

£799

New

Denon DVD3910 DUO Player

£899

£799

New

Vionahe MX121

Power Amplifier

New

£2000

New

Aron.) AV. AV Processor

£3000

E 2000

New

Ai-carvi AVR300 Ii•ecl.seer
Arerre CD192 CO Player

£1335

£935

New

£850

Pioneer PCIP507XD Plasma

£2800

£1949

New

Pionuer PCIP427X0 Plasma

£2200

E 1499

New

£
£9999

New

7500
£1100

New

1160 Sesondsfon 5 Plasma TV*
660 benvision 4 Plasma TV.
1364. Eleolab 4000 Loudspeakers.

•B&G onlv .iyailable at our Peter Tysons store.

£3000

£699

Open Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

New

New

Peter

Tyson

6 Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm
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WELCOME TO
THE HOT LIST
For 50 years Hi Fi News has been
testing the best quality hi fi
equipment in the world.
THE HOT LIST is our regularly updated
list of what we think are the best
hi-fi components currently available
as tested by our team of audio

ROTEL RCD-06
£350

Thoroughly engaging and, when tested with the partnering RA- 06
amplifier, found to be easy-going and thoroughly robust, able to draw
you into the music with alifelike depiction of music.

17/20
TESTED
DECO6

CREEK DESTINY
£1200

A player that has poise, subtle control, and musical insight by the
bucketload, with treble cleanliness and texture that transcends its
price point. There's really nothing to criticise and much to praise.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

ARCAM CD36
£1400

Well balanced, smooth and always dependable the CD36 delivers a
sound with plenty of detail in an unfussy way. Well crafted and very
neutral-sounding. Avery fine player for the money.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A5 CD
£1500

The A5 is afine piece of equipment and CD replay has rarely sounded
this good. Combines detail, transparency and superb stereo imagery,
depth and dynamics without sounding unnaturally harsh or edgy.

17/20
TESTED
JANO5

LYNGDORF CD-1
1545

This player ups the ante for sub- 62k players. Not only is it beautifully
built it's highly adaptable, practical and functional but this is agreat
sounding machine, making this debut player asensation.

18/20
TESTED
MAR06

MARANTZ SA-1151
£2000

Avery good SACD player but is only two- channel so won't produce
multi-channel from SACD. As aCD player produces avery detailed
sound and ( on Filter 3setting) can be smooth, cohesive and satisfying.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

£

experts. You can read our verdicts
and scores to help you to make your
buying decisions. We've also added
in afew favourites from the past
that are still worth considering. We
strongly recommend all components

test appeared

Naim has succeeded
in generating atruly
international audiophile
reference player with an
enduringly satisfying inner
core. Atour de force; it raises
the quality of reproduction

NAIM CD555
£14,295

are auditioned before you buy so
that you're happy with the sound a
product delivers.

BUYING CD PLAYERS
CD players come in one- box or

from Red Book CD to a
level that was thought

two- box arrangements. The two- box
set-ups separate the CD transport
from the Digital-to-Analogue

unobtainable adecade ago.

Converter ( DAC). Separating the
transport from the DAC means
there is less chance of interference
between disc drive and sensitive
D-to-A converter stages. One- box
players are often the better solution
if you have afairly tight budget. CD
players play audio-only discs but
many are now also capable of playing

MERIDIAN GO8
£2250

Soundwise this player manages to combine neutrality with authority
and grip, with abass that is powerful and weighty yet always in
proportion. A much acclaimed player that can rest on its laurels!

19/20
TESTED
JULY06

EMM LABS CDSD/
DAC6E
£55001£8000

The CDSD transport and DAC6e deliver state-of-the-art performance
on CD and preconception- shattering results with SACD. Revel in the
pinnacle of early 21st century sonic achievement.

19/20
TESTED
DECO5

DOE VERDI!
PURCELL/ ELGAR
£24,500

Unashamedly astereo product or for stereo SACD the dCS Verdi and
Elgar combined to make music of class- leading calibre. There are more
expensive digital components but this combination trumps them all.

19/20
TESTED
SEPT02

the Super Audio CD ( SACD) format,
which offers higher resolution than
CD with greater bandwidth and
improved dynamic range. However, in
many cases the SACD playback won't
be available in multi- channel format.

ARCAM
ALPHA 9
A super
sounding player
that still holds
its own nearly
ten years on.
TESTED
SEPT98

MARANTZ
CD12/DA12
Only available
secondhand
but agem of
aplayer that's
worth finding.
TESTED
MARCH9E

1111111M111111Mitile.

MERIDIAN
506/508
Still afine
integrated CD
player that
majors on
transparency.
TESTED
JULY94

MARCH 2007 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC
KRELL EVOLUTION .

rressislog,ne+ ;sunique,
;+ 9;yes loy fhe latest

hi -f; news first and is
updated day...

THE GLORY DAYS ARE BACK!

See ee latest
froclucts
find amanufacturer,
€1;str;6vtor or sealer.
read >out +he lates
Yes, boys - the glory days are back! Krell have
always been there at the very top, right since the
days of the dearly loved KSA-50. But the new
Evolution series represents agiant leap for Krell - a
leap that establishes them as the undisputed leader
of solid state design, and the undisputed leader of
putting the truth of music into your home.
You saw Ken Kessler's review of the Evolution 222
preamplifier in last month's issue. Then there's HiFi Choice' where the Evolution 505 is described on
the front cover as the finest CD player in the world.
Yes, the glory days are back! Call Pinewood Music
to find out just what that means.
We have the following on demonstration:
EVOLUTION ON

mono power ( 4 chassis)

EVOLUTION TW

mono pre ( 4 chassis)

EVOLUTION 505

stereo pre ( 2 chassis)

EVOLUTION 402

stereo power

EVOLUTION 600

mono power

FBI

integrated amplifier

KAV-400xi

It

fress6log.ne+ can.
autor4+;cal4 etelad
arid tell ,
jou when
ryr fayoure

ferSor,?Wishes some
new news, visit se
for more eletads...

CD/SACD

EVOLUTION 202

SACD STANDARL,

avadble jo6s ;b1
vidus+r
1); -fi ;

CD/SACD
integrated amplifier

The Pinewood Music Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

for tile price of 3s;ngle dad / tlewsrafer
10 ,
c
at rvo;sk, as man ydetails 36out you,
your services and your products on
feressblopet each day,
cortact press61o9 for more deo;ls.
WWW•fireSSIA°96"e+
+:

+ 44 ( 0)5600

.5
.
9
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OUR VERDICT

EPRICE

This generously specified integrated not only offers 95W/8 ohm, but
can comfortably drive awkward low impedance speakers like B&VV's
800 series. Potent and engaging with asense of communication.

17/20
TESTED
DECO6

At just £ 500 the Audiolab 80005 is apretty good buy, and it certainly
won't disappoint anyone who's acquainted with the 'old' Audiolab
models. A clever and good-value package.

17/20
TESTED
JUNE06

This amplifier has the 'get up and go' quality that many enthusiasts
won't want to live without. If you are expecting the much-vaunted
Naim virtue of rhythmic drive you won't be disappointed.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

A valve amp that has all the timing. imaging and textural qualities
along with enough power to make it capable of competing with
modern solid-state amps in the range of speakers it can drive.

18/20
TESTED
FF.B04

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
TUCANA E2995

Power to spare from this superbly built 180W integrated, with
sophisticated micro control that doesn't get in the way of music. Can
be augmented with Hydra amp fo bi-amping or multichannel.

17/20
TESTED
SEPO6

MUSIC FIRST
AUDIO PASSIVE

Across arange of volumes it always delivered without restraint. The
Music First has the finest balance of virtues of almost any pre-amp
we've heard. Can stand alongside some units three times the price.

18/20
TESTED

ROTEL Rk06
£500

WARMING UP
AMPLIFIERS
The key to getting maximum

AUDIOLAB 8000S
£500

NAM NAIT 5i
£725

performance out of most amplifiers
(and many other audio electronics)
is getting them warmed up. If you
can't keep them on permanently we
suggest putting them on at least half
an hour before listening.

BUYING AMPLIFIERS
There are three main forms of
amplifier - pre, power and integrated

ICON AUDIO
STEREO 40
£900

MAGNETIC £1500

ocro4

(which combine the pre and power

CLASSE CAP-2100

Right from the start the

sections in one box). Amps are

£3950

Classé gave the impression

required to take the signal from

of being abig, totally

the source ( CD player, turntable, or

competent all-rounder,

universal player) and correct any
defects with it ( pre- amp stage), then

equal to anything you could

convert it into one that is powerful

throw at it. Neutral balance

enough to drive a loudspeaker

but with enough warmth to

(power amp stage).

avoid aclinical sound. Also,

In recent years we have seen the

the touch screen control

rise of the digital amp which can

impressed. Gold Award!

now deliver almost as good results as

19/20 TESTED AUGO6

analogue amplifiers.
Stereo amps can be used as part
of a home cinema set-up but it's
important to remember that you
won't get surround sound or the

402 £12900

Krell faces up to araft of new EU regulations with amonumentally
powerful amplifier that's both lead-free and cooler-running. Mid and
treble are explicitly detailed while the bass is described as 'cracking'.

TESTED
JANO7

MUSICAL FIDEUTY
KVV550

Taking the accolade for the world's beefiest integrated amplifier, PM
was transfixed by its performance playing choral music, and it proved
impressive on jazz and folk too. Almost 700W/8 ohm of driving power.

18/20
TESTED
JANO7

Clearly gets into the audiophile class and further with its pleasantly
balanced, easy-on-the-ear midrange timbres. Better suited to classical
than rock this classic-style thermionic power amp deserves ahearing.

18/20
TESTED
AUGO6

KRELL EVOLUTION

centre channels from this.
There is still a great love for valve ( or
tube) amplifiers that are noted for
delivering a warm reproduction of
sound. The more modern transistor
based amps are better used for music
that's played loud. Again, do audition

£5000
CONRAD
JOHNSON LP7OS
£7000

before your final purchase!

Old favourit
NA'ÍIM NAP 250
Probably
Naim's most
famous power
amp has been
updated
with NAP 500
technology.

AUDIO
RESEARCH
LS25
A pre- amp of
great quality
and relatively
affordable.
TESTED
DEC98

01111111111111111111111.

SUGDEN A2la
At its time of
release this
Class A design,
was the best
kept secret in
British hi-fi'.
TESTED
JULY 98

• >( lw

vvww.hifinews.co.uk
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Tel: 01435 865 212
Fax: 01435 865 2'3
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road
Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield,
East Sussex, TN21 OQL
By appointment only please

•
8Demonstration Suites

•One of the best product selections in the uk
•Free all- day parking to the door
•Over 50 years of experience
•75% upgrading buy back scheme, if
upgrading within 2years'
•One- month home trial scheme*
•Extended Guarantees for free
'subject to conditions

sounds

Vinyl has never sounded better...
By popular demand, John Jeffries has redesigned and re- launched
the incredible ' Stratosphere' turntable, which has been paramount
in its design for the last 12 years. The ' Stratosphere' turntable is one
of the best, vinyl reproduction devices in existence.
With a Lifetime guarantee included with every ' Stratosphere' - the
only thing you have to worry about is how many hours in a day you
can find to sit down and listen!

FURUTECH deMag LP, DISC and Cable Demagnetizer

uKeedt,e

Improves Compact Disc!
The Furutech deMag completely demagnetizes LPs
and optical disc media such as CD, CD- R. DVD,
MD, Game CD, Photo CD, SACD, and DVD Audio.
Plus it's an indispensable accessory for keeping
interconnect cables, connectors and power
cords demagnetized to prevent magnetic signal
distortion.

Disc Magnetization Is No Mystery
Improves Vinyl!

Improves Cables!

The silk-screened label on an optical disc contains
chemical compounds such as iron, nickel, and
cobalt. These materials are all strongly magnetic
and easily remagnetized. The reflective informationbearing surface of optical media contains 99%
aluminum, but 1% of these same highly magnetic
materials! Even aluminum is considered aweak
magnetic concuctor.

How can an LP be magnetized? It's
plastic!
The fact is that pigment added to the plastic during
the manufacturing process is the culprit. The minute
amount of ferrous material in the pigment causes
LPs to become magnetized.

Demagnetizing Cables
Electric current generates amagnetic field as it
flows through apower cord or conductor. However,
magnetic impurities within the materials themselves
become magnetized and introduce further

magnetic distortion. Just loop your cables and
power cords with their connectors on the deMag
and begin treatment.

The Sound
Demagnetizing both sides of optical media before
play results in agreater sense of power, dyncrnics,
and resolution, with cleaner, block:er backgrounds
and alarger, more stable sounostage, vivid
tonal colors and deeper extension at both encs
of the frequency range. Demagnetization also
allows the de icacy, refinement and nuance cf a
performance to shine through, along with microand macro-dynamics you need to realize the Lill
potential of music and movies.

The Image
Since the deMag Demagnetization Process
eliminates all magnetic distortion noise, video
displays of all types benefit from less ghosting color
shift, " snow", vertical and horizontal interference
lines. After treatment you'll notice aNgher
resolution picture with mere fine ygraded contrast,
clean and precise, with bright, beautifully saturated
colors and amore sophisticated color pallet.

You will never play CD or Vily1
again without the deMag.
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A QUESTION
OF SIZE
Loudspeakers are small and large or

either may simply come down to

Provided you don't want to listen to Wagner at full volume then these
compact but well- made speakers seem to provide anice balance of
detail and weight across most of the frequency range. Good value.

PNIC DB1+
£625 (PAIR)

An unburstable transmission- line standmounter with aroom-filling
sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich
vocals but no shortage of snap. A class winner at the price.

17/20
TESTED
NOVO4

STIRLING
LS3/5A V2
£890 (PAIR)

An LS3/5A surrogate that even apuist could not fail to admire the V2
also boasts greater bass extension and power handling. This is one BBC
wannabe that you have to hear. It's very, very special.

18/20
TESTED
SEPT05

DAU IKON 6
£899 (PAIR)

Overall the Ikon 6 produced inviting musical sound with good stereo
imagery that on most recordings can draw you in and keep you
listening. Simply agreat, musical all-rounder.

17120
TESTED
WIR0106

B&W 805S
f 1600 (PAIR)

Smallest model in B&W's flagship series is astar. Particularly good on
female vocal, its mild upper mid dip doesn't even distract from its
ability to flatter awide range of music. An unusually fine speaker.

19/20
TESTED
DECO6

your room size. Speakers that can
work well close to walls are better in
smaller rooms whilst those that have

16/20
TESTED
MARCH05

NHT SB2
£300 (PAIR)

more accurately bookshelvers ( small)
or floorstanders ( larger). Choice of

test appeared

efficient, easy-to- drive designs can fill
a larger room better.

A milestone in high- end,

WILSON DUETTE
£8900 (PAR)

small- box speaker design. The

BUYING LOUDSPEAKERS

fact that it's painless in every

Aside from reading tests in Hi Fi News

way will win it legions of fans:

the real proof of the pudding is in the

it's neither power-hungry nor

listening experience. We advise you

room fussy, it delivers the

to narrow down the possibles and ask

sort of performance you'd

for auditions at your local hi-fi dealer

expect of amuch larger

or go to a hi-fi show for a listen to all
kinds of brands under one roof.

speaker. The best way to fill a

Choosing your speakers can be

room under 25x15ft.

quite subjective and often it's best

19i1° ¡ LSIWJULYÛt)

to ' blind' listen if you can so that
purchases are made more on sound
quality rather than aesthetics.
Other options to consider apart from
the more conventional ' box- style'
speaker designs are panel speakers
such as electrostatics and ribbons,
and horn speakers which use drive
units in cabinets that can greatly
improve efficiency.
Stereo speakers can be added to to

HYPERION
HPS-938
£3750 (PAIR)

Incredibly musical and effortless these are capable of presenting music
on asoundstage scale which has until now been off-limits to any nonelectrostatic speaker below £ 10k. Strongly recommended.

18/20
TESTED
JULY06

MARTINLOGAN

The Vantage is simply delightful. It positively sparkles with clear
and fast treble, anatural midband and impressively controlled bass.
Gorgeous looks and asmall footprint with the ability to go very loud.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

B&W 802 D
£8000 (PAIR)

Arguably the best balance of pricejperformance in the catalogue, with
sound up among the very best. Taut bass more tuneful than ever, with
transparent midrange and silky diamond treble. Incredible value.

20/20
TF-STED
SEPT06

VIVID K1
£10,750 (PAIR)

Music takes on an effortless quality, micro and macro dynamics
preserved, all underpinned by asublimely agile bass. Sounds as good
as it looks. Very highly recommended. A masterstroke.

18/20
TESTED
DECO5

VANTAGE
£3998 (
PAR)

make a multi-- channel set-up but a
good tip is to make sure you stick
with the same brand to ensure a
much more uniform surround sound.

SPENDOR BC- 1
A loudspeaker
legend still
talked about in
hushed tones
even today. A I .
British classic.

TESTED
MARCH72

ROGERS
1.53/5A
Broadcast
monitor that
remains a
sought after
design today.

TESTED
JUNE75

QUAD ESL 57
Quad's first
electrostatic.
A classic that
is ' an excellent
domestic
speaker'.

TESTED
NOV57

www.hifinews.co.uk
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WM AND VISION

AWARDS 2006

Arcam SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM

ALL im WO MOMS

/AGM SOLO

Combining ahigh quality CD Player, FM and DAB Digital Radio and Amplifier in
one stylish bcx.
"The Arcam's sound is so close to that of a top-notch separates hi-fi system"

*****
SPEN2006

Monitor Audio
GOLD SIGNATURE
Monitor Audio's Gold Signature is anew flagship
range that reaches unprecedented standards of
design, innovation, performance, technical
excellence, build quality and value in its class.

O CS-515DAB
This award-winning micro delivers
exceptional performance and is superb
value for money.
"A truly musical micro system"

CRX-M170
CD Player
DAB/FM Tuner
What Hi Fi? Recommended

The line-up comprises the GS10 stand- mount; the
GS20 and GS60 floorstanders; the GS-FX
surround speaker; adedicated centre-channel
speaker, the GS-LCR; and the GSW-12 active
subwoofer.

N
I> LOOKING FOR HI-FI SEPARATES OR ASYSTEM?
Call your local SEVEN() a<s store for a FREE demonstration

Denon

TU-1800DAB TUNER

Denon rea4 has found the secret to making top-notch tuners.
With 200 presets, the
award-winning TU1800DAB impresses with
its refined and full-bodied
sound.

Tafrutg*M.
AWARDS 2006

"The Debut is a superb
value-for- money package"

your digital music, all over your
house - and control it from the
palm of your hand.
"Simple to set-up, great to use...
Sound-quality is first-rate"

1

SEVEN0a<S

Project
Revive your record collection
with Project turntables. The range includes the
award-winning Debut, Xpression II, Perspective
and RPM Series.

QUALITY BRANDS

SEVEN0a<S

EXTENSIVE RANGE

SOUND

LEADING TECHNOLOGY

Primare
yeeztitm

Marantz

**

VISION

The experts in home entertainment

IMPARTIAL ADVICE

,"1(11fftl?tfl ,'

&

With class- leading build quality, and a
unique blend of sophisticated Scandinavia
design, Primare build elegant, reliable,
easy-to- use systems that promise years of
high quality performance.

NEW
4
;-

4

***

•

M.A. 2006

Marantz is introducing ahost of new
products ranging from high- end hi-f to
HD- ready DVD players and AV receivers.
Its hi-fi range includes the CD5000 and
CD500105E CD players, the 5A7001
SACD player and the PM4001 amplifier,
offering ataste of high- end audio at an
incredibly competitive price.

Cyrus
••• riser
AWARDS 2006

WHAT
HI HT
11.1110•1•10.
AWARDS 2006
/IIII.PLIMPUI

PUVII,

.•
Mai« I.

If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try
listening to it through aCyrus system. With
every product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents a
quality of sound, which is rare at any once.

WHY NOT UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM?
Call your local SEVEN0a<s store for a FREE demonstration

Arcam DiVA
Arcam believes that

WHAT

• 181011071:

AWARDS 2004
BEST CD PLAYER
C250-I500
Arcom

73T

Rotel's 06 Series will give
you years of enjoyment
and offers excellent value
for money. This range of
separates creates asound
that, the more you hear
it, the better it gets.

superb sound quality is
vital to the real
enjoyment of music. The
DIVA range reproduces
music at alevel that is
remarkably true to life.

Hand-made
'e' generation
bass- midrange
drive units
reward with a
uniquely clear
and musical
sound.
Natural wood
cabinets
incorporating
Dynamic
Damping
engineered to
eliminate
booming of
bass sound.

Monitor
Audio
BRONZE BR2

"The iQ5s are little
stars, providing
stunning scale and
authority from
discreetly sized
towers... The iQ5s
are fully deserving
Products of the
Year."

Bronze Reference is Monitor Audio's new
entry-level range. The range includes two
stand- mounting speakers, the BR1 and the
award-winning BR2.

SEVEN0a<S

2

e

SEVEN0a<S

CUSTOM
ÎNSTALL
A VISION FOR EVERY HOME

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
Create your dreams with the latest home entertainment
technology. Whether it be home cinema, quality hi-fi or
multi- room, Sevenoaks will transform your home and
increase your viewing and listening pleasure.
The Sevenoaks Design and Custom Install service provides
asolution that meets your exact needs and budget.
At Sevenoaks, we create bespoke home entertainment
systems of the highest quality that complement your
home and lifestyle.
With 49 stores and over 30 years of experience, Sevenoaks
creates systems that will transform your life.

Call your local SEVEN0a<s store
to book aFREE demonstration or site survey
3 SEVEN0a<

QUALITY BRANDS

SEVEN0a<S

EXTENSIVE RANGE

SOUND

LEADING TECHNOLOGY

&

VISION

The experts in home entertainment

IMPARTIAL ADVICE

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one
of the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK
We have 49 stores and are specialists in:NI Hi Fi
• Home Cinema
• Custom Design and Installation

The quality of sound and vision asystem produces is determined
as much by its accessories as its main components. At Sevenoaks,
accessories are not an afterthought - our staff can demonstrate
the difference the right accessories can make to your home
entertainment experience.

This easy-to use system is a
must for any discerning
customer. Due early 2007.

NEW 2007 Sevenoaks Guide
Pick-up our new Hi Fi 8i Home Cinema Guide at your nearest store.
Alternatively, either can be ordered via our Website and posted to you
(UK mainland addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.

\Your nearest S EV EN Oa<S store
wvvw.ssay.com
ABERDEEN
/cRom STREET

01224 252797

0800 587 9909

CROYDON

LEEDS

PETERBOROUGH

369-373 LONDON ROAD

62 NORTH STREET

36-30 PARK ROAD

4THAMES STREET

020 8665 1203

0113 245 2775

01733 897697

01784 460777

OPEN SUNDAY

STAINES

OPEN SUNDAY

BEDFORD

EALING

LEICESTER

PLYMOUTH

SWINDON

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

24 THE GREEN

10 LOSEBY LANE

107 CORNWALL STREET

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01234 272779

020 8579 8777

0116 253 6567

01752 226011

01793 610992
SWISS COTTAGE OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

BRIGHTON

EDINBURGH

LINCOLN

POOLE

57 WESTERN ROAD. HOVE

5THE GRASSMARKET

20-22 CORPORATION STREET ( OFF HIGH ST)

LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

21 NORTHWAYS PARADE, FINCHLEY RD

01273 733338

0131 229 7267

01522 527397

01202 671677

020 7722 9777
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

BRISTOL

EPSOM

LOUGHTON

PRESTON

928 WHITELADIES ROAD. CLIFTON

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

79 GOLDINGS HILL

40-41 LUNE STREET

0117 974 3727

01372 720720

020 8532 0770

01772 825777

01892 531543

EXETER

MAIDSTONE OPEN SUNDAY

READING

WATFORD

39A EAST STREET

28 COWICK STREET

96 WEEK STREET

3-4 THE WALK. KING STREET

478 ST ALBANS ROAD

020 8290 1988

01392 218895

01622 686366

0118 959 7768

01923 213533

CAMBRIDGE

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

SEVENOAKS

WEYBRIDGE

BROMLEY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

17 BURLFIGH STREET

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

69 HIGH STREET, CITY CENTRE

109 113 LONDON ROAD

43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

0141 332 9655

0161 831 7969

01732 459555

01932 828525

CARDIFF

GUILDFORD

NEWCASTLE

SHEFFIELD

WITHAM (
ESSEX)

104-106 ALBANY ROAD

731i NORTH STREET

191NEWGATE STREET

635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY

1THE GROVE CENTRE

029 2047 2899

01483 536666

0191 221 2320

0114 255 5861

01376 501733

CHELSEA

HOLBORN

NORWICH

SOLIHULL

WOLVERHAMPTON

403 KINGS ROAD

144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

29-29A ST GELES STREET

149-151 STRATFORD ROAD

29 30 CLEVELAND STREET

020 7352 9466

020 7837 7540

01603 767605

0121 733 3727

01902 312225

CHELTENHAM

HULL

NOTTINGHAM

SOUTHAMPTON

YEOVIL

14 PITTVILLE STREET

1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

33 LONDON ROAD

14 SILVER STREET

01242 241171

01482 587171

0115 911 2121

023 8033 7770

01935 700078

CRAWLEY

KINGSTON

OXFORD

SOUTH GATE

32 THE BOULEVARD

43 FIFE ROAD

41 ST CLEMENTS STREE -

77 CHASE SIDE

01293 510777

020 8547 0717

01865 241773

020 8886 2777

FOR OPENING HOURS. PLEASE
CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT
OUR WEBSITE

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the
same products and excellent
service at alower price,
please bring it to our store
managers' attention.

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

01223 304770

OPEN SUNDAY

PRICING
POLICY

FLEXIBLE
FINANCE
OPTIONS*
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options' are
available on the majority of
products we stock.
Mtn detarle en request licensed cadi
broxer, Slon,rnum Mlancr senn Suleeci In slobs.
_f

It,, PLEASE

NOTE

ome productstrands are not
available at all stores. Please call
to confirm or visit our website
before travelling. Special Offers
-,
and Sale Offers - Not in
. - Conjunction with any other offer.
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST
08/03/2007, Ent.
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eW6elteàleele30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037
www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
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ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CAIRN,
CHORD CABLES, CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, CYMBOL, DALI,
DK DESIGN, EPOS, EXPOSURE, JMLAB, GAMUT, GOLDRING, GRADIENT,
GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, HADCOCK, LAT,
METRONOME TECHNOLOGIES, NAD, NORTH STAR, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE,
NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, PARTINGTON, PIEGA, QUADRASPIRE,
RENAISSANCE, SENNHEISER, STELLO, STIRLING LS35/a, TANNOY PRESTIGE,
TRANSFIGURATION, USHER.

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR EXDEM OFFERS

WS ACCESSORIES CLUB
This month we're offering two packages,
both of which offer complete and extensive
turntable set-up kits at very special prices...
John Rogers of Ringmat fame is
acknowledged as one of the audio industry's
gurus. His book How to Set up and Fine- Tune
a Turntable is the distillation of a lifetime's
dedication to vinyl and its reproduction. The
booklet does exactly what it says on the tin!
The Shure Stylus Balance is the best of
the few remaining mechanical downforce
gauges that we know of, an excellent
'see- saw' device that can be calibrated
to surprisingly accurate levels. These
two, along with the now ubiquitous HiFi
News Test LP with its universal alignment
protractor, and the SRM Tech Turntable
Spirit Level make up the first of our
packages at the very special price of £ 45
including UK delivery.
Michael Fremers 21st Century Vinyl DVD
is the lynchpin of our second offering. A
Practical Guide to Turntable Set- Up is a
three-hour treatise that outlines in precise
detail the set-up of virtually any turntable/
arm/cartridge combination.
Along with the Origin Live Electronic
Stylus Balance - aremarkably accurate
(0.002gm) four- digit downforce pressure
gauge - the HiFi News Test LP (
Len
Gregory's tour de force) and the SRM Tech
Turntable Spirit Level, this package costs a
remarkable £ 110 including UK delivery.
Of course, all the individual components
that make up these two special offers can be
purchased separately.
See our website www.hifiaccessoriesclub.

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Narre

Address

corn for further information.
Post Code

Tel ephone

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to: HFN Accessories

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

Card Number

Li II un

mn

in

L

Expsy ( date)

CV Security Number

Signature
TO ORDER Please send completed order form or aphotocopy of the form) to:
HFN Accessories Club 8 CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford IAK40 1YH, UK OR Fax
your completed order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR

Item

Prices

r

Quantity

e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at www.
hiliaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size, anywhere in the UK.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where applicable they will
be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please

HFN/Rogers/Shure/SRM Turntable set-up kit

£40

HFN/Fremer/Origin Live/SRM Turntable set-up kit £ 110

contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E8,0E.
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CLASSIFIEDS

CLASSIFIEDS

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your

integra legs (silver with gold
badge), excellent condition,
services by Chord in
October, for this sale £ 4250
(new now £ 9500 with legs,
call Ken on 01903 690055
(Worthing) can ship within
UK. [CE17]
BAT VK60 valve power
amplifier £ 1250 (£ 4500),
Tel: Bill 01993 851508
[CD14]

credit card details or fax them to 020 8726 8397

amplifier £ 895 (£ 1500),
Hegel H2 power amplifier
150wpc, balanced and
unbalanced outputs £ 795
(£2500), Tel: 01202
767873 ( Dorset) [AC17]

FOR SALE
1. ACCESSORIES
ATACAMA SE6 speaker
stands, silver £ 75, Tel: 0115
9754070 [AC17]
AUDIO NOTE, ESP, Altec,
604, 802, 417, speakers,
Audionote, Target,
Alphanson, Rata, Apollo,
QED, stands, AVI, CD player,
Audionote, Ear, Transformers,
Magnum, Amplifier,
Nakamical, 1000, 582, TEAC,
Studer, Ariston, turntable,
Tel: 07944 909209 or email:
stevehifiman@hotmail.co.uk
[BD]
B&O Beo4 remote DTV
button, new, unused, boxed,
unwanted gift £ 115, B&O A8
headphones, new, unused,
boxed, also unwanted gift
-for either headphones £ 75,
Tel: 07775 761845 [ BC14]
RUSS ANDREWS, The Silver
Power Block £ 450 (£ 850
new) 1m Kimber Silver Ref
PowerKord £ 450 (£ 950
new), Ben Duncan mains
conditioners 1kVA £ 200
(£450 new) 0.5kVA £ 150
(£350 new), Audience 3ft
mains cable £ 100, Tel:

RARE KOETSU rebuild
by Sugano Jr to platinum
standard with diamond
cantilever, offers, also
Urushi Gold with diamond
cantilever £ 2700 ( best leave
message between 6pm7pm) 07802 843769 [CE17]

MUSIC FIRST passive pre-
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QUAD II forty power amp
(valve) monobloc + QC
twenty-four pre-amp £ 1950
(£4000) Tel: 07764 156157
[AC17]
ORACLE Si3000 Reference
integrated amplifier 300W/8
ohm, Limited Edition,
stunning engineering, design
and sound £ 4250 (£ 10,000)
Tel: 07917 571619 [AC17]
CLASSÉ CAP- 151, 250W rms
+ remote £ 977, Tel: 01206
510392/07966 400745
[AC17]

01563 533565 or email:
i.d.lees@btinternet.com
[BC23]

2. AMPS

CHORD ELECTRONICS
SPM1200E fitted with
integra legs, complete with
power lead, instructions &
packing boxes, excellent
condition, can ship within
the UK £ 3500 ono,
Tel: Worthing 01903
242837/07738 113670
[AC17]

LATEST DNM 3D- Pre, see
HFN review Sept ' 06, pair
of DNM power amps PA3s
includes PS for pre, two PS
for amps, as new £ 13,000,
would accept £ 8500,
superb sound, Tel: 01622
715851 [AC17]
CYRUS APA 7.5 monoblocks
amps, Cyrus PSX-R power
supply, Cyrus ACA 7 preamp, boxed, mint condition
-offers, full details, Tel:
01263 720212 ( evenings)
[BC27]

MARCH 2007

MUSICAL FIDELITY XLP-S
phono stage with power
supply, excellent condition
£95, Tel: 01732 461358
[BC14]
SUMO Nine Plus power
amplifier, pure class A
operation, 65 watts into
8 ohms, 120 watts into 4
ohms, rare classic, excellent
condition £ 350 Tel: 01256
462495 [X]
KRELL KRC3 pre-amp, 8
months' manufacturer's
guarantee, Reference
quality, fully balanced,
realistic offers, Tel: 01225
869236 [ CD]
CHORD CPA2200 pre-amp
with matching 1200B
unused since fully serviced
by Chord, original packaging
and manuals £ 2450, Tel:
01825 722936 [ C8]
SUGDEN A2la MM/MC, vgc,
nothing beats it sub £ 1000,
only £ 450, Tel: 020 609
5030 [ C8]

PURIST AUDIO Colossus
2 power cord £ 60 (£ 200)
Electrocompaniet Power
cord £ 40 (£ 125), Tel: 01308
868044 [ MC17]
NORDOST Quattro Fil 1.0m
£350 (£ 100),Townshend
Isolda 1.5m £ 125 (£ 300),
Linn silver 1.2 m £ 80
(£185), will sell all for £ 450,
Tel: 01442 401761 ( Hemel
Hempstead) [AC17]
VAN DEN HUL '
the
Teatrack' speaker cables 2
x4m lengths with monster
connections £ 60, Tel: 0115
9754070 [AC17]
NOFtDOST SPM speaker
cable, 6 metre stereo pair,
mint, £ 1695 (£ 5000) Tel:
07917 571619 [AC17]
NORDOST Blue Heaven
cables etc, offers, full
details Tel: 01263 720212
(evenings) [ BC27]
ZU Ibis speaker cable, 6 foot
pair £ 200, Living Voice 5 pin
to 2 phono 1/connect £ 125
Tel: 01296 437314 [ BC]

AYRE V5x, fully upgraded
from V5, silver chassis, 230V,
excellent condition, £ 1500,
email: henry1.mok@gmail.
com [C8]
QUAD 909 140W rms £ 650,
EAR 8L6 £ 1950 (£ 2700),
NC AK11 £ 57, Tel: 01206
510392 / 07880 983630
[CE17]
PIONEER A400, vgc £ 120,
Harman Kardon HK61, vgc,
£65, Tel: Paul on 07776
143890 [C8]
CHORD ELECTRONICS
CPA 4000E pre-amp & four

TRANSPARENT Ultra
balanced interconnect 4.5m
length, excellent condition
with original box £ 650
(£1949) Superb dynamic
sound, ideal for pre- to
power amp or for Active
speakers Tel: 07973 220663
(Leicestershire) [ BD]
CHORD CO Odyssey 3m, two
double and 4 end speaker
cables, mint condition £ 199
Tel: 01663 741478 [ CD14]
FOUR 2.5m QED XT400
cables (£ 200) £ 95, Tel: Paul
on 07776 143890 [ C8]

CLASSIFIEDS

SILVER cables, better
than Siltech ( best leave a
message between 6pm
— 7pm), Tel: 07802 843769
[CE17]

11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS
MERIDIAN 596 DVD
upgraded, MSR £ 1497,
possible p/ex, Tel: 01206
510392 / 07966 400745
[AC17]
ENSEMBLE Figura speakers
£4000 (£ 6000), Dirondo
CD player £ 3333 (£ 5000),

Stereophile rated ' class A',
almost brand new for twothirds new cost, complete
with all boxes, remote,
mains cable etc. extremely
musical, detailed sound
and very wife friendly, Ialso
have Ensemble interconnect
and speaker cable, Simon
Yorke Zarathustra S5
legendary and rare 40kg
turntable £ 3000 (£ 7000?),
Kuzma Reference arm
with Cardas wiring and
ltd edition bearings, with
box, instructions and tools,
perfect, £ 725 (£ 1500)

Clearaudio Insider cartridge
has played less than 200
LPs £ 3000 (£ 6500), Trilogy
948 Stereo power amp
£675 (£ 1895), Trilogy 901
preamp £ 400 (£ 1100)
both in excellent condition
in black chrome, Matisse
Reference Preamplifier with
phono stage £ 2000, lsotek
Substation £ 445 (£ 1010).
Will separate if necessary
and demonstrate in N
London, email: phfh@
philiphill.com Tel: 020 8340
9941 [ BC50]

5. DACS
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX
Discrete, mint condition
£1550 ono, maker's box,
manuals and remote, superb
sound, no listening fatigue!
Tel: 07917 565644 ( South
East Scotland) [ BC14]
DENON 2805 processor,
unused, will accept £ 350
Tel: 01563 533565 or
email: i.d.lees@btinternet.
com [ BC23]

4. DVD/CD PLAYERS
EXPOSURE CD2010 and

HUI news

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below. right.

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only

From this month the new Hi Fi News

need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category (eg. accessories,
amps. CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software ( CDs,

Tel (to appear in advert):

records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
Chequejpostal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex (delete as appropriate)
Card number

Number of issues

9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;

Please print the above
advertisement for

11- Complete Systems;

nnnririn

issues

3 digit card security code

the last three digits printed on your signature strip)

Expiry date

Signature

I

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one

EJ

issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are

WANTED category

NB: Telephone or product reference

For sale or wanted?
1 Please tick this box
if you want your
advert to go into the

50p each

numbers count as one word (eg.

•We are not responsible for clerical errors

's•

Name'

12- Miscellaneous

to fill in the form -

Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example

Address*

Postcode'

contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of El ( 50p for each extra word).

Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. Hi Fi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.

STANDS
MARANT.
MODEL
REFURBISHED
WITH

CLASSIFIEDS

remote £ 279, Tel: 01206
510392 / 07966 400745
[AC17]

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO R5OW
monitors £ 175, Tel: 020
8688 6397 [AC17]

PRIMARE D30.2 CD player,
boxed, mint condition,
offers, for full details
Tel: 01263 720212
(evenings) [ BC27]

B&W CM 1bookshelf
speakers, maple, 3 months
old, mint, boxed £ 375, Tel:
0115 9754070 [AC17]
TANNOY Canterbury 15HE
£3950 (£ 8500), mint
Tel: 07764 156157 [AC17]

MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 CD
player, excellent condition,
only 1year old £ 700,
Tel: after 5pm 07900
353204 [ BC14]
MARK LEVINSON ML39 CD
player, owned from new,
boxed, original receipts,
manual & remote, transport
screws, etc, 100% as new
condition, fantastic player at
agreat price, very happy to
demo £ 1900, Tel: David on
07768 773912 [CD]
WADIA 301 CD, immaculate
condition in silver, £ 2500
Tel: 07809 504274 [CD]
WADIA 861B, latest
engraved logo version,
silver chassis 230V, mint
condition, 18 months, full
packaging £ 3500, email:
henry1.mok@gmail.com
[C8]

HYPERION 938 speakers,
3 months old £ 2800 ovno,
Tel: 01296 437314 [ BC]
FOCAL-JMLAB Sib/Cub
speaker system for 5.1
surround sound, unused, will
accept £ 450, Tel: David on
07768 773912 [ BC]

YAMAHA NS100 M,
fantastic condition, re-wired
internally, bargain at £ 900,
Tel: 020 609 5030 [C8]

RUARK Talisman 3, walnut,
boxed, very good condition
£950, Tel: 07809 504275
[CD]

FOCAL-JMLAB 937 Be
Anniversary, one of 300,
perfect, approx 20 hours
use, full range 92dB,
£3000 (£ 4500), www.
audioplusservices.com/
jmlab/ElectraBe.htm - www.
cinenow.comlusInews-1589.
htm, Tel: Philip on 020 8340
9941 [CD14]
AUDIO PHYSIC Luna 2 Active
sub-woofer, twin drive units,
cherry wood veneer, mint
(£1799) £ 995, Contact Paul
on 07776 143890 [ C8]
WILSON Watt Puppy 3.2
£2750 (£ 14,000), Wilson
Witts £ 1450 (£ 12,000), Tel:
Bill 01993 851508 [ CD14]

DENON TU260L Il £ 47 Tel:
01206 510392/07966
400745 [AC17]
CREEK Classic AM/FM tuner,

MERIDIAN 596 DVD
upgraded and MSR £ 1497,
Tel: 01206 510392 / 07880
983630 [ CE17]

ATC SCM 100 TSL
Anniversary limited edition
speakers, burr magnolia
piano finish,active or
passive, reluctant sale,
bought new Feb 2006
£6500, ( new £ 13,000),
contact Ian on 07941
424322 / 01789 261585 or
email: ian.brunt@zen.co.uk
[CD14]
WHARFDALE Diamond 9.1

excellent condition £ 350
ono, Tel: 01278 793886
[AC17]
LINN LP12 turntable
Afromosia, no arm £ 195,
(vgc) Tel: 01202 767873
(Dorset) [AC17]
DUAL 503/1 £ 35, Pro-Ject

MAGNEPLANAR MG 2-SR,
excellent condition, house
forces sale £ 1195 ono,
Tel: 07905 147869 [CE17]

8. TUNERS

WADIA CD player, 860x,
immaculate condition,
boxed, price new £ 9000,
reason for sale - changed
to home cinema, priced for
quick sale £ 2750 ovno,
Tel: 0117 9374427 ( after
6pm) [ C8]

EMM LABS CDSD Transport
£1600 (£ 5500), Accuphase
DP55 CD player £ 850
(£3000), Tel: Bill 01993
851508 [ CD14]

AUDIO PHYSIC Virgo2
& Virgo3, both in mint
condition owned from new,
contact me for in-depth
details of these excellent
speakers, can demo at my
house and deliver within
M25, I'm upgrading within
the Audio Physic range
hence sale, these are
exceptional speakers, Ilook
forward to hearing from
you, Tel: 07941432804
[BC14]

speakers, cherry finish, 3
hours use, boxed as new
£125, Tel: 01825 722936
[C8]

mint condition £ 375 ono,
NAD FM/AM Dab tuner C445,
mint condition £ 260 ono
Tel: 02476 422967 [ C8]

9. TURNTABLES
AUDIO TECHNICA AT- 0C9
MC cartridge £ 125 (£ 360),
Tel: 01308 868044 [ MB17]
TECHNICS SL110 direct
drive turntable SME 3009/2
Imp, cover, AT110E,

Debut Ill, £ 97 Tel: 01206
510392/07966 400745
[AC17]
REGA Planar 25, Dynavector
cartridge, boxed, mint
condition, full details, Tel:
01263 720212 (evenings)
[BC27]
TECHNICS SL110/SME
3009/M95 HE £ 257, Tel:
01206 510392 / 07880
983630 [ CE17]
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE
Spacedeck with Spacearm
and cartridge £ 650
(£1950), Whest phono stage
and power supply £ 650,
(£1350). Tel: Bill 01993
851508 [ CD14]

WANTED
TECHNICS SL- 10 Quartz
direct-drive record deck, full
working order please, Tel:
01202 481386 [ BD]
FAROUDJA DV1000
CD/DVD player, must be
mint, standard factory
specification with no
modifications, Tel: 07791
361620 [ BD]
BANG OLUFSEN integral
tuner- amp, any age, also
recent Denon integral
tuner-amp, CD player also
portable CD play, quality
cassette recorder, all in very
good condition please, Tel:
01234 711538 ( N Bucks)

CONTACT US

12. MISCELLANEOUS
NAKAMICHI 700 high-end
cassette deck £ 157,

If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:

Tel: 01206 510392/
07880 983630 [CE17]

Carole Molloy, Hi Fi News, IPC
Media, Leon House, 233 High
Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

7. SPEAKERS
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www.choice-hifi.corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Accessories
Accuphase
Accuphase See List
AHRC Grim Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo COO Pod DockingoSats
Kimber 350i
MIT 750 shotgun
Origin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Ringmat Full Version

Ch o ic e
hi-fi
Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
No Sale No Fee
No limit to numbers of items
No Time Limit on adverts
Credit Card Payments
, Tried and tested items Guaranteed
, Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

AV Processors
Arcam OVA
Krell ASS
Krell HIS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MCA
Lumagen Vision HOP
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Primate SP30
Proceed FAO/POSO
Yamaha DSP-E800

£2395
£3750
£1800
£9500
£3995
£4150
f750
£695
£4500
£2995
£1300
£1995
£150

AV Receivers
Denon AVC 3800
Pioneer VSX-02011-S

£495
£450

Cables
Argento Serenity Master Reference
Black Rhodium Requiem
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
Ecosse Reference Ouartet MS2
JPS Labs SC2
Kimber Monocle
Amber Orchid
Kimber Select 1130
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair
mn/spectral MH-770 ultrahnear
Nordost Reference TYR Intercon.
Nordost Reference TYR LS
Siltech Cables balanced
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
Transparent Audio Digilink
Transparent Audio Music Wave
Transparent Audio Music Wave 10ft Bi Wire
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
van den nul CS 122
Wireworld Starlight 5Mk 2DVI-FIDMI
Wireworld Ultraviolet 5Mk2 HDMI-110M1

£3320
£695
£150
£160
£395
£295
£325
0450
£395
£850
£599
£1650
£200
£1995
£125
£150
£350
£12990
£900
£25
£150
£100

CD Players and DACs
Accuphase DP- 75V
Acoustic Arts art v2 CD Player
Acoustic Arts DAC 1mk111
Acoustic Arts Player 1
Steam 5
Audio Flight Cal
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /v1.0 DDE
Audio Alchemy DOE 1.1
Audio Research CO 2
Audio Research CO3 Mk11
Burmester 001CDP
CEC DX 51 DAC
Cyrus cd7q/pssr
FAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
Gamut CO lmkll
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund Meta- Laser- II
Krell (PS 20 iL
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28e CAST 11
Krell KPS2011
Mark Levinson 390S
Mark Levinson ML 390s
Mark Levinson ML39
MSB Link DAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 000/CD
Musical Fidelity M3 NU VISTA 3E) CO
Nam Audio CO 3.5
Nam Audio CD3
Onkyo MOB-IHD040 MSB-1 HOD recorder
Philips CD 104
Roksan dal dac and pwr supp
Rotel red- 06
Sony CDP-557E00
Stax DAC-Talent
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Theta Data It Transport
Theta Data IlTranSPort
Theta DS Pro Gen Va
Theta Pro Basic 2
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
Trichord GENESIS
Wadia 2000 Digimaster
Yamaha COO 1000
Yamaha CDX-497
YBA 3Alpha
ABA CD1 Delta 2PSU
ABA yba cd3X

£4000
£1200
£2795
£2295
£200
£2995
£420
£150
£1695
£3550
£6500
£1095
£750
£995
£1495
£495
£1650
£4250
f8995
£4995
£2995
£2750
£3495
£2000
£350
£1450
£1695
£550
£350
£500
£95
£450
£290
£250
£0
£675
£895
£295
£1250
£600
£295
£295
£250
£1785
£350
£130
£995
£2895
£995

Complete Systems
Dar 8Epos
Linn Classic - Ninka, LK140, Wakonda, Ikemi
Meridian Audio System
Nam Audio SRL System
Naim Audio CD3/102/180/SBL
Rega Complete System

£2000
£4300
£995
£6975
£2350
£2000

Custom installation Products
Lain Knekt Line Drive

£175

OVO Players
Meridian Audio 598 CD/DVD/DVDA
£ 1650
Pioneer DVD656A
£ 150
Hi Fl ether
bang and olufsen Beosystem 5000
£850
Bose Quiet Comfort II Noise Cancelling Headphones £ 125
Harmon Kardon Citation 23 FM Tuner £ 225
Musical Fidelity 13 Tuner
£ 250
Nakamichi 680ZX
£ 400
Nakamichi 682zx
£390
Nakamichi DR 8
£ 149
Rotel RT925 tuner
£75

Interpreted Amplifiers
Audio Flight Flight One Integrated
2995
£
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated £ 995
Gryphon Diablo£ 3750
Krell 158V 3001
£ 995
Krell KAY 400x)
£ 2250
Pathos Logos
£ 1600
Roksan rocksan kandy hat
£ 450
Loudspeakers
Accuphase 02.2 Revelation
1200
£
Acoustic Labs Bolero
230
£
Alon Phalanx/Poseidon10000
£
Arcam One
£300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 62
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire TI- CMocha
£45
°9
0
Audio Note AN J
Audio Physic Medea 11
£ 13000
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £ 1995
Audio Physic Spark ( latest) £ 1299
Audio Physic Tempo 31
£ 1350
Audio Physic Virgo 3
2500
£
Audio Physic Yam Floor
£699
Audiovector
Bose ACOUSTIMASSe
M3signature
3 active
£
£2100
150
Castle Howard S2
£ 750
Dah Euphoria MS4
£ 3495
Definitive Technology BP3000
2500
£
Dynoudio St1095
4
£
Eggleston Works Fontaine
2850
£
Else Jet CL310 Jet
£ 550
Epos est 4me ded stands
£ 325
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
395
£
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1o2
20
Hales concept 5
££
22
62
100
Jamo 0030
£650
JAS Ursa
£995
JBLTLX103,121,111 £ 180
JMLab Diva Utopia
5900
£
JMLab Electra 1027 BE3400
£
JMLab Electra 906
£ 595
JMLab Mezzo Utopia
£ 2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£ 2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE . Stands £ 3600
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands £ 2750
JMLab Nova Utopia
£ 10500
JR Jordan JR 150 nStands
450
£
F0
1095,
5mk1
£450
KEEF
K
KEF Reference 4
£12075
50
leema SPLX12 sub- woofer
£650
Linn Keilidh
£325
Lumley lampross 200
1650
£
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature £ 1300
Magneplanar MG 20x
£8500
Magneplanar MG3.6/R£ 3600
Martin Logan Ascent
f2495
Mirage FRX 9
0600
Naim Audio SOL Walnut
£800
Perigee FE 1Loudspeaker
f2995
Mega P4XL Mk2
1295
£
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proac ELS
Quad
015 57
Yew finish

Pre Amplifiers
Acoustic Arts Pre 1
Adyton Modus
Alma PST 11.01i

Counterpoint
DNM 3d twin
doll) dell

Definitive Technology BP 3000 oLCR
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Vienna Acoustics 3Weberni2 Berg/ Subson
Power Amplifiers
Amen.. P700
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
Acoustic Arts Power 1
Alma ST 13.01
Nola ST 15.01
Audio Flight Flight One Of)
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Research V70
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldar 70
Audiolab 8000 PC
Audiolab 8000a mklIl
BAT. VK 600se
B.A.T.0020(1
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder 500 BE Monos
CA.T JL2 Signature
Carver TFM-42
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cary OLA 70
Cello Duet 350
Classe Audio CA 201

lEadis
r K
J
C
P
T5C
9m
AS
n'
TII
j

£££ 53
4929
3
'755
5
Mark Levinson 380s
£217
0
15
50
0
MoCormak RLD 1
Meridian Audio 002
£ 1100
Michell Argo HR/Hera
£ 550
Michell ISO FIR/Hera
£295
Naim Audio 102
595
£
Naim Audio Nao 62
0250
Rotel RC- 06
££
12
35
20
0
Tact RCS 2.0
Tact RCS 2000
£ 1995
Tom Evans Argo Hr
£°
199
95
5
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8Power Supply £ 1000
10/1 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
£3
°79
99 5
5
Projectors
Madrigal MP 9CRT

£ 19990

Stands
Attacama Equinox
£ 175
Base Cabinet
£250
Black Diamond Racing Shelf 8Cones £400
Mana Acoustics reference sound table £ 175
Mana Acoustics Reference Table
£ 250

£2095
£575
£700
£750
£3900

£150
£3250
£195
£2650

£4000
£3495
£2150
£995
£1095
£4795
£5000
£12995
£1595
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
£5995
£1395
£1900
£1250
£2300
£1950
£4650
£11500
£360
01280
£895
£3995
£1800

£
£ 3750
1200

DNM series 2/3
£325
Electrocompaniet EC 4.6
550
£
Exposure 6/7/8 8expander£
Gryphon Sonata Allegro

£995
£ 1399

Multi Channel Speaker Systems

£ 1495
29
£1
£
1
450
5

Alma PST 11.011
£ 995
Audio Flight Flight 1Pre
°2
£
299
79 5
5
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Note M3+ Phono
£3750
Audio Refinement Pre 5
395
£
Audio Research LS22
£ ££t8
7895
Audio Research LS9
95
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate
£
£
1
1
4E95
00
BAT VK30
B.A.T. VKI
Boulder 1012
6
Boulder 2010 Pre
Burmester 808mk11
£
£9
2
94
799
50
55
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK III
99
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
°£
05
4
299
75505
Chord Electronics CPA 4000E
Conrad Johnson POS Pre Amp
£ 595

Quad ESL 57600
£
Quad ESL 988
02
£
22
29
95
5
Quad ESL 988
REL 0200E
£350
ROL Strata
f£
18
200
95
Revel Albo subwoofer
Richard Allan Dimension Ewe 3
0300
Soros Faber Extreme 8Stands £ 3995
Som. Faber Minuetto oAdj. Stone Wood Stands £595
SoundLab Al£
8990
System Audio SA2K
£ 1595
Tandberg Studio Monitors£
Velodine FSR 10
27
£
°
459
50
55
Vibe Alpha 2sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£4
°4
500
75
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Wilson Audio MASA 2
£ 28990
Wilson Audio System 5.15900
£
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1£ 6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
£3
£
37
29
59
5
Wilson Audio Wrtt
Multi Channel Amps
Parasound 051
Pioneer ASAE07
Primare A3a2
Primare A303
Theta Theta Dreadnaught 11

£275
£1250
£2200
£790
£475
£1395
£3395
£7365
£9995
£15500
£395
£4995
£3750
£5995
£7995
£15500
013550
f7995
£1950
£1295
£1750
£4995
£7975
£1750
£1150
£3250
£5750
£1095
£2495
£595
£5995
£280
£210
£220
£695
£1295
£3750
£2500
£1300
£6995

Cyrus 1111
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60
Dual mono block- 200w 23.5
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure »Ill Power Amp
Gamut D100 midi
Gamut 0200 mime
Goldmund 184
Bolero DM 38
Halera DM613
Harmon Cordon AP2500/PA2200
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
Krell FPB 300
Krell FPB 600e
Krell FPS 700 cx(600 Upgraded)
Krell FPB 750 mcx
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB-700C0
Krell (SA 250
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Levinson No 23
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC352
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Naim Audio 180
Passlabs 0600
Quad 33. 303. FM3
Rotel RB-06
Rotel REI-06
Samuel Johnson Audio PPAI 00
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Gen.. Monobloc
XTC power one
ABA Passion Monoblocks

£300

Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner
£75
£395
£90
£70
£0
£125
£895
£57
£140

.

j

inrntablesfArms/Cartridges A Phollostariot
AHRC Gran Reaper
£ 80
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Clear Audio Accurate
£ 2395
EAR The Head
£ 390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£200
Graham Slee Era Gold V
£395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat.
f3250
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon £ 2495
Michell Odyssey
£ 1595
Michell Orbe
£ 1550
NottIngham Analogue Interspace/RB300/Reson £425
Origin Live Encounter
£750
Ortolan 510 MM
£35
Ortolan Jubilee
£ 1000
Ortolan Kontrapunkt B
£650
Oxford Crystal Reference oGraham 2
£ 2900
Roksan Xerxes 10/001 5/Memo/Jubilee £3500
SME Focus / series Ills
£350
SME Model 10A
£ 2899
SME Model 20/2A
04995
SME Model 35/28
010999
SME Series VArm
£ 1450
Systemdek 1100900
£ 350
VP1 TNT 4oRokport Arm
£6500
IV /Marna/ LCD
NEC 42 0M3/X93
NEC 50 AMA/ORO
Panasonic 42 PWD9
Panasonic 42 PWD9HD
Pioneer 502 me Plasma

£995
£1995
£1495
£1995
COO

"Your current system isn't terminal...
it just needs some ayre to breathe. "
At last. Mains purification without current compression, or side effects, or bulky boxes. Four
individually isolated outputs; filtered; non-magnetic, star wiring. It could only come from a
designer of amplifiers.., the improvement is huge. Announcing the L-5xe; the
"Ayre Conditioner" price £995 + £ 169 for anodised black.

1
MX- R Mono Amp

0-1xe OVO CO Player

V-6xe Multichannel Amp

IM:1111
AX- 7e Integrated Amp

arra
K-1 xe Preamp

K-5xe Preamp

CX-7e CD Player

DX- 7e DVD Player

ima=mi
V-lxe Power Amp

V-5xe Power Amp

C-5xe Universal Player

P-5xe Phono Preamp

for those who don't believe in compromise
4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
0845 4000 400
,
nfo@audiosalon.co.uk www.audiosalon.co.uk www.ayre.com
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MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MI Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wlharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

MUSIC
MATTERS

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker
BA DAJ
01IIIIA .

THE

www.musicmatters.co.uk

AUDIO

SPECIALISTS

turntableworld!
Aesthetix, Avid, Ciearaudio, Decen' Audio DynavectDr, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Graham, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live Ortofon, Project Roksan, Rothwell, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Trichord, Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

thinking of selling your 11)12? - Call us now for great upgrade deals!
turntableworld! is at hifisound, 30b Larchtield St, Darlington, DL3 71E. Tel 01325 24888 or email newsturntableworld.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin Logan - Vantage

L
:

60 Durham Road. London. SW20 OTW
T 020 8946 I526/033 IE shopigobrianhil.com

1

:

,

_

i•-: mom - 7- >

Frei. parka« • Five minutes from A3 • Ope Tua - Sat 9 - 5.30

Sonue Faber - Domus

M OM1 -

aiudie Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Drearneision • Dynavector • Epos • Gotwire • Ly.
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Nain, • Opera
Onkyo • Origrn Live • Prima Luna • Reson • Sonneteer
Sonue Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • "Meta • Totem
lranaparent • Unison Research • Veloslyne • Waterfall
Please col. tact us for

list of en dom ,St display product

Chord - Cable,
We are currently
demonstrating theme
stunning new prod.,
Please cent act us to
arrange ademonstration.

Sugden - A21SE Amp Se CD

Can Hi -Fi Sound Real? ( part 2)
At the " Audio at Home" event following the UK 2006 Audio Engineering Society's Conference, LP's cut
from live music were replayed immediately after cutting with a high end turntable and active 3- way
loudspeakers. The live music was described as being a delight but the reproduction, whether live from
the microphone or replayed from the lacquer, was reported to be a pale shadow that had little of the
spaciousness, ease and envelopment of the real thing (Stereophile, August, 2006). Dynavector's
research shows that it is the lack of the dispersive elements and group delays in the reproduction
which is primarily responsible for this. The remedy is to add a Dynavector SuperStereo processor
and 2 small additional speakers to your system to produce a sound with greatly enhanced ambience,
naturalness and immediacy ( without affecting the normal stereo signal).
Further details about SuperStereo at: http://web.onetel.com/—dynavector
Dynavector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873. E-mail: dynavectorgonetel.com

MARCH 2007 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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MADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

hi-fi by enthusiasts
Below is just a small selection of

PARTS AND ADVICE.
• .1.01.

Cn.4
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%
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some of the exciting products we offer:
The Denon DL110 is ahigh
output moving coil cartridge .
It offers great performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input.

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

er:

Fostex

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

»)

í
morel'

ACOUSTIC PANELS

AJA

vrfa

c

fterltss
LPG

NÔÉDOST

EON
scan•speaK

EJ

mADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.

IP" .1

TEL 6E6-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
infoi§madisound.corn
Web Page: http:/www.madisound.com

The Denon DL- 103 moving coil
cartridge is a true classic, not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival oesigns
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL-103R: £200.

1
111

Denon DL-304
This isMC
a wonderfully
transparent
sounding
cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its mklband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £ 210 price is taken nt.'
account.

The Dynavector DV-20 is available
in both high and low output versions,
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
astep-up transformer: £ 395.

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
202,

Findon Road, Worthing, B,SI-i OEJ

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hestereo.com
Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEAKERS
B&W 801 Original speakers average condition for year

£695

B&W 802 Original speakers

£350

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

£ 395

Elac CL330 jet speakers with Stands

£ 995

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Mordaunt Short MS902 speakers
Origin

Live

£ 99

OL speakers

£250

Tannoy Westminster Royal HE speakers (£ 15,000) £9995
RE-AMPS
Audlonote M8 Pre- amp with phono (£ 19,500)

£9995

Audionote Zero Remote controlled Pre-amp New.

. £ 695

Heybrooke Per and Power amp with matching CO payer. . £695
Mark Levinson 26s Balanced Pre- amp

£2500

Mark Levinson 28 pre- amplifier with phono stage . £995
Helm NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP

Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dyn 3MiC and fast sound: £425.
Onoton Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £450. and evolve through the ' H'
at £600, the ' B' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the ' C' at £900.
Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard: £625.
The Lyra Argo is ahigh
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
eontact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
performance.

90/3 Power Amp

£ 595

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£995

AMPLIFIERS
Meant Alpha 8P power amp

£195

Audio Note Kagan mono Amps (£28,000)

£11,995

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps (£ 10,000)

£5,495

Audio Note Neiro Mono Blocks

£5,495

Classe CA201 power amp

£1595

Exposure 15 integrated amp with phonostage £ 345
Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£3500

Mark Levinson 20.5 Reference mono Blocks

£4495

Mark Levinson 33H Reference mono Amps

cF0A

Mark Levinson 390S CD Player

£3495

Mark Levinson ML383 integrated Amp

£2995

Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp

£4995

.PLATERS & TRANSPORTS
Esoteric X03 CO/SACO Player ex demo model.
Micromega Drive 3 DAC 1

EPOA

£ 495

Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport

£4500

Sonic Frontelrs SFD1, Dac

£ 795

Sony CD pm41 CO player
The Audio Note lo range of
cartndges starts with the loi
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and cods
made from pure silver wire.

OKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

its sound is transparent yet dynamic. with amid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1.850.

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

The top model of the range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead. which are powered from art
external power supply. Its performance has to be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
rif cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £ 8.950 including
power supply.

• FREE

SHIPPING on

purchases over

$100

all US taxes.

(215) 862 4870 • lax ( 215) 862 4871

Visit our wpbsita at:
lotp://www.tatwyra.con
email: tatwynelatwyre.com

I t THE
CABLE

£295

5 tier equipment stand superb condition

Sony ST- 5E570 Tuner
Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£ 75

Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

£ 65

Techniques St-610L tuner fro/mw/lw
Transparent Music Wave + 10ft pair
Winds 01 stylist gauge

£65
£425

New 495.00
£25
£17.50

1VTA1LES, CARTRIDSES 6 TalVILUMIS
£195

Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arm ... £P0A
Mark Levinson 25S Phonostage with power supply ... £1995
We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer.
It is for this reason that we stock a range of designs, from the
new Note Products SkipNote at £200 ( pictured above !eft).
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 ( above right) hr
£4.950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1,500 to £2,750 and offer avar,
sty of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

2007

£ 195
£ 60

Regs Planer 2 with R6250 arm

Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk IMARCH

£ 125

JPS The Power AC Plus. 2 Metre Power cord

Linn LP12/Akita arm/Dynovector 017

£ 350

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
016 FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.

18938 USA

£275

Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO

comminy

120

£ 150

1 Metre Pair Mandrake balanced interconnect

Zerodust CO & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25)

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
U
B
E
S
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation

125 Union Square, New Hope PA

CELLANEOUS
1 Metre Pair Nordost Red Dawn. SE interconnect

Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)

• 60 brands, 238 cable products.

•FREE of

£ 60

.—

VISA

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

CLASSIFIEDS
www.soundcinergy.co.uk

atC

sound cinergy

castle
creek

specchs. in home entertainment

Also

epos
harbeth

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Merarrtz,

GoldrIng
QED
Grado
Van Darnme

lexicon

mvk

Monitor Audio, Mondaunt Short, NAD, Okki

michell

Nokki, Project, REL, Roksan, litemescene, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

Usher in bevon

arcarn

yam audio
neat acoustics

01922 457926

nottingham
primare
sme

Oranges & Lemons

spendor
runco

I
pswic

01473)

HiFi,
Home Cinema

W

.

transistor, valve, class A. AB,
SE, push-pull?

Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwooclauclio.co.uk
+44(0) 28 8579 7755

tpj

4(C)ra
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c.d
8a57u 97.1.5c6c,
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Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp
Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
- An computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE TO
SMART SOUND

"Boy does that
HI-Fl News
single valve serve "Provided auniverse of almost
up slam"
perfect listening pleasure,
OVERALL RATING sweet detaied and above all,
supremely musical"

19/20

Hi-FiNews
VP129

£15911

www.dnm.co.uk

Call For appointment to visit us at Hammel' on
t,

0870 8500129

amplifier sound is the key

FOR SALE AND WANTED

wssw.oandlhifixo.uk
61 Webbs Road, Battersea. S1‘ Il 6RX
email: oranges.lemons usirgin.net

Manned 24hr order line:

Ive music at home?

AND RECORDS

020 7924 2040

•All valve circuitry
•RIM equillzation
•Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
•Rumble filter

Dartmouth Devon TQ6 9HN
01803 833366 www.5oundHiFi.com

VINTAGE GEAR

Specialists

•

Sound Hi Fi

(ono

Jk

'Lockwood Audir

& Multi-room

!!!

W

55171

I:eng@signals

fax ( 01473)
W

Come round for a coffee and
listen to the Usher 520 & Dancers

hi-fi for gown

HiFi+
"Near perfect blend of prm€
and performance
What HiFi
"Smooth, warm sound Makes
vocal based music apleasure"
Call for fig' reviews

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

www.smartsounddirect.com

,

5m

.41 ,d
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HORSHAM HI-FI & HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem and Used equipment for sale

Original Price

Jeff Rowland Model 8T & BPS- 8 Power Arno
'JCS Elgar DAC
.ICS Purcell Upsampier
SAD Powermaste- 2000 5Charnel Power Amp

£18,000
£9,000
£4,500

Krell Showcase Preama/Procesior
Revel Voice Centre Sdeaker
Lexicon MC4 Preamp/Processor
-exicon CX-7 7Channel Power Amp
Lexicon RT- 10 DVD/CD/SACD Player
ATC SCM-12 Loudspeakers

Price Now
£ 5,995
£ 2,995
£ 1,595

£6,000
£4,500

£ 2,495
£ 2,995

L6,000
£3,500
£3,500
£2,000
£1,000

£ 2,995
£ 2,500
£ 2,500
£ I,295
L695

Dynaudio Audience 8 Loudspeakers
Re el B-15 1000w SubwoofeRe,e1 F50 Loudspeakers

£1,500

L595

£2,750
£6,000

£ 1,995
£ 3,495

Revel C50 Centre Spe,ker

£2,500
£1,800

£ 1,795
£ I,295

Revel 530 Dipole Speakers
Sim2 HT 300E Link DLP Projector
Sirn2 Domino 30H DLP Projec:or ( New)

£12,000

£ 4,995

£3500

£ 2250

IsoTek GII Titan Mails Conditioner

LI 1,000
£895
£1650

[ Phone
£ 595
£ 1250

IsaTek GII Nora Mails Conditioner
Theta DS Pro basic II )AC

£1750
£2990

£ 1350
£ 695

Theta Data Basic II CD Transport

£2990

Sim2 C3X Lite 3Chip DLP Projector
Proac Tablette Reference 8Signature Loudspeakers

£ 895

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 27293 Ior 07890 390310
email: projectorsareuebtinternet.com website: www.projectorsareus.com

they used to say, it's grim up north...
Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Ataccma, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable, Chord Electronics, Consonance, Creaktiv
Custom Design, Esoteric, Grado, lsotek, Kudos, Monitor Audio Nbien, Neat Ope -a, Pathos, Primare, Pure, Resolution Audio,
Revolver, Roksan, Shanling, Standesign, Sugden, System Audio TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van den Hul, Wadia

...not any more
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, Courty Durham, DL3 71E. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

MARCH 2007

www.hifinews.co.uk
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CLASSIFIEDS
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1
Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN . EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•
MICROMEGA ' NAN AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTE!
•
ROYD • SHAM\ I \ \ • TEAC YAMAHA & MORE

Audio servicing
specialists.
upgir.acies avai
British, Japanese
8. American hi-fi
catered for.
Phase Linear 8, SAE
specialists_
Custom equipment designed
8, built in FIC)LIS.e«
Sale of pre-ovvraied
equipment_

n
tidelitY
indecently good hi-ft

Mel: 01264 323573

Absolute Analogue
Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7f:

Open Tues -Sat 10am

It is not necessary to lune great hi-fi

t

I
o

0.1A '

oge si mee

A

l

For more information
please see our oetisitc

> FOSTEX
> MAX FIDELITY

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

Plus cartridge re- tipping service

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON

Web Site:
Email:

020 8688 6565

HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

SOLEN

t#4,

122

Premier Audio

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solenesolen.ca
Web: www.solen.ca

www.hifinews.co.uk iMARCH 2007

ROOM I

'Room

2

plow demonstrating

Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport. Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, Isotek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station PiS
Audio ACM,

..\ udio Synthisis - Audio Physics -Audio Aero Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - PI ini us - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Orinfon - Van den Hull - Mirage
P/X vakome N'otne innoutration gooésekction of Vgané
We are 10minsJ 39 - M1 1Ornins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

THE

QUA,

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE

www.cartridgeman.com

thecartridgeman@btinternet.com

> VOLT

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
CO WRING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, E.A.R., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, liARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, CAT., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 600
TEL: 01283 702875 9aun-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft Moth, Hadcocic, E.A.R. and others.

> ETON

\‘"

EPOA
EPOA
£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£625
£1300
£370
EPOA
£640
£1500
£2200
£1600
f800
£599
£885
EPOA

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW dBOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application.

"The Cartridge Man 99

> AUDAX

> MOREL

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi- F , World
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www tnt-audio coin

- 6pm

then contact:

> ATC

> LPG

Rothwell: 01204 366133

Front End Problems?

DRIVERS:

too Loud

SALIE

equipment in order to listen to music. -

Cet it right!

0

Way

www.rothwellauclioproducts.co.uk

CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DLIO3R
DENON 01103
DENON 01160
DENON DL110
DENON 131.304
GRADO RS1
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU1
STAX HEADPHONES

Website: ooo.absoluleanalogue.co.uk

wier

Too Loud

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

Email: Absolute_Analogne ,aemaiLmsn.com

'OW'

0

Loud

a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems
of
excess
gain
and
bring
sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment
The coSt is only £ 39
•
iper delivered To order. call

IAN HARRISON HIFI

Tel / Fax: + 44 ( 0120 8459 8113

...hot it helps.

0

It's

9High Street, Hampton 11 ids. hingmon upon I
humes.

Surrey KT I4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530

.
7"«.

Does This Seem Familiar?

SPECIALIST
ESL 57

Spares and Repairs

LE 1
Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.

CALOAD Ntusikwitecieer-gcsbia
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. 4-49(0)2654 987977 fax. + 49(0)2654 987976
ernail:QUIdebsE)-Gnnbl-1@t-anline.de
vvwvse.Qt_lasC)-1•11JSIK.carn
wvvw.quadatelier.de

TO ADVERTISE HERE CALL BEN
NOW ON 0208 726 8317

shadow audio
20 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes KY7 6RU, Scotland
email: info@shadowaudio.co.uk
web: www.shadowaudio.co.uk
sales line 1: 0844 800 0073
sales line 2: 0844 800 0074
after sales: 0844 800 00

The finest selection of HiFi Products
in the UK, - all under one roof:
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus, Audio
Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium,
Blue Note, Bryston, CEC, Custom Design, Croft, Dali, DK Design,
EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf, Hovland,
Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Lumley, Manley Labs, Marantz,
McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Musictools, Nordost, Opera,
Origin Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu,
Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan, Shanling, Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio,
Triangle, Trichord, Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, Whest,
Wilson Benesch, Vertex AQ, VPI and many more.

LAI EST USED LISTING
DIGITAL
Meridian 200 Transport and 203 DAC combo, absolutely mint, great sound
Gryphon Adagio, immac., boxed, remote, puck. Be quick!!! I £5700)
Micromega Aria, black, ex HiFi Choice review model (£2150)
Ayre CD-7e, excellent condition, boxed, only lyr old, beautiful 1E21951
Stello CDA209 Special Edition, Integrated DAC, excellent cond (f
795)
Shanling CDT100, exc cond, gold legs, fully boxed (( 1650)
Micromega CD132, ex-dem, black finish, as new condition, boxed (£849)
Naim CDX with NAXPS power supply, good condition, boxed
Stella DA220 DAC, exc cond, boxed, stunning reviews everywhere! (£895)
Arcam Diva 931, silver, exc cond, boxed, manual, r/c, 1yr old, ( E1000)
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC + Transport, only afew months old (£4000)
Musical Fidelity kW SACO player, boxed, factory sealed box lf 4000)
AVI Lab Series CD, current spec, boxed, unmarked condition If 1499)
Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive, ex-dem, immaculate cond (£4000)
Resolution Audio Opus 21,2 box cd player, boxed, black/silver ((2960)
Maranta SA- 1151, mint, 6mnths old, champagne finish, boxed (£ 1999)
Maranta SA15-51, silver finish, unmarked condition, high end SACCO (EA 100)
Unison Research Unico Valve output CD, only 3mnths old, latest ver (£1250)
AMPLIFIERS
Exposure 23 Pre Amp, mint, boxed, remote (£ 1400)
Exposure 28 Power Amp, mint, boxed (£ 1400)
Bryston 4B-SST Power Amp, 2months old!, like new, 300wpc (£2750)
EAR Yoshino 834T Hybrid Int, mint, boxed, 8months old! Bargain! 1(28001
Qinpu A1.0x, ex What HiFi review model, boxed in immac cond (£300)
Qinpu A-8000 MK II, ex HiFi World review model, boxed as new (£ 1295l
Parasound A21 Power Amp, immac condition, silver, only lyr old iirIS001
Musical Fidelity A308 pre-amp, immaculate, boxed, manual (£ 1999)
Musical Fidelity AS Int 250wpc, 6months old, boxed, as new (£ 14991
Musical Fidelity AS Power Amp, 6months old, boxed, immac (£ 14991
Bryston B-100 SST Int amp, unmarked condition, boxed (£2750)
McIntosh C220 Pre, only 2months old!, boxed, mint. Simply stunning!1£3300)
Chord CPA2800 pre-amp+phono stage, £2800 new, in black, immac
Gamut 0200 Power Amp, silver, immac condition, boxed (£3200)
Bel Canto Evo 21 Integrated, boxed, mint cond ((2800)
Arcam FM1 Pre, gocond, boxed, manual, remote, only 1year old! (£1200)
Arcam FMI P35 Power Amp, good cond, boxed, manual (£850)
Jungson JA-88D Int, pure class A, HiFi World 5globe winner, ex-dem (08991
AVI lab Series Power Amp, immac, less than lyr old, boxed (£ 1650) ,
Pathos Logos, brand new sealed box!, canc order, great opportunity 2700)
((
Eastern Electric M520 lot, What HiFi 5star review, 4mnths old 1E1539)
Eastern Electric Minimax Pre, ex-dem, mint condition, boxed ((769)
Naim NAC 102 Pre Amp, good condition, boxed, serial no. 142xxx
Naim NAP 250 Power Pimp, good condition, boxed, serial no. 304xx
Manley Labs Neo Classic 300b Monoblocks, 25wpc, mint! Sensationale5895)
Krell PAM 5pre amp with phono stage, exc cond, boxed (£2000)
MF Audio Passive Pre, only 9months old!, mint cond boxed, manual 1(1500)
Cyrus Pre XVS, immac cond, only 5mnths old!, one prey owner (£ 1000)
Primaluna Prologue 5Power Amp, EL-34 valves, 35 wpc, mint (£950)
Nagra PSA Power Amp, very rare, only 6months old!, immac, stunning
Audionet Sam V2 Integrated, silver, boxed, exc cond (f2400)
ATC 51A2-150 Int amp, black, mint con_...as good as brand new (£2400)
Shanling SP-80C Monoblocks, excellent, gold legs, fully boxed 0000)
Lyngdorf (Tact) TDA2200, digital integrated, full room correction support,
Unison Research Unico Line, only 3months old!, boxed, manual (£950)
Unison Research Unico SE Int amp, mint cond, boxed, manual (£ 13751
Bow Walrus Power Amp, boxed, exc cond, 150wpc (( 3995)
Bow Warlock Pre, boxed, exc cond, fully balanced, r/c (£3495)
Pass Labs X1 Pre Amp, mint, less than lyr old!, sep power supply (£4700)
LOUDSPEAKERS
Hyperion 938, gloss black finish, immac cond, very low hours (£37501
Quad 989, Vintage finish, only 6months old, boxed, mint cond (£5000)
Acoustic Energy AEI Classic, ex-display, never been played, fully boxed (£845)
Acoustic Energy 1MkIII, 8stock, slight mark to front right corner (f1995)
Wilson Benesch Arc, silver stands and side cheeks, immac cond (£2600)
B&W CM4 speakers, in Rosenut, 5years old, boxed
Sonus Faber Cremona, natural maple finish, 5mnths old, boxed. Superb ((5k)
Ref 3a De Capo-i, redwood finish, superb cond, boxed (£25001
JM Lab Diva Utopia BE, exc cond, boxed, tweeter covers and spikes (£7500)
Mission Elegante E82, lyr old, boxed in superb condition (( 1300)
Art Emotion Signature, maple, lyr old, boxed with grills, mint (90001
Quad ESL-63 Electrostatics, mint condition!, vintage finish (brown grills)
PMC FBI +, cherry, boxed, immac cond, few mnths old! (£ 1695)
Monitor Audio GR20, 2yrs old, black, boxed, exc cond (£ 1500)
Monitor Audio GR20, cherry, good cond, orig boxes, great upgrade! (£1500)
PMC 0131, in oak, boxed as new, 6mnths ola simply stunning! (£27001
JAS Audio Orna, ex HiFi Plus review model, poplar tumor (£ 1399)
Zingali Overture 3S, cherry, exc cond, orig packaging, 1year old (£4250)
ATCSCMI2, cherry finish, orig boxes, exc cond fantastic ref monitor spk(E999)
ART Stiletto 6, maple, ex-dem, as new condition, boxed, wonderful (£2030)
ProAc Studio 140, mahogany finish, brand new - never used but box opened,
recent 5stars What HiFi, evenly balanced sound with high qualitylfinish!
JAS Audio Supertweeters, Review pair, sound awesome!! (£649)
ANALOGUE
SME 20/2a, inc SME Vtonearm, unmarked cond, few mnths old (£6300)
Trichord Diablo phono stage, exc cond, only 9mths old, boxed (£ 750)
Wilson Benesch Full Circle, boxed as new, exc cond ((2100)
Eastern Electric Minimax Phonostage, ex-d, mint, boxed 1E1099)
VP! Scout inc JMW-9 tonearm, immac cond, boxed, very little usage (f1650)
VPI Super Scoutmaster Signature, ex-display, boxed, mint (£49951
MISC
Nordost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable, ex-dem, 4m pair, hi-wire (£4891
Isotek Gil Minisub, silver front, current spec, immac cond ((545)
Naim Hi-Cap power supply, good condition, serial na 304xx, superb upgrade
Isotek Mainline filtered mains cable, excellent condition (£200)
Isotek Mainline digital filtered mains cable, exc condition (f225)
Hovland Reference Speaker Cable, exdem, boxed, 8ft pair, single wired (£ 1200)
MIT S2iC Interconnect, 13m, mint condition, boxed as new lf 450)
MIT Shotgun S2s speaker cable, 4.6m pair, mint boxed as new (£ 1000)
Townshend Supertweeters, titanium finish, boxed as new, excl (£800)
Nordost Thor, ex-dem, immaculate condition, boxed, Valhalla wired (£ 1600)
Isotek Titan mains conditioner, few months old, boxed (£ 1500)
Nordost Valhalla Speaker Cable, 3m per side, hi-wire with z-plugs (15700)

O

A unique buying experience
Shadow Audio's service is second to none - experience it for yourself today!
£349
£2495
£1595
£1495
£349
£995
£595
£1900
f449
£595
£2995
£1995
£1195
£2995
£2295
£1395
£795
£895
£795
£795
£2249
£1995
£230
£895
£895
f995
£995
£95
£1995
£2795
£1395
£1695
£1695
£795
£595
£749
£995
£2295
£1095
£649
f550
£949
£3995
£549
£1095
£749
£695
£3595
£1195
£1395
£1295
£1495
f749
£795
£1995
£1695
£3795

At Shadow Audio we work very hard to bring you the very best in
HiFi Products, backed up by aservice that really will make you
smile!! Why not give us acall today to see how we car hclp you?

Best Part-Exchange/Used
Product Prices anywhere

Can't go the distance?
(30-day money back*)

Visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk for the

Many c_istomers would like to come

complete list of used items, which
is updated daily. Call / email if you
have aproduct you would like to

and see us but they are just to far
away... :he solution: 30-day Money
Back scheme*.

exchange.
part-

Fast delivery service
We deliver next-day in the UK
(Monday to Friday). We can also
deliver on aSaturday morning, which
costs just atiny bit more. We also
deliver to most parts of the world
-please ask for aquote.

(FREE) Shadow Audi(
Newsletter
If you want to receive the latest
product information, news and spi -.
offers in your Email InBox, all you P,
d is sign-up on our web site - simp'
*subject to conditions

Come over to the Dark Side
The Flagship'Plato' Reference Loudspeaker from JAS Audio

f2895
£3795
£650
£1295
£1795
£449
f3795
£1695
£4250
£749
£6495
£1149
£1295
£795
f795
£1995
£1149
£2495
£649
£1395
£1195
£595
£4495
£495
£1495
£895
£1195
£4250
£349
£395
£550
f95
£110
f795
f225
f495
f649
f1195
£1095
£3995

List updated daily.
Subscribe to the Shadow Audio Newsletter to
receive this list once aweek automatically by dour).

You could easily imagine to find the'Platp' in
Darth Vader's personal HiFi System!
Listen to the JAS Audio'Plato'and discover
your darker side...
If you want the best speakers on the- planet - any planet - call Shadow Audio and quote ' Plato'...

Advertisement

cooking for a Hi Fi System?

...make sure you ask the experts
Isn't it easy to buy a new system? You read the magazine
product reviews, you find out who sells the recommendations,
five-star favourites or best buys at the cheapest price, you
order the system, get afriend who knows his onions to install
it - and live happily ever after.
This is afairly well- trodden path but it leads to dissatisfaction,
endless upgrades and alot of wasted money. It's likely that the
system will help you lose interest in music pretty rapidly.
The problem is that there are more myths
about hi-fi than Aesop's Fables. CD gives
you perfect sound. All CD players sound the
same. A £ 50 CD player plays high fidelity
music. All magazine reviewers are experts.
Big speakers are always better than small
ones. More watts per channel is
everything. MP3 format gives you high
quality. A collection of ' Best Buy'
components will be agreat system. And so
on and so on. All myths.

A poor quality system continuously distorts but
Idon't mean it necessarily reaches the point of audibly
breaking up. With atop quality system you can play music very
loudly and still hold a conversation because it's free of
distortion. A poor system is tiring to listen to even when it's
played at low volume. If you want proof, go into ashoe or
clothes shop where they play background ' music' and
try to enjoy listening. It's odds on you'll fail.

The system you think you want
may
for
not
be
right
you.
So where do you start? Here's an
important tip... don't start with WHAT,
start with WHERE. There is only one way
to give yourself the best chance of
getting it right first time, and that's
through aspecialist hi-fi dealer. Now it's
likely you have preconceived ideas that
may put you off visiting one. Although
you would welcome the advice and
guidance, you don't know the technical
jargon. You don't want to be talked
down to. Your friend has said they only sell expensive gear and
they're not interested if you don't have a big budget.
They're expensive. Again, just myths. Most specialist hi-fi
dealers are running their business because, above all, they

Get the best
system for your
money by asking
our Top Twenty UK
Specialist Hi Fi
dealers.

Music - the teal aim
Our aim must be to buy ahi-fi system that
will prove musically satisfying, reliable and
deliver true value for money. If the system doesn't excite you
musically you've wasted your money. What is even worse is

that you may not even realise you've bought abad egg - you'll
just switch the TV on instead and your desire to listen to music
will gradually diminish. Have you ever been in apub or club
where you realise it's very difficult to conduct aconversation,
even to the extent of being really tiring?

love music. They spend a large portion of their time
listening to music and comparing systems to get
the best possible result. They know the component

Our Top 20 UK
Specialist Hi -Fi Dealers
Listed below are 20 OF
QUALITY
THE BEST HI- Fl SHOPS IN
THE COUNTRY. They have
been selected
because they are known
ASSURED
to do an excellent job in
* * **
guiding customers
towards hi-fi that will give them years of
musical enjoyment and total satisfaction.
LONDON
N1
GRAHAMS HI- Fl
190a New North
Road.
020 7226 5500
SW11
ORANGES Fr LEMONS
61/63 Webbs Road,
Battersea.
020 7924 2043
SOUTH
Ashford, Kent
SOUNDCRAFT HI-FI

combinations which don't gel together
and, conversely, they know the
combinations which give the best
performance within a given price
range. But they all also know the
system must suit you.

you've selected as best you can. They'll
install it in your home, make sure it
sounds great, and make sure you're
entirely happy with the way it works.
Why? Because a high proportion of
these dealers' custom comes through
people who have bought from them
before,
either
directly
or
by
commendation. It's vital to them to get
it right for you.

i'rovinoor hying sold to?
Now there's a group of longestablished specialist dealers who are
totally committed to putting the
r,nittirift thin Ihr-ct rinal
customer first. Their idea of ' selling' is
Oscar Wilde wrote "... too many people
to discuss your requirements, offer
today know the price of everything and
their advice, give you the best options,
the value of nothing." Specialist
then play the systems for you and
retailers know that not all potential
allow you to be the judge.
purchasers will seek them out. They
Listening to your choice of music
tend to attract the more discerning,
in a peaceful, well organised
thoughtful customers. Let's face it, a
demonstration room, you may be
good deal is about more than
surprised and, almost
just a good price. After all,
STAR
certainly, relieved to
QUALITIES
unless you've got money to
discover how easy it
VALUE FOR MONEY
burn, you'll be living with
* * * * *
s to
hear
the
your new system for
SERVICE
differences
between
* * * * *
years. Most of these
FACILITIES
components
and
dealers
offer much
* * * * *
between systems. You'll
VERDICT
longer
equipment
* *
be able to make aclear and
guarantees than provided
informed
decision
about
by the manufacturer, a
what to buy. It comes down to
very worthwhile benefit, but it
trusting your own judgement rather
also makes it in the dealer's interest to
than the opinion of a reviewer you've
ensure high build quality and reliability.
never met ... and who won't refund
Maybe you could save afew pounds by
your money if you're not satisfied or be
buying piecemeal but you'll lose out on
at the end of a phone to sort out any
the overall package. As far as the
problem you might encounter.
dealers are concerned, maybe they
The story doesn't end there. These
believe that taking care of their
shops won't abandon you once you've
customers properly is a nicer way
put your hand in your pocket. They
of doing business than just handing
won't leave you to set up the system
over boxes.

40 High Street.
01233 624441
Brighton
THE POWERPLANT
40 Church Road,
Hove
01273 775542
Chelmsford
RAYLEIGH HI- Fl
216 Moulsham Street
01245 265245
Colchester
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
33 Sir Isaac's Walk
01206 577682

Birmingham
SOUND ACADEMY
152a High Street,
Bloxwich.
01922 493499
Birmingham
MUSIC MATTERS
363 Hagley Road,
Edgbaston
0121 429 2811
Chester
ACOUSTICA
17 Hoole Road.
01244 344227
Coventry
FRANK HARVEY
163 Spun Street
024 7652 5200
Leicester
CYMBIOSIS
6 Hotel Street
0116 262 3754
Nottingham
CASTLE SOUND Er
VISION
48/50 Maid Marian
Way.
0115 9584404
Stafford
ACOUSTICA
114 Wolverhampton
Road.
01785 258216

Kingston-upon-

NORTH

Thames

Cheadle
THE AUDIO WORKS
14 Stockport Road
0161 428 7887

INFIDELITY
9 High Street
Hampton Wick.
020 8943 3530
Rayleigh, Essex
RAYLEIGH HI-Fl
44a High Street.
01268 779762
Ringwood,
Hampshire
PHONOGRAPHY
Star Lane
01425 461230
Southend-on-Sea
RAYLEIGH HI- Fl
132/4 London Road

Sheffield
MOORGATE
ACOUSTICS
184 Fitzwilliam St
0114 275 6048
York
SOUND
ORGANISATION
2 Gillygate.
01904 627108
Gateshead
LINTONE AUDIO
7-11 Park Lane,
Gateshead.
0191 477 4167

01702 435255

SCOTLAND

Southampton

Glasgow
LOUD & CLEAR
520 St Vincent St,
Finnieston.
0141 221 0221

PHASE 3 HI-FI
37 Bedford Place
023 8022 8434
Worthing
PHASE 3 HI-FI
213-217 Tarring Road
01903 245577
MIDLANDS
Banbury
OVERTURE
3Church Lane.
01295 272158

Edinburgh
LOUD 6.CLEAR
Bonnington Mill,
72 Newhaven Rd.
0131 555 3963
N. IRELAND
Belfast
LYRIC HI-FI
429-431 Lisburn Rd.
028 90 381296

High End Cable
www.highendcable.co.uk

For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects
Abbey Road Cable
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse

CHORD

NOÉDOST

Nordost
Oehlbach

[COSSE

Stereovox
Tannoy

L.

Townshend
van den Hut

RF^

Wyrewizzard
IsoTek Power Conditioners

Tek

TOWNSMEN°

AUDIO

vuourAertrofo. Or HI- C,.*

Cable Tower
Clearlight Audio Cone!.
Oehlbach Accessories
Stax headphones
Echo Busters
Ayre CD - IsoTek GD

Cable Tower

Creek Phono stages
Lyra MC cartridges

0E.HLBACH

Ortofon MC cartridges

Are you hearing your Naim Audio
system at anywhere near its full
potential? The inherent sonic ability of a Naim
Audio system has never been in doubt, however with
products such as the Fraim support and more recently
the Hi Line interconnect and CD555PS CD power supply,
Naim Audio themselves have amply demonstrated the
ever greater levels of performance that are achievable
with your existing components. ITom Tom Audio can
optimise your Naim Audio system through thoughtful
and creative upgrade routes, and by utilising anumber
of products and accessories that are both compatible
with and sensitive to the Naim Audio ethos. IAs well
as a range of loudspeakers and analogue products
that work wonderfully with Naim Audio electronics we
also have a range of compatible accessories that will
unlock the potential of your system and maximise the
investment you have already made. IThese include the
incredible range of products from Vertex AQ, an end to
end solution of supports, filters and cabling that will
simply stun you. The incredible effect of this system
can be demonstrated here or in your own system, but
prepare to be shocked.
Loudspeakers: Naim Audio, Kudos Audio, Neat
Acoustics, ART, Shahinian, Audio Physic, Living Voice

Sumiko MC cartridges
Second Hand

Supports & Cabling: Naim Audio, Vertex AQ, Nordost,
Chord Company, Isoblue, Kudos Audio

XLR cables
DIN cables
Media cables

ABBEY ROAD CABLE

SCART cables

Analogue: Nairn Audio, Avid, Dynavector, Lyra, Tom Evans

S Video cables
Jumpers cables

e:

HDMI cables
ROéSER

DVI cables

II

ES

Digital cables

audio

Cable Burn In

Sub Woofer cables

Reference cables include free Burn In.

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Call St Albans 01727 86 86 59
Visit www.tomtomaudio.com

al
,

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of an Rep toncarm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Reel to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £ 1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lita wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also .
4,70 further increasing the performance.

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can ? repare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rep. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000

*****

Lingo / Valhalla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop

Slotted arm tube -£85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured
by Rega) £ 124

- largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of

outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being

wit« HIRT
111011111110 AIM 1111.1101111

Structural Modification - £75
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of

times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit

www.originlive.com

t + 44 ( 0) 1900 813064
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astrex

•
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area-my gwto spoty-D ,

A.irTight

B. Riemiyo DAP- 777
C. Riemiyo PAT- 777
D. Basis Vector Tonearn

Luxman
Melody

Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

•

A. Gershman Black Swan

Emillé

Reimiyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT

Acoustic
Signature

t
le

Emillé
1-1
1
300BSE

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm
I. Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit

E Luxman 509F

J. Airtight ATM300B
K. Feastrex D6
L. Harmonix TU-220MT
M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC

G. Basis PSTT Cables

N. Emillé 300BSE

E. EMT JSD Cartridge

1
"
111111%

HW
TI F EH T

AudioLincs
Brighton Hifi Ex.

T. 01476 591090
T. 01580 878101

Grass Dance
Hazelmere

T. 01764 650573
T. 01494 865398

Reto Reproduction

T. 0131 558 9989

Walrus

T. 0207 7247224

The Sound Surgery T. 01392 662920
© 2006

selectaucho

Ataca ir. <
Audiolai
Castle
Ciord
Cyrus

Award Winning North of England Retailers...

KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ AcouStiCg-,,ti
Monitor Auaic";
Mordaunt- Short
MAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Pre
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy

-

All Chord Electronics available.. with up to 3yrs 0% fineace

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-FliFi.co.uk

T.EAC

Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

Do you own hi-fi equipment worth over £10,000?
Do you have alarge record or CD collection?

PLAT INUM
home insu r
ance solutions

Does your existing home insurance policy cover these?
We recognise that your possessions, especially your hi-fi and music collection deserve special attention and we offer aspecific
home insurance policy tailored to include cover for this. We understand that in exchange for your hard-earned cash, you
deserve and expect afairly priced product, world-class service and professional advice. All insurance requirements are unique
and require an individual and flexible approach.
No call- centres or call ' management'. You get direct contact with

the people you actually need to speak to.
f-==
, Requests for areturn call done without stress. If you ask for
something to be done - you only need to ask once.
e-7-, Proper representation in the event of aclaim.
°7-, Household policies can be extended to include your cars.
From aMini to aFerrari - we can package it all together.
Please contacr: Lee Brindley, Director

T. 01306 874400

F. 01306 874401

E. leePplatinum-irs.co.uk

PLATINUM
home inswance salut ons

Platinum Insurance Solutions Limited, 261 - 273 High Street, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1RY Regulated and authorised by the Financial Services Authority. ( Firm ref. 308337).
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...because the flame is worth the candle
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BEL CANTO

CONSONANCE CD120 Linear

MUSIC FIRST MF1 Pre-amp

The first www.6moonscom ' Lunar Eclipse'
award goes to the new Bel Canto M1000
monoblocks. Phenomend value, huge solid
state power output and vol./e-like delicacy.

Hi Fi Plus magazine ' Product of the Year 2006'
and it's just £695! The CD 120L performs at alevel
that would have cost several thousands' only avery
few years ago. Now available in black or silver.

One review cher another ranks this amazing
pre-amplifier amongst the very best in the
world. We keep both .he copper and silver
wired versions on permanent demonstration.

CONSONANCE Ref2.2 Linear

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

VERTEXaq

Filterless DAC with 6H30 triode valve output
provides world reference quality CD replay at
an unbeatable price. The player for vinyl
lovers looking to enjoy new releases on CD.

Massive, precision German engineering took on
six superb turntables in aHiFi World magazine
shoot-out and the 'Challenger' took the title!
Amazing value, just £1,395 with Rega R8250 arm.

Few of us netice our windows until they're
cleaned! The amazingVertexACI Silver Jaya
does the same for your hi-fi system's soundstage. At £545 we wouldn't be without ours.

HORNING Loudspeakers

KR AUDIO

Experience the most naturally realistic

What better pedigree? Subli me musical
reproduction from amplifiez designed
and produced by the valve manufacturers
themselves, KR Audio. We always have the
majestically graceful KR Kronzilla DM
monoblocks (right) on demomtration as
well as KR Audio's world renowned
integrated models like the VA340. We also
keep awide range of KR AJdio valves
including 300B, 300BXL, 845 and 611.

recreation of all types of music, dynamic
contrasts and sLbtleties with asense of
emotional communicmion that's now rather
rare from modern hi-fi systems.
Valve friendly, room friendly, powerful bass
and spatial finesse, hear recordings with no
hint of tiresome technological influence, no
exaggerated detail, no ' edgy' highs, just
remarkably believable, free flowing music.

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ALR JORDAN No4 Floorstanding Speakers Cherry (£ 1495) Mint, boxed
ATLANTIS ACOUSTIQUE Esterel Loudspeakers (£3, i00)
Mint, boxed
AUDIO NOTE M2 RIAA Phonc Stage
Mint
AUDIO RESEARCH VSi55 Integrated Amplifier (£ 2,800)
Mint, boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH 0130 Power Amplifier
Superb, boxed
AIJDIOSTATIC DCI Wing Louttpeakers in black
Mint, boxed
BAT VK-5SE Valve Pie- amplifier
Superb
BENZ MICRO Ruby Wood (arnidge - Very, very few hours use Mint, boxed
BOW Wozoo XL Integrated Amplifier (£3,000)
Mint, boxed
CANTON Ergo 609DC Cherry (£ 1295)
Mint, boxed
CARDAS Cluad-Link Loudspec ter Cables, bi-wire, spades 1
2ft -ISwab
CLEARAUDIO Insider (orifice - Very few hours
Mint, boxed

P

eaudio

Part- exchange & Ex-Dem Bargains
£695
£2495
£1495
£1895
£895
£2795
£1495
£1295
£1695
£895
£795
£2595

CLEARAUDIO Insider Referenceatridge - Vein few hours
Mint, boxed
CONSONANCE Ref 1.0 Tuner (£895)
Ex-dem, boxed
CONSONANCE Ref 1.1 Valve Pre-cmp (World class, £2,49;) Ex-dem, boxed
HYPERION HPS 938118 Loudspeakers Black (£3,150)
Mint
MUSIC FIRST MF] Passive Pre- amp (En-dew)
hr mint, boxed
OPERA Callas SP Speakers. Mahogany (£ 1695,
Mint, boxed
REF 3o Dulcet Loudspeakers. (£ 1é 95)
Exidem, mint, boxed
SHANLING CD-T300 (Omega) ([XPlayer (£4,000,
) Entero, mint, boxed
SUMO All Valve Pre 8. 300B mondblocks - Solic Bass
Superb
TALON Raven Loudspeakers. Black 'glass' finish I
£ 7000)
Mint
TOWNSHEND Isolda Loudspeaker :ables 5mtr, barana Ex-dem, mint, boxed
ZU Druid Mk IV Loudspeakers Bloc's (£2,395)
Ex-oem, mint, boxed

www.audiclincs.com
GRANTHAM ( Al) SCUTH LINCS
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENTor
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY

EXPORT SALES

£3495
£595
£1595
£2985
£1295
£1195
£1195
£3295
£2695
£2995
£495
£1795

PHONE:

078 2192 5851
01476 591090

Central Audio
'11111111.ef

DEMONSTRATOR AND

USED

FRONT END/PLAYBACK
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ITEMS
Was

Now

Audoo

Synthes.s

DAX Decade

21

8, Balanced SIN

1500

1799

Audoo

Synthesos

DAX Decade

22

ita

1999

1499

Digital

Arcata

Dora

CD92

Solver dCS Rtng Player 5/11

AV1 Lab

Senes

dCS Pal

SACO/CO Player factory re

dCS

CD

799

Player 51H

Vert', laScalo SACO/CO

D

S•ngle ended 51H

se oled full warranty

Tron0portlupsomplee

SIN

5.03400 XS • demo

Lorin Katok

Numenk

L0nn

CO

Bonk

DAC S124

Orpheus

Plays,

labs

SIN

749
3999

9000

4250

2600

1499

1300

499

1999

Zero CO player •

Theta G
Theta

ron

Peo Soso,

Wad.,

302

449

1500
7500

Mo ttttt CD65 ICI SIg MI(II SIN
demo

V Balanced SIN

II DAC wells OscamlBalanced SIP,

499

NIA

329

4600

2999

6190

1299

2990

693

4000

2999

575

3/1

225

19

Boxed

NM

1399

SIH

630

Black x-deseo

EAR

Volume Phone stage

SIN

1 TO ISU New &

Butma

S Turntable New&

Mc

Stab0/Stog0

Cormack

Rego 92

M0cro Dr••e Phono

Stage
BINS

BPS Battery soppy for

Bras

Turntable

Boxed

phono

BINS

511-1

399

630

399

630

399

270

179

Preamplifiers
Audoo Analogue
Audoo

Bell",

research LSI

Remote

Preamploller 6- demo

625

Hybrid Prearrepl•Ner 5114

Conrad Johnson MIL

Remote controlled • alse +- demo

Conrad Johnson Prerrooer

I8LS +- demo

Convergent Audto CAT SO

Sdinature

Black

S/N

649
1750

4000

1999

6000

2199

1100

Eleccrecampanoet ( CAR Preamplif0er SIN

1799

599

Krell BRC3

3998

1750

3200

1999

Orpheus

Preamplofier SIH

Toro

Preamplifier x-doteno

Roksan LI

ww

Suede's mostercloss Preornplobee +- dense,
Spectral DIAC

Ruksan

Prearnp ( requeres PSU)

SIM

tI 5 PreomploNer ( requires PSU)

SIN

30s Reference PreamploNer +- demo

...t.

Tag Alclaren PA11), LoneNage

(...)
LI_

Amplifiers
Audto

Research

.__I

Aucho

research

Bel canto

lll

Conrad Johnson

MV60 SE Value Amplefoer

..

Conrad Johnson

Peemter

Croft

VM220

Valve mono Arnpltfters

VT1006110111

Beat

995

1699

1299

1300

/599

7600

4999

NIA

329

9000

7499

6400

3999

2899

35053

Tre•nStar Power ompbfoer

Densen

0- demo

Valve Power Ampl0Per SIN

EVOI Gen// +- demo
5114

1895

8000

5999

SIN

2500

1299

1800

999

340 +- demo

1800

Denser,

1800

999

2993

1799

Beat 3000s +- demo

Rokson

There power arnpl•foer
51.5

Loud
dud,.

o- deseo

stereo power omplofter solver SIN

Suede., m ttttt elass neon,"

+ demo

Spark

3 maple

6- demo

1493

599

6600

4999

1699

Ill seals stands

SIN

JA1

Lab Aficro

361

lab Chorus

JAI

lab ElecNa 917 be Ann. eeee ory SIN

MarNro

Woo., Class/c r•elemo
714s

1299

4700

3750

479

Logon Aeon a Oak ', demo
360 Subwoofer Cherry

ProAe

Charm Actore

1699

3189

1300

350

249

995

699

SIN

Fulure

Rego ELA

One

Subwoofer +- demo

Ebony SIN

Sonar.

Spends,'

Faber
53

uj

Spendor

SPI

Leather Stands.
Cherry S/H
Teak

aucloo

Poono lacquer

SIN

Oxed heoght. + demo

•

Solver

Access

3 mooch,

old

(f)

Cogan Hall 5,5., 0e000 EMI) 0 75rn

1000 Table

SIN

x)dema

Shun Moak

1pr

Shun Moak

Ultro D•onsond Resonators

Span, Controller +- demo

co. .r3

99

420

349

210

175

450

129

710

399

Im SOC to Shako SIN

219

99

SoNech

5020

Im IOC to

219

Shuk•

10.1m

x-dento

NIA

SPX20

Transparent

SIN

Salver & Gold Speaker cable 1161191

Irn Balonced GS

Sognacure Interconnecl

The

Lenk

I Son

RCA- RCA

S/H

Ulgra

It,, RCA- RCA

SIN

Transparent M IIIIC

1.0nk

Ultra

Im RCA- RCA

SIN

flectrx

3009

Tuners a Tape
Dense° flea/

I
-

Magnum

Volves / Pau

decks,

800 AM/FM

Tuner

FM/AM

Tuner

'sot,

Substanare tpecoal versos',

Noce&

QubelP

99
499
549

far Etude

850

slel

13

3,5

SILI

/ 99

1,
01 0
3
0

5114

699
795

046,

Audio

II ,

1271
9
2
9
0
19

650

SOIL

Midland

NIA
1400

supplies

• demo

Dynolob Mk remotell'uner

Na,,, Aucloo NATOS

1995

998
1129579

NEW '

power

2830

190

L0nk

Wrstrrn

99

3950

5/1.1

Transparent Aluetc

;
s o..

03

7999

Soltech

Sound Organosallon Record Rack Woth CO Inset, SIN
Spectral MI.150 1090 Incerc eeeee t RCA- RCA 0-deseo

Ul
J

399
2999

899

RCA

75ohrn 001.001 Cable new bated

Shove Im mains cable

5,/tech Forbes Lake

&I

379

4 tse, S/H

Im RCA/RCA

Saltech lS188 Classoc

06

199

399

1650

BCD Eng0neerone

Nord°.

399

310

1

SIN1950

ories

0_

Aladr•gal MOCO

699

/0
20
00
I1

S/H

Sophda II

and

449
3999

0

Si.
WCables

850

5124

Wottà

Wolsen Audto

999

7000

Serous faber Conceriono Home
cm

W.Ison

/995

2000 SIN

ur,

349

2800

Pero Audoo Rebel 2 +- demo
Aueloo

1099

1150

Style 0- demo

Mont., Audto Redo+,
Pen

999

speakers

Phys•c

Docaposon Adarnanie.

03

1899

2500

yi denso

Densen Peat 320 SIN
Orpheus

--1

799

2299

SIN

CL

4,

399

1798
2399

Densen 8200 PreamploNer SIN

0

le
_..

X- change

Mark

Levinson
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looking
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Audio,

Audio

Research.
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www.centralaudio.co.uk
central-audio@btconnect.com

Website:
E-mail:

Tel:

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP

8341 Mi'd

Heed +ludo, Orbo

Phonomeno

4

Open Mon-Sun 10.00 to 8.00

Analogue

Phonomena Phana ttttt MM/MC

Z

e

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
AUDIOLAB 80000 PRE
AUDIOLAB 8000T TUNER
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP77 CO/SACO
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE E212
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
ART AUDIO VPS DM
ART EMOTION
AVI LAB SERIES CD
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE
BOULDER 850 MONO'S
BRYSTON BP20
DARTZEEL NHB 108
DCS VERDI LASCALA
DCS VERONA
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
EAR V70
FOCAL JM LABS 1027 BE
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
FINITE PAGODE + CERA BASE
KRELL FPB 250 MC X2
KRELL FPB 650M X2
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL KPS 20IL
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2
KRELL 300IL
KRELL 2250
KRELL 280P
LEXICON MC8
LINN KLIMAX TWIN
LYRA HELICON
MARANTZ CD7
MARK LEVINSON NO 39
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA CD
NAGRA DAC
NAIM CDS3 S/N206XXX
NAIM N- VI + DAB MODULE S/N236XXX
NAIM CDX2 S/N197XXX
NAIM 282 SN215XXX
NAIM SCAP 2 S/N198XXX
NAIM 500 S/N 181XXX
NAIM 202 + NAPSC S/N 190XXX
NAIM 112 S/N173XXX
NAIM 150 S/N174XXX
NAIM FLATCAP 2 S/N 168XXX
NAIM NCENT SN215XXX
PEN AUDIO REBEL2/CHARA
PROAC 1SC WALNUT + TARGET R4 STANDS
QUAD 63
QUAD SOUND ANCHOR STANDS
REGA P5 + TTPSU
RE VOX H6TUNER
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
SME 10
SME IV
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TRANSPARENT REF XL- SS
WILSON SYSTEM 6
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

t.01562 731100

f.01562 730228

m.07721 605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

Wanted quaility hifi

NOW

1800. . . 795
10000. . . 3995
2200. . . . 795
2000 . . . 895
5000 . . . 2195
6500 . . 3495
2500. .. 1695
3000. . . 1395
N/A . .. . 295
N/A . . . . 295
4500 . . 2995
7500 . . 3995
6500 . . 2995
2200 .. 1295
4800. . . 2995
2200. . . 1395
5000. . 2995
1500 .. 795
3500 .. 1795
5500 . . 3995
7500. . . 5495
1200. . . . 395
11800 . . 8500
10000. .. 4495
4000 . 2995
9500.. 4495
3500. . . 1495
4000.. . 2395
8500. . . 5495
180
95
2500 .. 1595
12000 . . 3995
24000 . . 6995
12000.. . 5995
15000. .. 2995
4000. . . 2595
3700
1295
4000.2595
3000 . 1995
5000 . 2295
6000 . . 2495
1145... . 495
4000 .. 1995
5000 .. 1995
3000.. 1395
7800.. . 3995
5325 . . 3495
3250 . . 2495
2925 . . 1995
3075 . . . 1995
3000 . . . 1995
12850 . . . 6995
1750. . . . 895
700. . .. 395
800 . .. 450
550 . . . 395
525.. 325
2600 .. 1295
1600
895
3800.895
600..
245
1000. . . 595
N/A .. . 195
1000. . . . 395
2775. . . 1695
1240. . . 795
12000. . . 6995
595 . . . 295
3500. 1495
20000. . . 7995
4000 .. 1995

thesoundsurgery

New Icon Amplifiers!
Icon amplifiers have set new standards of performance, design and

INTRODUCES

value for money. This continues with our two latest additions. In our
quest for a "smooth, relaxed valve sound" we have taken
inspiration from hi fi pioneers like H JLeak and D TN Williamson
Mewv- Stereo 40 xxit

i
erEateci

ErdiIle
Unadulterated
amplification that
realises the music as the
artist intended

Brand new UK design. EL34 2x 40w rms. All Triode driver stage using the
excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Triode output mode 2x 20w. Silver audio
cable. ALPs volume pot. Choke regulated PSU. Three inputs plus tape
loop. Hand wired " Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful
stainless steel and Plexiglas cover included. Vital slow warm-up/Standby
facility included. From £899.95 Inc Russian valves ( Upgrades available)
Mew /1
/
0 Zt 9C1
CPC/sésr eracerico-tr/oclEas
Creating a new
standard when it comes
to delivering the life and
drama captured within a
recording.

Vertax AQ
"Their sonic impact is
not subtle. My advice,
investigate sooner rather
than later."
Roy Gregory, FliFi+

Incredible 100 watts RMS KT90/KT88 mono-block amplifiers. Brand new
UK design. Low & high sensitivity. Can be passive or pre amp driven. All
Triode driver stage using the excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Triode output
mode 2x 45w. Silver audio cable. Choke regulated PSU. Hand wired
"Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel and
Plexiglas cover included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility included. From
£1,699pr Inc Russian valves ( Upgrades available)
Read the Rave Review of our Stereo 60 in Decembers Hi Fl News
Common Features: Hand built Point to Point wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control.
Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Saen, Rubicon. Silver audio cable. Steel & alloy
late construction. Soft start. Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info

Part Exchange welcome Auditions by appointment

Portfolio:
Acoustic Signature, Audio Desk Systeme, Eben, Exactpower,
Emilie, Kingsound, Lux•nan, Monopulse, Pearcable, Stereovox,
Supra sword, Stillpoints,Timber Matrix foundation, Vertex AQ,
Whest Audio.

www.soundsurgery.co.uk

Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven rellabMty. Unbeatable
advice Cback up service. Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted*
See our other models on our wehsite: www.iconaudio.co.uk

New & regularly updated used/ex-demo webpage

Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Dealer Inquiries welcome
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•
•
LCOPL colua— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

tel: 01392 662920

'Conditions apply

All major credit and debit cards accepted

E/LOE

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for?

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

ç
a
..)

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Guiding

itià11

OM time

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

£ 33

£ 28

SEX

£24

1006

£ 76

£62

SEX

£54

SR- 80

£90

1012 GX

£ 95

£ 76

SEX

£67

SR -125

£140

1022 GX

£ 126 £ 104

SEX

£86

SR 225

£175

1042

£ 144

£ 117

SEX

£108

SR- 3251

£260

£ 135 £ 113

SEX

N/A

RS -1

£635

£ 238 £ 194

SEX

N/A

RS 2

£450

DR50

£30

DR100

£40

DR150

£70

HD415

£29

Elektra

Eroica WH
Elite
Audio Technica
AT 95 E
AT 110E

£ 25

£16
£18

£ 330 £ 295

EX

£ 105

£ 95

EX

N/A

£ 170

EX

N/A

£ 79

£ 69

EX

N/A

£ 95

£ 83

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

Denon
DL 103
DL 103R

£ 190

DL110
DL 160
DL 304

£ 210 £ 190

Grado
Prestige Black

SR- 60

Reference Series

£75

New Goldring Headphones

£ 30

AT 0C9 MLII

Prestige Series

£29

£ 40

Prestige Gold £ 110

£77

Sennheiser Headphones

HD435

£38

HD465

£45

HD485

£54

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier
Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

Lyra
Dorlan

£495 £ 395

Argo

£ 795 £ 695

EX
EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

N/A

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£58

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

Shure
M 97 XE

£ 98

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £ 235 £ 200

EX

Blackbird £ 585 £ 500

EX

£60
£ 13

£ 24
£ 16

£ 38
£ 15

Clunex J2P 3.5mm mini- jack to two Phono plug
3m connector
£ 27

Over 500

replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchange price same make moving colt cartridge

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CC ; ill

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY. NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 5S0

London NVV I
0208 20 I9286
e.adrian@audloflalr.co.uk

CROFT

www.auchoflairco.uk

AMPLIFICATION

EMINENT AUDIO. Trinity Cottage.VVorfield. Bridgnorth.VVVI5 5NT. Tel + 44 01746 716881
ornait:

authognos is@eminentaudio.co.uk

Mob + 44 07792 420266 web: www.eminentaudio.com

tub

Analogue

Amplifiers

Aphason Xenon. excellent
.1749
Anston RD80. wood finish ex condrbon
1149
Acetyl Ra90. black finish ex concelon £149
Arlen ROI IS cev Infinity Back Widow. excellent .1749
Clearaudo Ref. TOI arm Accurate cart ( rew£8880)
13999
Clearaudo Solution AMO 13ladvSattsfy Carbon direct vered....1999
Clearaudro SoluboceSalie Carbon cerect weed (£1650) .........£849
Clearaudio Stet Smart Emobon. inc smartphono & cover........£650
Clearacerobract Stylus gauge
£79
Clearauda audience°, as new.£179
Dectrocompannet CPI, mace, Lyrmood
NOW ONLY...1380
JBE SIateSeries 3Mesion774 rare as.
1349
LED MMO Plano sbege
.£179
Linn LP12, OL DC Pt
1399
Linn LP12. Valhalla mom.
1349
Linn Ittok 127 VERY WRY RARE ITEM, REDUCED .. 1899
Linn LP12, LOX arm, good order
1399
Linn LP12/Ittolc valhat, excellent .£799
Udell ISOliera enceelien gioundbreakng ohm° stage.........1249
Michell Gyrodee R8250. opc
. 1779
MO/ell Transaiptors Relevance Hydraulicfluid arm, NOW ......£599
Meet Gym SE. DC motor, ex boxed
. 1649
Mission 774 ongnal arm.
Moth R8250. excellent.... £79
MRM Source. city &gee. REDLICED.....1449
One eUltra deck wrth off board* Sh* al 963W.......£179
Ortolan Koneapunkt B. excellent £399
Ortolan MC20 Supreme excellent boxed ..f249

£1749
Accustx ArtsAmp 1ex bceed
£3999
Azar& Arts Alp 2HP ex eel
Acoustic Arts Pm 1
arel Pow 1. excels« £6k vnew £3499
Arten Apha
IC30 Preamp ex boxed_ £629
Arcarn A32. ter PAer ow remote
£749
Arcarn P35, no see
.£599
Audictib 80008000X7 as new processor/7chens! amp _ 11249
Audio Resewah LS7 Preamp.
Audio Research DIX Pawn ise
.1999
Audio Research 1)70 Pone ex
.1899
Audio Research SP12 Pre ex
.1599
Audio Va1e Ecese Preamp, (« baked
£1249
AMO Moe 84dur 200 Monoblocks itcreible (110k new).£4499
41x 51005) Integrated. bolos06mwbaeno6de,
1449
Can, »ea Monobloda. erne.« ...............................................£749
Cain Ion 12 Motnnénia., twin black ..£499
Conrad Johnson PV12/Pfsnierl la, as new
£2249
Consomme &mature la vaxey243 wae inlegrated £999
Consorwre Ref 88citv remote, uses 655ce to great efface £1199
Ogren 4014 rnonobbces ..1429
Exposure Xrecent Integrated £199
Ill M144801444100M4100 Freon.« kney combo NOW .
1299
IIDMsbalszper it& eloped.
.1749
Linn Ken Pro. ex civ remote
£449
Lain Moutpoeer. ex
are
Macintosh MA6500 Intsgrated, es remote. bone £2499
Mararttz PM6ESE KI &mature excelent wrth move £149
Marantz FM7200. en boxed
F199
Mende! 556 superb power afin
£749
Muscal Entity 821Xlexcellent
1749
MustalfidentyXASIOOpowet ex boxed .
1499
Musical fidelity XA200 monceloce ex boxed £729
Musical Fed),XP100 pre. en boxed .
1779
Mistral Fdekty The Realty REDUCED .
1149
NAIA472/1401-11C4PprePoxer/ps combo .0399
MUM 92/90 prepower combo. caned,
£379
Nam Hcap in OWe
..£499
11141M N4P140 abe. bawd.
.
.1379
Pathos Logos. =dent
Donal cAv rem* saw £1000.........11799
Pnrree 42152, vgc
£399
Quad 909 Power. ecellent bane . ..£749

PVIII Mangle LPT/R8250. the bllst ive Seen
1379
Pink Wangle PT1
£479
Prinece RPM5, excellent ex dom
1799
Protect Tube box. MINT as new boxed
£249
Req.) Planar 3. DL advanced DC WI RE1300. excellent £379
•"ce.i P25 ex boxed
£399
•r•••)! R8300. excellent.
. 1129
,cin Xerxes ex in stunning resew:Pd. SME cut NOW.......£449
• • ,cen Xerxes Tatma a, XPS35/DSU melee .£549
Radius 5in aaylic. 35 Oat
.£649
3009 excellent bawd
.1249
S,steindelr IIX900
.£99
Technics SL15005ME3009 . 1179
Techn)cs SC 1210,142 Ight domestic use
Thorson 1
.
0124. ex serve&
Thorens 10125,SME3009.
.1329
morons TOI6OPMayware vgC,
1229
Transcnptors Saturn fair NOW ONLY . .1299
Trichad Diablo. add on Never Connected PSI) ex den ........... I379
Tnchord Deb». add on PS/il ex dun..£199
Voy,) trow1Heius Orion eeellent rAv ollboard.1899
Voyd Veldt excellent cAv offboard ces.£449
VP 165 Cleaning Machine. cal for details ..£379
WI Scout cnv JMW ann, ex boxed ..£549
Zeta &opus heavyweight arm. excellent ..£548

Dyad 50 Monoblocis
1149
Ouad 44 Prearnp. 405 and 4052 Power arrps NOW from.......ee
and 33303. tee for year I* serviced
1299
Relied Indus pre and Rellecbon mows entree .. 1999
Rotel RC995 superb pump edhsystem fence*
1299
Sono' F,onbers Anthertl Pre It and Power 1, BARGAIN'
1999
Steik, DA200DAC PRE, 241192 Upsenpling. WOW! ............. 11199
Steen M200 Morablocks
£1399
Stocky? 4527 Flaw aac tax
Sue, 4488 ,,tfflatal excelkyl boxeÉ1 .6229
Tube technology Prophet li ilnotrilog is vgc boxed..1699

Digital

Speakers

Arcarn DV79 REDUCED
.
.£699
Arcam C0192 (Upgraded 82), as new boxed .£399
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem
£Call
Audoomeca Mephisto transport ex boxed remote............£779
AVI 2000 Reference CO Oyer ........................................£399
Cairn Fog 2, as new boxed..£799
Cambridge Audio 640C. ex remote boxed £149
Consonance Droplet, en dew bargain • WOW! ..............£1499
Cyrus Ocettra. cew tuner, UNDER HALF PRICE! .
1499
Cyrus CD8X. nr mint boxed!
£699
Cyrus CO?. ex Us remote
.
£379
Esoteric DV5OS new, full warranty, LAST ONE!. £Call
Heart Audio CD6000. valve output superb boxed............£449
Linn Kank 3. ex cnv remote
£449
Linn Numerik DAC ex
£299
Maranta CD63K1 Major mods, call for o'etails £349
Maranta CD17 Ri Signature, excellent £499
McIntosh MCD201, as new boxed
£ 1999
Meridian 500/ 563 DAC upgraded to 566, ex
£899
Meridian 200/203 Transport and Dac, ex boxed £449
Micromega Stage 1. excellent . ..£179
Micromega T-drive and T-dac or mint boxed £2599
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC and Transport amazing ......£2599
Muse& Fidelity Kw SACO as new REDUCED £1999
NVA Transparent Statement ex crated £1499
Pnmare CD30.2. ex boxed cew remote £399
PrImare CD20. ex cloy remote
£749
Proceed PDT2. nr mint boxed ........................................£599
QUAD 77 excellent with remote
£399
QUAD 99CDP2, as new boxed
£899
Roksan Caspian. (weal as new in silver £299
Shelling CDT80 as new
.
£499
Shanling CDT300UK Omega Drive, as new
£2899
Stella DA2000AC/PRE 24/192 Upsampling, WOW! ...£ 1199
Steno CDT200, superb transprt £799
Sugclen Bijou CO Master vgc boxed ...£599
TEAC 070, as new Mega DAC ....................................£3499
TEAC VRDS9, excellent, remote .......................................£499
TEAC VROSIOSF, vgc. remote.
£599
Trehord Pulsar 1DAG. as new single box version .. £299
Wads) 861 standard (preamp) version, excellent ..£3999

AcousacEregy AE2. or Wok
1699
Asoustx Energy Aegis EVO 3in **leas new . .. 1249
Acoustic rerqy Af 1rreic3. wry mho, fries only EtARGAIN!!!£999
Audosector A43 Sp. acNe crossowes new £4ki, among ...11699
AVID.) en dem moor marling
£919
Case Rchmond 3, excellent bard
£149
Castle Kendal, nahogary excellent kttle floc..s.trider £199
Celesbon SCES. excellent eample of germ standnnint
JM Lab Chorus 714. excellent bored
1779
JMLab Mcro Utorna c4v seals anwiag manta_ _ 1'1999
ISObaite otv ends good order (active bon opbone......£499
Lmng Voice Auditorium 2, excellent boxed. .£1199
Mirage FR!‘9. banal nbeech Cy adwe subs. mega! NOW . 1479
M69011 752f. nrosewood excellent £379
Monitor Audio GR20. %printery
nes
Monde Audio Radius 270 evekrrt
£349
Montor Antic GRIllo, Neas goad order
1299
Morita Audio FiS5, ex dem deny
.
£349
Monsoon Audio FPF1000 mien( nbtxxcenoles NOW £479
UM Credo in cherry pc Dozed
£599
Nben DX5 Wad nount deal bored en
£199
Neat Acoustics Pebte3 SE en Unmet!, bass rimers NOW....1329
Piega P451 ne2. stunning lloorstander ox den, sake £1009 ,17499
Pox Saxe 150 cheny
1599
Chad Lie 51 Paclege ecelient Caved ££,a4
Ouad ES1.57, amazing condition must be seen £599
Reel M20 scruffy with stands
£Offers
Revoker RW16, nr4niamiee,lireil&udssbeO
1249
Revceer F133 ex den, wet reoved bapan £249
Son. Faber Concerto cAv SF Stands
1699
Spendor LS35a ioNick
1449
Spendor 923, Due in
Taceterg Slue Monitor Largo!
F399
UsheAutto R737. ex dam
11199
Usher Audio 8871mk2, cal for dote&
WAD la.S9141. prolessenal CNC cabs
_
1179

Radio and recorders
Audio

ib L
nemine.daw..

AVI S2000 Tuner vgc boxed
£249
Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/FM New
£ 199
Linn Kudos excellent ..............................................£349
Musical Fidelity FM Tuner
£79
Musical Fidelity E500 c/u' remote
£ 149
Nakamicho CR2E
£ 119
Pure 701ES new
£ 149
Quad FM4 Grey boxed
£249
Rega Radio .......................................... .............£ 129
Sony 777ES DAB Tuner REDUCED
£249

Accessories/Systems
Avila Analogue Porno Arnp and CD exquisite mini
.£699
Cairn Fog v2 Cd peer and 4&98 Integrated amp, ex dern ..£Cal
Chord Anthem RCA lm
.
.£199
Chord Chorus RCA lm
1129
Chord Indigo as new saw loads!
£699
a'rus - PSXR, ex boxed from.
£229
HKardon AVR635 - was £1000
£449
11199
isctet Nova cancelled onier SAVE LOADS_
Inn Class* KkWh onboard tune as new boxed
£599
Muscal FosteatyXLPSv3 as new boxed
£199
Muscal RdektyXLPS excellent Owed
£129
Nam Hoop n °lee
£549
Selo CD 12013 DP200 and pax M200 monos, (£51. hp) . 12860
TEACDV200 nip pale and AG70 61 arnp ed saw £150 . 1729

... tel 0845 6019390 Tuesday to Saturday 10 ti! 5, or email news@2ndhandhrfl.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash...... Call us before you trade In.-. Commission Sales too

don't dream - talk to us
and see how we can help...
been to the new web site yet?

Moon

McIntosh

Did you know?

•can collect your hi-fi
•detiver your hi-fi

Other brands:
ASR Amplifiers

•install your hi-fi

Basis Audio

•great trade-ins

Blue Note

•great part- exchange

Emilie
Gershman

•commission sales

Kingsound
Luxman
Manger
Weiss

•free advice
•home loans
•home demonstrations
•home trial

& mor-e...

•after sales care

66

Acoustic Signature

66

we give shockingly

web site is updated

good part exchange

daily with used

/ trade-in deals.

product bargains.

ee
Brighton Hi -Fi Exchange

telephone ( new): 01580 878 101
e-mail: dave@hifiguy.co.uk

mobile: 07734 436 180

web: www.hifiguy.co.uk

,9

aluminata

definitive audio

cables

JP5labs Cables

ro

Prices shown in E

E

o
Digital ISPDIF or AE5)

995

1095

Reference Interconnect

11395

2095

Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons

"È'
00 II-I.

E

ru

Sale

Sale of pail exchanged and ex dom Items

(RCA or XLR)

Croft Charisma X phonerne pre- amp
3995

Reference Speaker Cable

41395

Musical Fidelity KW series DM2S CO transport • DAC - boxed, brand new
(still has protective film on plugs and & display)
Canary 301 3005 Stereo power amp with LV upgrade - excellent

299

Set of 4 Bi wiring
Jumpers

2499

Reference Power Cord
ID metre minimum

digital

cables

Prices shown in E

03
uj
•

E °
ul
z
u
'
1 co

£3500 £ 6500

Mactone MA300B 20 watts 300B power amp - 30 hours use

£2500 £ 6500

Mactone XX330 line pre- amp - 10 hours use

£2500 £ 8000

Esoteric X01 CD player - perfect - boxed - 10 months old
SME V tonearm - standard wire - 10 years old

£5500 £ 9600

SME V tonearm - 1month

£1400 £ 1800

£850 £ 1800

standard wire

£900 £ 1600

Living Voice loudspeakers - various ex-dem part-ex seconds, from very
young to very old
Tom Evans Groove Plus
Rega Jupiter CD player - professionally clocked • rebuilt with Black Gates

CC
_j
CID X
LU

E
ui
N

please

£600
£700
£600
£2850 £ 6500

Canary 903 4box pre- amp - champagne facia - 3months old - boxed
Border Patrol 3006 SE - Western Electric valves - 8watts - charmer

55

£2500 £ 5000
£300 £ 650

Sugden Bijou mm/mc phono stage - 100 ohms - virtually new

155

95

¿CIS

225

50-3

345

375

345

395

Aluminato

1195

1295

119'

IS

Sonus Faber Electa Amator

£1750 £ 3500
£2500 £ 4500

Walnut - stand mount - lovely condition

Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - single ended stereo
Avalon Arcos loudspeaker - Maple
Tube Technology Prophet pre- amp 30 hours use

£500 £ 7000
£1250 £ 2500
£1250 £ 2500

Tube Technology Unrsrs Signature integrated - 30 hours use

premium

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with Rega RB300 tonearm, Reson Reca
cartridge and Living Voice mat
Unison Research Smart 300B class A power amp - 1year old

cables

Prices shown in E

695

NEVVI SC- 3 Interconnect

795

[RCA or XLIII
IB99

2099

SC. ( 131- Wire]

699

799

5C-2 Petite ( Single run]

449

499

NEVVI 5C-3 Speaker wire

£2000 £ 4500
£600 £ 1200
£400 £ 795

Revel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - Santos Rosewood - with stands
Beard integrated amp - beefy boy - needs some help

£350

Nordost (Duero Fil interconnect - 1m set - boxed

£400 £ 1000

Nordost Ouattro Fil interconnect - 2m set - boxed

£700 £ 1800

Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cable - 4m - revision 2 - boned
Michell Iso Hera phono stage

MOO

Townshend Audio Seismik Sink - 3DHD ( 100 kilos) 48x48
Townshend Audio Seismik Sink • 3DSS ( 12 kilos) 48x48

£300

Tel: 0115 973 3222
interne t: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

135

Set of 4 Br- wiring Jumpers

£1000 £ 1633

JPS SC3 Interconnect - very nearly new

JPS Kapfivator power cables - very nearly new

JP5labs Cables

call

£1900 £ 3000

Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - completely standard
Transfiguration Esprit - 10 hours use - perfect ex- review bargain

U.1 C:1
<

•b

Ultra
5uperConductor FX

£2900 £ 4000

Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old

JPSIabs Cables

New

£3500 £ 5640
£1500 £ 3000

Clearaudio Goldfinger cartridge Brand new, still in sealed box

£850 £ 2000

£200
£250

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoute_clefinifiveaudio.co.uk

595

The kaptovator AC Power
Cord

superconductor
JPSIabs Cables

cables

o
a

Prices shown in E

E

E

ru

C
The SC fx Interconnect
(RCA]
(f ully balanced]

219

259

299

349
399

SC fx 131- wire cable

439

The Analog AC Power Cord

279

The Digital AC Power Cord

279

Power AC. for amplIf rers

379

entru

level

cables
Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions

The ultra interconnect

•Two Channel Audio

•Multi Room

•Turntable Workshop

•Home Cinema

•Custom Installation

•System Set-up

(fully balanced]

naim

Ultra Speaker Cable

ARCAM

LOEWE.

ci;

epos

(SI -Wire set]
The SPA- 2 AC Power

•

Cord

•

ic

A

AUDIO-

clearaudlo

JPSIabs Cables - why compromise?
4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland

0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk

www.audiosalon.co.uk

www.ipslabs.corn

kuclOS
...and others

Visit our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road.
Reymerston, Norfolk. NR9 4QD
01362 820800
email enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

A
BASICALLY

SOUND

AND VISION

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL:01992 653999 MOBILE:07860 511111
FULL LIST 64 PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
NEW/EX.DISPLAY

DCS P81 SACO/CO PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL (£ 7000+)D1SPLAY £4995
MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (SILVER WIRED £2750)
DISPLAY £2250
MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (COPPER WIRED £1600)
DISPLAY £ 1295
PLINIUS SB-300 (RETAIL £4650)
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £3450
PLINIUS SA- 201 (RETAL £3600)
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £2450
PLINIUS 9100 INTEGRATED (RETAIL £1700
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £ 1250
FAB AUDIO MODEL-ONE 97db (RETAIL £7500)
EXDEM/AS NEW £4750
FAB AUDIO STONEHENGE 97db (RETAIL £4000)
EX.DISPLAY £2995
FAB AUDIO BRAT
EX.DISPLAY £395
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (RETAIL £ 10.000)
EX.DEM/AS NEW £6750
AURUM CANTUS VOLA (RETAIL £2500)
EX.DISPLAY £1750
AURUM OWNS MELODY M-102 PLANO BLACK (RETAIL £2400)....IDCDLSFtY £1750
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS (£2500)
EX.DISPLAY £1850
AURUM CANTUS MOON GODDESS II ( £2500)
EX DISPLAY £1850
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE ( £1250)
EX DISPLAY £995
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE ( £900)
EX.DISPLAY £695
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SV( £700)
EX.DISPLAY £450
AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID (£1200)
EX.DISPLAY £995
1/ARPAR QUARTET° (£4000)
ECDISPLY £2450
MARTEN MILES-3 (RETAIL £8K+)
BRAND NEW RING
AMPHION KFtYPTONS (08500)
BRAND NEW £5750
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA II (519K+)
BRAND NEW £9995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
BRAND NEW £5750
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE II
BRAND NEW £2750
CELESTION A-2 ( ROSEWOOD ) (£1500+)
BRAND NEW £995
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 REMOTE PRE
NEW/BOXED £995
PERPETUAL TECH P- 1A 24/96 DIGITAL ENGINE
BRAND NEW £795
PERPETUAL TECH] MOD
SIG.2 PSU I
BRAND NEW £495
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS III CD / TRANSPORT
NOS/BOXED £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.III HDCD DAC
NOS/BOXED £350
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.2 HDCD DAC
NOS/BOXED £275
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.1 HDCD DAC
NOS/BOXED £250
WALKER PROCENIUM ($35000+)
EX OEM £12500
AO- VOX PHONO STAGE BALANCED/RCA
NEW £395

LOUDSPEAKERS

B&W NAUTILUS 802 CHERRY
SONUS FABER EXTREMAS/STANDS
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID BLACK GRANITE
CELESTION A-3
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERAS II (£10.000))
jm IaLS MEZZO UTOPIA (£8500?)
TANNOY G.R.F.MEMORY 1W
QUAD 989 ELECTROSTATICS
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500)
MARTEN MILES II
MARTEN MILES III
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2
MIRAGE Mis)

MINT/BOXED £3850
BOXED £4250
MINT/BOXED £ 1550
MINT/BOXED £1350
EXCLT £3250
MINT/BOXED £4250
MINT £4450
MINT/BOXED £2850
BRAND NEW! £5750
BOXED £3795
BRAND NEW! RING
EX DEN £7995
BRAND NEW £5995
BRAND NEW £2750
EXCLT £2250

TLC CLASSIC- 1
CELESTION A-2 ROSEWOOD (£1500+)
TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700)
CURA CA-30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (£2500+?)
KEF 01
KEF 10-5
KEF 10-7
KEF 10-9

SOLID STATE

EXCLT £795
BRAND NEW! £995
GC. £695
MINT/BOXED £1295
EX.DEM £ 1150
MINT/BOXED £175
AS NEW £275
AS NEW £350
AS NEW £550

McCORMACK RLD-1/DNA-125 PRE/POWER
MINT/BOXED £2250
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE (3K NEW)
AS NEW/BOXED £1295
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD- 208 STEREO RECEIVER
EXCLT/BOXED £1995
MARK LEVINSON 333 POWER AMP
EXCLT £3250
SONY TAE-1/TAN-I PRE/POWER (ULTRA RARE)
MINT/BOXED £5995
XTC PRE- 1POW- 1 (SUPERB)
MINT/BOXED £ 1895
SONY TAE-9000ES PRE/TA9OES STEREO POWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED £ 1250
JEFF ROWLAND MC-6POWER AMP
MINT £3850
BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2
EX OEM/BOXED £2695
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
BRAND NEW £995
CLASSE CA- 400 POWER AMP (400 02)
VGC TBA
LUXMAN M-05 CLASSA POWER AMP
EXCLT/BOXED £1995
CONRAD JOHNSON PF 1PRE (C/W PHONO STAGE)
EXCLT £695
CONRAD JOHNSON PFR REMOTE PRE (£3000)
MINT/BOXED £1295
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
MINT/BOXED £4995
NORTH AMERICAN H-CAT P138 PRE AMP (£2500+)
EX DEN £1495
PERREAUX MM/MC PRE 8, 300 WATT X2 POWER
VGC £995
SONY TAFB94OR FEW HOURS USE ONLY
AS NEW £275
NAD C372 FEW HOURS USE ONLY
AS NEW £350
MARANTZ PM 6100 OSE FEW HOURS USE ONLY
AS NEW £ 175
DPA 50S PRE AMP C/W PHONO STAGE
MINT/BOXED £395
PIONEER A-400
.EX.DEM/DISPLAY £ 195
MARANTZ MA 700 MONOBLOCS 4OFF!
EX OEM £ 1195

VALVE AMPS

TRILOGY 918 PRE CAN PHONO STAGE
TUBE TECH.SYNERGY HUGE REMOTE INTEGRATED
AUDIO INN.FIRST AUDIO 2A3 POWER AMP
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
CONRAD JOHNSON PF5CAN PHONO STAGE

VINYL

EXCLT £1250
MASTERPIECE! £3450
EXCLT £795
MINT/BOXED £995
VGC £595

TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE PLUS/LITHOS PSU
MINT/BOXED £450
AO-VOX PHONO STAGE RCA/XLR
NEW £395
TRANSCRIPTORS 8SKELETAL ARM
LOVELY £895
QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE
EXCLT £1250
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF/ARM/FLYWHEEL
EXCLT/BOXED £7495
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
EX.DEM £395
PROJECT DEBUT
£99

TUNERS /TAPE/CD RECORDERS

HITACHI FT- 55u0 MKII TUNER
SONY MDS-920 MINIDISC
LYNX THETA TUNER (VERY RARE)
SONY 700ES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE

GC £99
VGC £149
VGC £ 195
MINT £250
£195

CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST

INTERCONNECT
MISSING LINK CRY° REF XLR 1METRE PAIR
AS NEW/BOXED £275
MISSING LINK CRY° REF BULLET PLUGS 1M
AS NEW/BOXED £225
RENAISANCE SIG.RCA 1METRE
TBA
RENAJSANCE SIL. XLR 2METRE PAIR
TBA
RENAISANCE SIL.RCA 2METRE PAIR
TBA
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£350
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1.5 METRE RCA
£595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 Fr PAIR BALANCED XLR
£1195
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE XLR BALANCED
AS NEW/BOXED £275
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO BALANCED XLR 1METRE (£600 RETAIL) BRAND
NEW
£395
CD/SACD/DVD
DCS P8i SACO/CO PLAYER (£7000+)
DISPLAY £4995 BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO BALANCED XLR 2METRE (£997 RETAIL)BRAND
£650
PIONEER P0-95
MINT/BOXED £1250 NEW
BRAND NEW £295
PERP TECH P1-A/P3-A/PSU.SIG-2
BRAND NEW £1795 BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE RCA
TRICHORD DIGITAL TURNTABLE
EXCLT £450 BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE OR 1
PRIMARE V-25 END/CD PLAYER (£1000
BRAND NEW £75/95
EX DIS £450 METRE
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3D
(£6800)
MINT/BOXED £2750 BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE
BRAND NEW £65
CEC 1151-X TRANS & 71X DAC +VOL CONTROL
MINT/BOXED £ 1995 LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
MERIDIAN 563 DAC XLR SOCA
RENAISSANCE SIGNATURE 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300+)
MINT
£395
£795
RENAISSANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOS-III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
NOS/BOXED £395
£795
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED £ 1595
DPA BLACK SUNK TWO 4METRE PAIRS LOCKING WBTS
£695
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR
NOS/BOXED £350
£295
AUDIO ALCHEMY ODE V1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
NOS/BOXED £275 TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR 61-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC.. £795
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK
NOS/BOXED £225 PS.AUDIO X-TREAM BI- WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£750
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINT/BOXED
£375 NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 2.3 METRE PAIR or DEM. FACTORY TERMINATED £475
MONRIO 186 DAC/PSU
VGC
£275 AUDIONOTE AN- L3METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SILVER SPADES) 0225
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER £1450)
MINT/BOXED £495 QED ET-350 4MM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
£140
DENON DPFJ3030 200 CD MUL PLAYER
EX.DEM £195 BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£40 METRE) PER METRE £20
DENON DVD 2800 (GOLD)
MINT £395 BLACK RHODIUM S-130 02 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£20 METRE) PER METRE £9

Transcriptors

Stellavox

English Valve Company

Turntables

ST2 D/A Converter

PROTEUS

Inspired by old clocks and watches from

The ST2 circuitry uses new 96kHz 24bits

Proteus is acompletely new integrated

the 17th and 18th century, designer David

capable technology with an exceptional

valve amplifier built to exacting

Gammon has created Turntables that

time alignment performance in order to

standards Each amplifier is totally hand

are elegant timeless pieces. Beautifully

provide very accurate transient reproduction

built using the best quality components

constructed, sonically inspiring and most

for critical intelligibility professional and

and materials Call or e-mail for more

important, affordable. Wide selection of

laboratory applications

details

On demonstration and in stock

On demonstration and in stock

Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

T: 01424 445107
M: 07842 126218
E: paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk

spares available for older models too!
On demonstration and in stock.

English valve amplifiers
Hofi needs valves

Amphion Loudspeakers, Custom Design. DH labs cables. Isophon Loudspeakers, LFD Audio, Sound Good room pa els. Spirelux Isolation, Stellavox. Weiss Digital Audio

IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC
100 MKII Analog,
DI- 30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital
and VI-6Video Interconnects, AC2 MKII Power cord,
SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII
Loudspeaker cables, also available in Biwire form..Tonearm
interconnects TA300, TA200 and
TA100
Solid Core Silverfused wire technology with Teflon insulation

AUDUSA EUPEN

The
only true Ferrite techology cables - a high quality
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amp IEC, and mains plugs
USA, Danish, India, Swiss etc

AUDUSA 00M

products
include ceramic speaker cable
isolators from the USA, MK Tough
plugs, IEC's, & Wattgate 320L IEC
with silver plated contacts. Locking
banana and RCA connectors with
silver plated pins.
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'Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
sound quality.

TRiChORd RESEARCh

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
sales@trichordresearch.corn

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trichorcresearch.com
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ESSENTIAL SOUNDS

Fragile vocals and bruising
guitars to test your system's
mettle. Aword to the wise
from Mark Hockey — this is
not always hi fi friendly...

Massive Attack

Mezzanine

Virgin WBRCD4 7243 845599 22

Th

egenres of hip- hop, trip- hop, rap and
dub are not normally found between

the hallowed pages of HiFi News.
But these musical genres are the
musical ingredients that form the basis of the

extraordinary album Mezzanine by
Bristol- based Massive Attack.
Massive Attack arrived on the early ' 90s
'Bristol Sound' music scene, one that had
already given birth to the unique sonic talents
of The Wild Bunch, Tricky and Portishead.
Mezzanine — the band's wonderfully dark but
carefully crafted third album — was released
after the group had virtually disappeared
from public view for nearly three years.
The melodic blend of live instruments,
electronics and samples (taken from The Cure,
The Velvet Underground and Isaac Hayes)
mixed with anumber of guest vocals, most

ahi-fi system that is not entirely at peak
performance. Get this track right and you will
simultaneously feel both dark foreboding fear,

and fragile female vocals.
Listening to these tracks and the rest

anc joy at the sheer scale of the piece.

of album as awhole it becomes clear
how amazingly well produced, mixed and

soundscapes fused with over-the-top bass

BRUTAL DRUMS

lines and tantalising vocals.

Meanwhile, ' Inertia Creeps' blends metallic

recorded this entire set really is.
If you're the type to go looking for a

The best example of this is the track
'Teardrop'. Here we find Fraser's flighty,

drum sounds and avocal so up-close and

hi fi friendly album. Mezzanine will not be for

sinister you'll find yourself glancing around
your shoulder in trepidation. ' Dissolved Girl'

you, but should you be brave enough to test
the true mettle of your system you won't find
abetter disc than this collection of tunes. But

notably those of Liz Fraser from the Cocteau
Twins, draws you into aworld of menacing

otherworldly, often incomprehensible, vocals
perfectly entwined with layered bass lines
in amanner that can trip up and expose

is another great example of brutal drums and
distorted guitar breaks fused with delicate

beware! Even the album's cover is scary! (.5
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ON TEST:
•Audio Research power amp
•Melody pre- amp
•Ayre universal player
•Duevel loudspeakers
•Musical Fidelity DAC
•Vincent system

MARCH 2007

PLUS:
On Location: Chord Electronics
Inside Story: FM vs DAB — are we
comparing like with like?
How To... improve your room
acoustics

Ay

Sacrifice nothing
For over adecade, all of Ayres products have featured zero-feedback,
fully-balanced circuitry to deliver a natural musical presentation.
Now, new technologies extend this performance envelope even further.
Ayre's EquiLock circuit stabilises the operating point of the active gain
devices for an unprecedented level of clarity and resolution.
Newly developed ThermalTrak transistors ensure that the output stage
is optimally biased in real time, delivering realistic sound quality
regardless of playback levels.
This advanced technology is implemented using the finest materials
available, including ultra- low loss circuit board material, custom
developed audio-grade resistors, and proprietary polystyrene
capacitors. Featuring a massive linear power supply with twin power
transformers for exceptional dynamic authority, this high-current
amplifier will easily drive the most demanding loudspeakers. Each
Ayre MX-Rchassis is machined from asingle seventy-five pound block
of aluminium alloy to create a rigid mechanical foundation that
optimally shields the circuitry from any external electrical influences.

For the ultimate in luxury, the AyreLink communication system
provides integrated control functions for your Ayre system.
Linked components will turn on automatically with the touch of

symmetry

a single button. This convenience is provided while maintaining
signal purity with optoisolators. Incorporating the most
advanced technologies and design principles in the industry,
the MX-Rwill literally change the way you listen to music.

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk
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Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago. Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music,
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player, the Evolution 525
audio-video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krells' passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class ' A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.

absolute sounds ltd

EVOLUTION 402

EVOLUTION 505

EVOLUTION 222

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

